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By IRA PORTER 
Campus Editor 
When Monique Webb enrolled 
at Howard University in August 
I 998, she remembers taking all the 
required classes for her major. 
Webb, a physical therapy major, 
who auended summer school in 
1999 at Warren County College in 
Warren County, N.J., was only four 
credits shy of becoming a sopho-
more. 
But according to the Office of 
Academic Recording, she is still 
classified as a second semester 
freshman. The office has failed to 
record the fourtransfercredits from 
the biology course Webb took last 
summer. 
"It's been like tl1is fortwo-weeks 
and they're just like we're still 
working on it," Webb said. ··1 had 
to send out an application for a 
scholarship and it was incomplete 
because my transcript was messed 
up." 
Controversy 
By KJMOT HY K. BROWN 
Managing Editor 
For several years, the lack of 
enough qualified Afri~an-American 
head coaches in the National Foot-
ball Leagu~ (NFL) has been a hotly 
debated topic. Many are upset 
because they feel owners of most 
NFL franchises purposely overlook 
blacks in favor of their white coun-
1crpans. 
Of lhe NFL"s 3 1 teams, only two 
feature African-American head 
coaches: Dennis Green of the Min-
nesota Vikings and Tampa Bay Buc-
caneers· head coach Tony Dungy. 
However. several teams have black 
assistan1 coaches and coordinators. 
Atlanta Falcons' offensive line coach 
An Shell. who became the NFL's 
first ever African-American head 
coach with the Oakland Raiders in 
1989, was considered a top candidate 
for several vacant head coaching 
positions. Shell was interviewed 
twice by the New Orleans Saints 
and he was denied the position. New 
Orleans eventually named Pittsburgh 
Steelers· defensive coordinator as 
its head coach. 
Webb is one of several students 
who have been waiting 10 sec Paul 
Thompson, ac1ing direc1or of aca-
demic recording. to make correc-
tions to their transcripts. In recent 
weeks students have reported low 
cumulative grade point averages, 
miscalculated credits and extra 
classes. 
Photo by Eric Hall 
Many How11rd btudents ha,e complained about incort'fd grad~ and missing credits on their tran~ript'i. The prob1ent~ are 
bdie, cd to ha,e n,,-ulted Crom the Cailu.res or the BANNER systooL 
NFL Commissioner Paul Tagli-
abue usually addresses this problem 
in bis annual state of the league 
address. failed to really touch on the 
subject this year. Several sports 
columnists. including Spons lllus-
trated's Peter King. criticized Tagli-
abue for not 1horougbly tackling 
these concerns. 
Students have been requesting 
transcripts for graduate school, 
scholarships, and various campus 
organizations. 
"If! could've seen this coming, 
we would've prepared different-
ly," Paul Thompson said. He 
admilled that many students have 
been complaining about missing 
and incorrect information. He said 
the reason transcripts have been 
printing incorrect information 
because the University is using two 
computer systems. 
The Universily used the Legacy 
Sys1em prior to Dec. 31, 1999 to 
store grades and keep records of 
transcripts before tl1ey implement-
ed Banner. The office of Academ-
ic Recording was supposed 10 
transfer transcripts from Legacy to 
Banner. But lhe Legacy system is 
still frozen. 
See TRANSCRIPTS, AS See COACHES, AS 
NAACP Marches to Remove Flag in South Carolina 
Ftlcl'holo 
Although South Cnrolina has been Rying the Confederate Oag for more than thlt1y )cars on top of its capital building in 
Columbia, it has~ the cause or a h.-.11ed dbpute "ithin the stoic in rca,nt months. 
General Assembly Selects Waters 
and Perkins as Election Chairs 
Verification Not a 
Problem This Time 
By LAUREN B. ANDERSON 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In an emergency meeting Mon-
day the General Assembly elected 
Damon Waters and Aaliyah 
Perkins as co-general assembly 
election chairs for the 2000 elec-
tions season. Assembly members 
wasted a half an hour discussing 
whether to vote for a new candi-
da1e or to give the position to 
senior business major, Rob Hall, 
the only other candidate who orig-
inally ran for the position two 
weeks ago. 
Waters, a graduate student of 
political science and Perkins. a 
senior English and Chemistry won 
by nine votes over Michelle Mor-
gan who received two votes from 
assembly members. 
Hall was renamed as a candi-
I 
Ftlcl'hoco 
Damon Waters 
date by the assembly, although he 
still had not been verified, but Inter 
rescinded his nomination. 
--1ryou stan out 0awed its hard 
to come out clean. so good luck,'' 
Hall told assembly members 
before leaving. 
The new candidates submitted 
applications after fonner general 
elections chair Tyrell Eiland Jones 
was deemed unqualified because 
his grades did not meet standards 
set by the office of Student Activ-
ities, 
"We bo1h have student govern-
ment experience in years past;· 
Perkins said. 
Perkins and Waiers have prior 
experience in s1udent government 
affairs. 
Perkins worked in Howard Uni-
versity Student Association 
(HUSA) a., a volunteer coordina-
tor, administrative assbtant lo the 
vice-president of HUSA, co-chair 
of the Bison Ball and Excellence 
Awards committee and 1hc Uni-
versity wide judiciary board. 
Waters, who is a graduate student 
in the field of political science, 
served as the elections chair for lhe 
1998 spring elections. 
Assembly members were con-
cerned that lhe vote would be over-
turned because of verifica1ion 
problems. but Marylin Hoosen, 
president of 1he (HUSA) said 
there is no way Perkins and Waiers 
can be declared iaeligible becnu<c 
they were verified by her office. 
See CHAIRS, AS 
By J ENNIFER R. DYSON 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
More than 50.000 marchers 
took to the downtown streets of 
Columbia. S.C .. on January 17 to 
protest the 0ying of the Confed-
erate battle 0ag over its State 
House. This demonstration led by 
the Natinnul Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP) was the largest ever to 
demand 1hc removal of the 0ug. 
The unprecedented peace 
march, filled with various races 
and denominations. included 
young and old people, business 
heads. elected officials. civil 
rights leaders, professionnl orga-
nizations and students. 
Singing 'The nag is coming 
down today"' to the tune of --we 
Shall Overcome," marchers 
upheld signs and pos1ers with slo-
gans such as ''Your Heritage Is 
My Slavery"" and "Take It Down 
Now:· 
The keynote speaker, K weisi 
Mfume. NAACP P.rc,ident and 
CEO, told the protesters during 
his address: ··we will continue to 
march and continue to boycott 
until it Oies no more. Although 
Jim Crow is dead, Jim Crow Jr. is 
alive and well. 1l1osc who suppon 
the Confedemte Ong of the Klan, 
the Skin Heads, the Militia and 
other hate group, suppon bigotry 
and racial intolerance." 
He remarked that this show of 
widespread opposition to the Ong 
is perhaps the greatest civil rights 
march since the 1960, 
The NAACP officially called 
for economic sanctions against 
lhe Soulh Carolina tourism indus-
try to begin on January I and con-
1inuc until the Confederate battle 
flag is removed from the c~pitol 
ground,. 
SeeFLAG,AS 
BISON BASKETBALL BLUES 
Phoco by Mark Coleman 
Howard guard Roo Willianl.SOn ru,d the Bison still ~1rugglc ,.;u, MEAC 
oompe,tition. Full story B6. 
A2 
Voices and Views 
What are you doing 
for Valentine's Day? 
Pho«<» By Ch,mdra Andcoon 
Sold! 
"I' m going to be 
studying a lot." 
Jimmy Her-
nandez, soph-
more electronic 
studio major 
"I'm spending a 
quiet evening 
with friends."-
Hilari Younger, 
freshman fashion 
merchandise 
" I'm going on 
the Philly ski trip 
with my Mother 
and dog Rufus." 
Lawrence Gar-
rett, freshman 
political science 
"I' ll be out of 
town in S. Car-
olina playing 
ball." - Alexis 
Perskine, fresh-
man fashion 
Hi111op SutfT/Erio Hall 
Phi Sigma Fi held a Valentine's Auct'ion on Feb. 2 in Dlnckburn Auditorium. 
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Hllllop S1aWEric H.U ' 
Administr-Jtion said construction or the Loui, Stokes Health Sciences Ubrar) i5 making substantial progress. The library "ill be completed by foll 2001. 
Construction of Several New Facilities· 
Near Completion 
By J Ml\'E E. SPILLF.R 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The presence of orange cones. the 
sound of hammering and con\lant 
con.,1ruc1ion has become an all-famil-
iar sight for Howard "udents. Con• 
Mruction of 1he health science, library. 
the renovation of Truth :md Crandall 
Halls, and the compu1cr "super )ah," 
has prompted many studen1, to ask:" 
When will the building be finished'!" 
According. Executhe Vice Presi-
dent Thomas ELrey. construction of 
the health sciences library on Bryant 
St. is making progress. Elzey also 
said there are plans to co,er the top 
of the law library building in ne.xt 
couple weeks. Elzey said completion 
of both libraries is set for approxi-
mately January 200 I. 
Renovation of Truth and Crandall 
Halls are nearly comple1cd according 
to Tubman Quadrangle Community 
Director. Donna Green. Green said 
that dorms arc scheduled for com-
pletion on March 14. 
The renovated dorms wil l be 
equipped with ,eparate connections 
for cable. acce" to the Internet and 
a telephone. 
El1ey said Ho\\ard dom1, will ha,e 
these features by the Fall of 1000. 
The re-opening of half of the Quad's 
four female freshmen dom1i1ories 
will allow for the closing of Wheat• 
ley and Frazier Hall, for renovations. 
"\Ve want 10 get them closed. so 
the} can focus on the air condition-
ing. heat and ,e111ila1ion in tho,e two 
buildings:· ,aid Green. 
Whca1lc} and Fr.,,icr Hall, cur-
rentl) house 285 residents. Truth and 
Crandall will accommodate an addi-
tional 202 students. Green said she 
want; all freshman females to be 
housed in the Tubman Quadrangle in 
the Fall of 2000. 
The dorm will be receiving a new 
security system that will allow more 
area around the dorm 10 be viewed. 
It" ill also allow views of the coun• 
yard which is located in 1he middle 
of the fi"e dorm,. 
Howe\'er. some residents do not 
share the ,ame enthusiasm for mov-
ing into 1he dorms. 
"I do not want 10 move." curre111 
Frazier Hall resident. Jessica Franklin 
said. '"The rooms arc smaller. 11·, 
pointless 10 move because I'll be 
leaving in a few months. Franklin 
said. 
The ".;uper lab" wa; slated to open 
in December ofla11 year. Now armed 
with :1 new name. the "i" lab will be 
open for students in March according· 
to Dr. Charles Moore, Director of_ 
User Suppon Services. 
The computer lab will be located on 
the comer of Bryant St. and Georgia 
Ave. It will consist of approximate-
ly 200computers. These will includo 
some Macintosh. IBM and UN IX· 
based system,. 
At this point, the operating hours of 
the lab has not yet been determined. 
However, Moore said the intention 
is to have the lab open 24 hours. 
"I think all the technologica~ 
advances that the uni,·ersity is planning 
are definitely things 1hat need to como 
into fruition on our campus. It is obvi• 
ous Ihm 1echnology is going 10 be a 
major factor for succc.s.s in this infor-
mation ba.sed society." bu,ine.~., major; 
Lauren William, said. 
Entrepreneur Major Slated for the 
School of Business 
By l\llA SmtERSALI. 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
After heavy lobbymg from sm 
dents, the School of Business r.:cc111-
ly has decided to incorporate an 
elllerpreneuship major 10 it< fall 2000 
curricu lum. The Entrepreneurial 
Leadership lnitiative(ELI) held a 
pre;s conference Wednesday in the 
School of Business student lounge to 
announce $Cveral program, aimed at 
promoting the major on carnpu,. 
Dr. Barron Harvey. D.:an of the 
School of Business. said the pro-
grams are geared toward all smdents 
with an intcre;i in starting a business. 
They include a business plan com-
petition for scholarships, a mentor 
progrnm 10 pair interested >tudenLs 
with entrepreneurs and ,mall busi-
ness manager,. a dc:m ·s li>t for elllre-
prencurial leadership and an online 
cnterpreneuship incubator. In addi-
tion. there will be an ELI workshop 
held every Wednesd,1y evening al 
7:.,o p.m. in the School of Business 
Each worhhop will locus on aspects 
of business development such as 
business plan writing. how to raise 
capital and how to get staned. 
Isa Abdur-Rahman, lhe acting coor-
dinator for EU. is a 1998 Howard grad-
uate and fonner president of lhe current 
enirepreneurial society in the School of 
Bu\iness. Abdur-Rahm,m said the mis-
sion of ELI is not only to get students 
st.uwd in entrepreneurship, but also to 
hdp tlicm huild networks wilh other 
s1udent, who have similar goals. 
"l' m sure you all want 10 own your 
own businesses but very few of you 
actually know one another.'' he said. 
Abdur-Rahman said that dialoguing 
with other students with entrepre• 
neurship minds is the nature of entrc• 
prcncur~hip. 
Harvey said he is dedicated 10 
enhancing the foundation of en1rc-
preneurship. He said as a core class 
in the school, entrepreneurship is 
taught 10 some e,tent throughout all 
depanment, within the school. But 
this effon is not enough. Har.ey said. 
The school also needs ELI 's initiative 
10 supplement the effon. 
Harvey told studenu. that although 
many admire Michael Jordan for his 
ialent and ability to mai<e a lot of 
money, Jordan's money is nothing 10 
Bill Gates, who knew what he want-
ed 10 do when he was young and had 
the tenacity to actually accomplish it. 
Juliette Adam, is a senior hospital-
ity management major who plan, to 
stan a Caribbean restaurant in the 
District. Adams said she is extreme-
ly happy about the new cntreprc• 
neurship programs emerging at 
Howard. She said ,he was deeply dis-
satisfied about the way Howard han• 
died the subject of ent.reprcneurship 
in the past. "There is so much brain 
·-: 
power that come, through the school : 
and it i, lost," she ,aid. ~ 
• 
Adams s.ua if the cntrcrrencurship = 
w,1s offe, cd as a majoo wh.'n ,he first I 
came to Howard. sh~ would have , 
embraced it. "Without any question I ; 
would have majored in it because T : 
came 10 Howard searching for it," she : 
s;lid. : 
Abdur-Rahman said that his goal is ! 
10 unite all of the various entrepre- ; 
neurship organization, on campus ! 
and 10 develop one organization. He : 
also said the Entrepreneurial Society • 
has been ver, in,trurncnu) in help- • 
ing to get the word out about ell's • 
actiVlties. Abdur-Rahman leads by ; 
example because he has 0IJ!llnized 
and raised capital with several black ' 
• college toun. for high school \tu- , 
• dents in the pa,1. He also got a head , 
stan in his own business by buying 
Internet domain names for future ; 
endeavors. ''The key is to stan now,'' : 
he ~aid. • 
Visiting African American Studies Professor Charles · 
Metze Plans to Return Home 
By NSENGA A. K NtGIIT 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Looking al Charles Me11c II . there 
is no sign of health problems. but ask 
him and he'll tell you. 
"I recently returned from the 1110,1 
horrendous experience in my life." 
Mctzc recently suffered a heart 
auack over 1he Christmas Break. He 
has 1wo hernias and he Mill comes to 
class everyday. 
Last Monday when school was can-
celed until IO a.m .. Me1ie conducted 
hi, 8: IO and 9: IO classes anyway. He 
taped himself 1caching. likc he always 
does and showed it 10 his students at 
his 9: IO a.m. class Wednesday. 
A day in Mctze ·s class goes beyond 
a lesson on slavery. Met,e provides 
cn1enainment for his classes whether 
he's teasing students about missing 
class because the shunle buses were 
rolling backwards down the hill or 
jokingly daring 10 bash someone's 
hcnd with his antique walking stick 
if they say anything bad about one of 
hi, heroes. 
Through it all, his students arc 
ready to learn. 
"Look at 1hcm. they're so full and 
ready,'' Mette said during a recent 
cla.,s. "The) ·re so ready 10 learn." 
Boni in Columbia, S.C .. Jl.letie is a 
5th generation of South Caroli nians. 
Farrah Cassier. a sophomore biolo-
gy major recalled the first week of 
school when Metze inquired during 
a lecture if there was anyone who 
didn't have to take his Intro to 
African-American Studies class, and 
she could've taken another session, 
but she didn't want to miss out on his 
class. 
"My friends told me that I must 
take his class. and I'm glad I listened 
10 them," she said. "Before taking 
Metze ·s class I didn't know anything 
about that stuff, now I'm strongly 
considering Afro American studies 
as a minor:· 
Unfonunately for some students. 
Me11.c. who is a visiting professor 
from Allen University in Columbia, 
S.C. will be leaving after this semes-
ter. He has been teaching in the 
African-American studies depanmcnt 
at Howard University since 1990. 
He wns originally supposed 10 be 
here for nine months. After his those 
nine months were up he asked his 
lawyers 10 negotiate another co111rac1 
with the University and the South 
Carol ina Commission on Higher 
Education and Allen University in 
Columbia, S.C. 
Metre said he hopes his students 
have taken as much a.~ possible from 
him during his time here. Mctze said 
his philosophy on education has been 
greatly influenced by Danielle 
Alexander Payne. He was the first 
black college president in the world. 
In I 856 Payne ( 1811- 1893) became 
the president of Wilberforce College, 
in Wilberforce. Ohio. the first college , 
owned by and for African Ameri- • 
cans. Me1te said Payne went to 
extreme effons 10 gi"e hb students 
everything. For example. he starved 
10 sa,e money 10 buy books for his I 
students. 
MetLc is writing a book aboul 
Payne and expects it to be published • 
within the next 24 months. j 
Metzc believes that there are still i 
1eachen. out there who live the lega- , 
cy of Payne. He alluded that his col- i 
leagues Dr. Poner Wesley and Saun- 1 
dra Millner practiced the philosophy ! 
of Payne. Payne believed thal noth- ' 
ing is too good and no sacrifice is too 
great for the Student. even life itself. 
As Melle learned more about Payne 
he found himself to be a literary fol- : 
lower. • 
"l f it is going to be said that I'm a ~ 
great teacher then I must be willing ~ 
10 make ,acrifices." • 
J 
THE HILLTOP 
Campus Digest 
Buckle Up Black America Campaign bolds Conference at Howard 
University 
The National Black 
Alcoh lism and 
Addtions Council 
(NBAC) will ,pon-
sor 1hc first of two 
regional events at 
Howard's Blackbum 
Center to draw auen-
tion 10 the dispro-
ponionatc numbers 
of African-Ameri-
cans affected by'----------------~ 
motor vehicle cr.ishes. The "Buckle Up Black America" event is sched-
uled for February 22-23 from 6 p.m.-8p.m. 
James Baldwin at the l\lccca 
Today the department of English will sponsor a one-
day national conference honoring the achievements 
of James Baldwin in literature. English classes arc 
cancelled in order for the students can attend the cel-
ebration. "A Tribute 10 James Baldwin," will be held 
from 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. in Blackbum Center. 
~ribbean Studies Committee Sponsoring Essay Contest 
The Carri bean Students Commiuec is sponsoring an essay contest for all 
Howard University undergraduate s1uden1s. The essay topic "Encoun-
ters Across the Diaspora: Finding and facing Cullural Diversity at 
Howard University gives students a chance 10 cam S600 in prizes. First 
prize winners will receive $300. second pri,e is $200 and third place is 
$ I 00. For more informa1on about the contest contact Dr. Eve Hawthorne 
in the dcpanment of English at 202-806-4221. 
Campus Calendar 
February 
14 
Darlene Mathis. author of "l\'ome,, of Color"' and creator of D.Mat/ris 
Cosmetics will be mt hand in tire bookstore 10 perform free Valentines 
Day makeovers and sign copies of her book. 111.m. 
16 
Blair n~lker, a111/ror of·· \Ylry Should White Guys Have All The F1111 ?" 
and " Up Jumped the Devil" will -'i.~11 copie., of his books at rhe book-
store including his 11ew release "Hidden hr Plain View." 61>.111. 
17 
Ha/IS J. Massaquoi fom,er managing editor of Ebor1y Magazine, will 
sign copies of his 11ew book in rite bookstore, " Destined to \Vitness: 
Growir,g Up Black in Nau Gem1a11)," Noo,t 
Howard Alumnus Clarence Ne,v will read fivm and sign of /tis debm 
novel " Cheekie: A Child Om OfTl,e Desire." 6 p.m. 
19 
Superstar \'Ocalist Tracie Spencer will join Howard U11h-ersi1y and 
Pepsi Cola to unl'eil the new Pepsi .,corebo11rd ill Burr Gymna.,ium. -I 
p.m. 
24 
How11rd Unfrersiry alumnus Riw Ewing ll'ill sign copies of her best 
selling navel "Homecourt Advantage" co-authored b_,, Crystal McCray 
in the HU bookstore. 
Do you have 
what it takes 
to write for 
Campus?? 
Call Ira or 
Chris@ 
806.6866 
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Woman to Woman Conference An Enlightening 
Experience For Some 
By A NGELA D AVIS 
Hilllop StafT Writer 
As a result of the vision •hared by 
the ladies of Della Sigma Theta 
Sororiry, Inc. Alpha Chapter. and the 
College of Arts and Science Student 
Council, the Eighth Annual Woman 
10 Woman Conference many of the 
high school girls who visited 
Howard's campus Tuesday with a 
new a11i1ude. 
"I believe now the girls can truly 
say that anything is achievable. and 
that they can reach their goals.'' said 
Mahblecia Grant, chairperson of the 
conference's steering commiuee. 
This collabor:ition of young minds 
and intellectuals from 1hc D.C. met-
ropolitan area included more than 
400 teenage girls in grades 9-12. The 
objec1ivcof1heevcnt was to motivate 
and inspire youni; women. 
·'Our goal every year is 10 influence 
1he youth as mature women from var-
ious professional fields, building self-
esteem, leadership skills and profes-
sionalism," Djinge Lindsay, co-cha.ir 
of the public relations commiuee said. 
The theme this year·s conference, 
''Sister·s Let's Talk ... Together We 
Aspire, Together We A chic, e ... 
embraced the ideal of empowcnncnt 
among black women, and spread the 
importance of giving back 10 the 
community through service. 
The conference began with an 
opening ceremony at the Andrew 
Rankin Memorial Chapel where 
Howard University's own Rev. Dr. 
Debyii Thomas, a School of Com-
munications faculty member, was the 
motivational speaker. Following the 
ceremony workshops were conduct-
ed throughout the morning on impor-
tant topics such as, honesty. skin 
color and prejudice among Black 
women. 
Markesha McWilliams, national 
second vice president of Delta Sigma 
Theta Sorority Inc .. was one of the 
workshop presenters. McWi liams, 
who is currently persuing a career at 
Cable News Network in Atlanta, Ga., 
spoke abou t the problems she 
encountered during her experience in 
the television mass media market. 
Moving to Atlanta after graduating 
from Wisconsin University with a 
B.A. in journali sm and communica-
tion ans. Mc Williams had no money, 
family. friends, or place 10 live. She 
only had a dream 10 work for CNN. 
she said. so she took a chance and 
stepped out on fai th. 
"I rel ied on my experience and 
internships 10 back me up." she told 
the group of silent ly listening 
young women. 
After the morning workshops. the 
youn g women convened in the 
Blackbum Ballroom for the confer-
ence luncheon. After exploring the 
Htlllop Starf/(llandra AndeN>n 
More than 400 area high school "omen attended the 8th annual Women to 
Women Conrerncc held in Blackburn Center. 
gift bags on their seats Muffed with 
products from conference sponsors 
WHUR. Essence Magazine. Dark 
and Lovely Hair Products, and Tam-
pax Tampons, the girls listened to 
African-American female speakers 
of various ages and backgrounds dis-
cuss-their lives and experiences. 
"By there being such 'a concentrn-
tion on negativity in black communi-
ties, we want to expose our youth to 
positive interactions:· said Lindsay. 
Many of the conference panicipants 
and auen<lants were im~scd with the 
quality of the speakers and workshops. 
"The work.hops touched many 
varieties of topics concerning black 
women. 'Television and You· was 
very beneficial," ,aid high school 
student Gail Lockcrnian. 
"'The conference was \\CH-planned 
and "ell-executed. The high quality 
and the effon put fonh behind the scene 
,hould be acknowledge.'' commented 
Re, Helen Lee from Chicago. Ill. 
"I am very glad I decided to be 
apart of the conference. Rev. Dr. 
Harri,· speech wa, very inspira-
tional." said local high school stu-
dent Tonya Harris. 
Controversial Author Michael E. Dyson Delivers Sermon at Chapel 
By VALERIE THOMAS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Famous author, minister and pro-
fessor. Dr. Michael E. Dyson 
addressed the congregation of the 
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel 
Sunday morning. 
Dyson was recently criticited in 
the Washington Post a, "rongly 
comparing Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 
10 the late rap aniM Tupac Shakur. 
"I'm grateful for some press. but I do 
want to press the point.'' Dyson said 
in response 10 the anicle. "Dr. King 
was a man. not a God ... 
Dyson reminded men in 1he audi-
ence how hard it was to be a man and 
they should stri ve to be beuer. "If we 
think Dr. King was a God. we have 
no need 10 be challenged by his 
example. but as a man. he was a man 
among men. but he also had flaws." 
Dyson said. 
Dyson ended his comments on the 
King issue saying that Dr. King was 
a great man. but he also made mis-
takes like everyone else. 
Dyson commented more on the por-
trayal of the black family by the 
media. "African American commu-
nities arc denied a sense of some-
bodincss." Dyson said. 
Dyson explained that as a result of 
slavery. most African American fam-
ilies are still struggling 10 find out 
who they are and where they belong 
genealogically. 
'"The black family is going 10 hell rn 
a handbasket.'' he said. 
Bernard Richardson. dean uf chapel 
commended Dyson on his candor. 
"He stays true 10 his faith and hi, 
belief regardless of who he offend,," 
Richardson said. 
Dyson. a religious siudie, professor 
at the Univc~ity of Nonh Carolina. 
Chapel Hill. He graduated with a BA 
in philosophy from Carson Ne" man 
College and a Ph.D. in religion from 
Princeton University. 
He has been previewed on Good 
Moming America. the Today Show, 
Oprah, and BET. He has wriucn for 
The New York Time,. Chicago Tri-
bune. The Washington Post. Lo, 
What role do you want to 
play in the revo~ution? 
Come by and see us when 
we visit your campus: 
DATE 
2-18-00 
PLACE 
Career Services Office, School of Business 
TIME 
9:00 am - 5:00 pm 
TYPE OF EVENT 
Interview Day 
www.ibm.com/whywork 
----
- ----
- - -
- - ---
- -----
-
---·-• 
Angele, Times. Vibe Maguine. USA 
Today. The New Yorker. and Essence. 
Dyson won the 1992 Award of Excel-
lence forMaga1ine, from the Nation-
al A\SOCiation of Black Journalists. 
He is considered one of the most 
imponant voice, of hi, generation. 
Sunday \\".I.\ the beginning of a series 
of bible study classe, at chapel. Dr. 
Cain Hope relder. Profc"or of ne" 
1csiamcm language and literJture and 
chairman of the Biblical Institute of 
Social Change at the school of divin-
ity b teaching is teaching the class. 
The bible lectures entitled. African 
American,. The Sible and the 
Jubilec-Redisco\'ermg the Mis,ing 
Link is a three pan ,crie,. The next 
lecture i, Feb. W. 
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2000 General Assembly Elections Committee · 
Applications and 
Petitions are now 
available to interested 
persons. All 
documents are due 
not later than 5 PM, 
Feb.16,2000. 
No Exceptions wi ll be made. 
HUSA Candidates are required to receive at least 550 signatures. 
Undergraduate Trustees are required to get 250 signatures and 
Graduate Trustees are required to receive I 00 signatures. 
Applications are available in Room I I 6 of the Armour J 
Blackburn Center during regular business hours. 
Questions? Call 806-5426 
STUDY ABROAD WORKSHOP 
AND 
SYMPOSIUM ON 
FUNDED STUDY ABROAD 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE 
ACADEMIC YEARS 2000-2001 
AND 2001-2002 
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TOP ARTICIP ATE IN A 
WORKSHOP 
ON THE PREPARATION OF APPLICATIONS FOR THE 
FULBRIGHT SCHOLARSHIP 
ANDTHE 
NATIONAL SECURITY EDUCATION PROGRAM SCHOLARSHIP 
AND TO ATI'END A SYMPOSIUM ON STUDY ABROAD 
EXPERIENCES 
PRESENTED BY RE□PIENTS OF THE LUCY E. MOTEN 
FELLOWSHIP. 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 2000 
3:00 P.M. 
LOCKE HALL, ROOM 105 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, KINDLY CONTACT DR. PAUL 
E. LOGAN, OFFICE OF THE DEAN, COLLEGE OF ARTS AND 
S□ENCES, LOCKE HALL, SUITE 101. 
THE HILLTOP 
2ndAnnua) 
Valentine- Charity, 
Taknt \S)oweast 
Date: 
Time: 
Place: 
L 
·February 12, 2000 
6:00 p.m. 
Blackbum Ballroom 
' \ 
' 
Tickets are $5.00 @Cramton Auditorium 
Sponsored by: HUSA 
Co-Sponsored by Harriet Tubman & Drew Hall Dormitory Council 
Profit or Loss 
Choosing J l,lll'l'r With 
<..I<,:--!,\ h1vc,tment \Ian 
.1~emen1 1s iust ,1, simple. 
ClC:S.A hi\ l'\tment 
Man.igl'llll'lll 1, one oi 
!he world'~ largest globJI 
inwstmcnt companies. 
\\'ith morl' 1han $60 billion 
under managcmrnt, our 
mission i\ to pro, 1de 
prl'lllit>r imestment 
solutions to U.S. and 
international pension plans 
,is well as institutional 
investors. Wl' manage ,1 
lull range of asse1 classes 
including global fixed 
incoml' and equit)', real 
estate, and alternative 
i1wc,tments ~uch as 
structured securities. 
At CIGNA hwestmcnt 
Management, you'll join 
a dedicatl'U team of more 
/1111l{ord • New \'111k 
Summer Internships 
than 200 inwstment 3,1d 
rt·warch professionals. 
rtuough disciplined 
analy~is ,rnd an entrepre-
neurial spirit, we help our 
dicnt\ balarKC TIS~ and 
rcward to achieve superior 
returns. Your <k-cision~ 
will direct ly impact the 
performance of our cltents' 
portfolios. ,\nd you'll 
haw an opportunity to 
enha nee our reputation .is 
a leading multi-asset class 
global investmem manager. 
Come and find out morl' 
about the rewarding 
summer intern opportuni-
tit>s ava ilablt> at CIGK<\ 
Investment :-.1anagcment. 
CIGNA Investment 
Management 
• l.mu/011 • frlk)Y> 
Ready for the Challenge? 
Event: 011-Cm11p11s Interviews 
Date: Friday, Ft'lmwry 25, 2000 
Submit 
Resumes to: Center for Professional Devt'iop111ent 
Visit us on the Web: www.<i9no.1om/ workin9/1oll, 9e 
. 
We re .f't OQIJil c:,oorh1.nlty emplOyer. M'FfO'V '"CIGNA: rtlel$ IO CIGNA co,p04'il'll.>n 
anoo, one tHMOreot ~, svtisoa, .. , ~140SI ttr'ip~c6S ar• amp~d by ,Jt-sid .lr es c1 
C:GNA Co,100,l!ltlen, #otlttt, PfC•·idt msura'Kt a_nd rel,IUf'd p,odl,l(1J 
' .
' . 
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: Officials Blame BANNER System for Faulty 
rranscripts 
' 
' 
From TRANSCRIPTS, Al 
J 
, · The result is that Paul Thomp-
: son's office has been bombarded 
: -with students complaining about 
' their transcripts. His office is typing 
: ln information from the frozen Lega-
, cy system and entering it into the 
Banner system. "We are learning 
. bow to do things on the fly," Paul 
; Thompson said. He also said it will 
; take I 8 months to get the bugs out of 
• lhe Banner System. 
• 
"The university just started using 
: the system this semester." He 
: laughed when asked if his office was 
trained to operate Banner properly. 
, ''We were trained, but we could've 
• 
• been trained a little more." 
• • 
• Furthermore, Paul Thompson said 
the rule of repeating the same class 
• • 
, c,n the Banner system is not working. 
• • Therefore students who took the 
' ;ame class twice are supposed to 
~ave the highest grade of the two 
: ~lasses put on their transcript. But the 
computers are adding both grades 
together instead of taking the high-
est grade. 
Lakeysha Thompson, a junior his-
tory major, waited in the backed up 
transcript line on the first floor of the 
Administration building. Minutes 
later, she was on the other side of the 
door, waiting in a chair to see who-
ever could fix her low grade point 
average. Lakeysha Thompson said 
she knew her grade point average 
was a 3.0 because she added it up 
herself and she sat down with her 
advisor to look it up. 
"They haven't even updated my 
grade point average," Lakeysha 
Thompson said. "I'm here for the 
second time today. I came here in the 
morning; I waited for an hour, but I 
had to go to class and now I'm back." 
She said. 
Lakeysha Thompson said she 
needs her transcript to apply for a 
McNair fellowship which requires a 
2.5 grade point average. Currently, 
her average is just over a 2.0. "This 
is really aggravating," she said. "I've 
been up here five times already." 
But Sandra Stokes, an official in 
the admissions office of the Gradu-
ate school of Arts and Sciences, said 
she hasn't heard of any students hav-
ing problems with their transcripts, 
but she said as long as they have all 
of the other requirements ready, such 
as two· letters of recommendation, a 
personal letter, and proof that they've 
taken the Graduate Record Exam, 
(GRE) by the April I deadline, they 
can send in the transcript information 
later. 
"We get a lot of calls from students 
who might have something missing 
in their package, but we tell them to 
go ahead and send what you have and 
let that follow," Stokes said .. "We 
would encourage all students to send 
the full package because when the 
the department reaches their quotas, 
they don't accept anymore applica-
tions." 
• • ,-.------------------------------------------l 
• NAACP Marches to 
' Remove Flag in South 
Carolina 
' 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
From FLAG, Al 
. ' 
• : The Confederate battle flag loomed as a powerful and 
~xtreme issue in the presidential races in both parties. 
, puring the Democratic presidential debate, candidates 
. Al Gore and Bill Bradley stated that the Confederate bat-
• ~e flag, which they depicted as racist, should be removed 
: lrom the South Carolina State house. 
' : However, Gore said he would not actively participate 
' , Ill the NAACP boycott. 
: : "I don't think a president of the United States should 
: ~ver boycott an individual state." 
' • 
Leading Republican candidates: George W. Bush, 
$teve Forbes and John McCain, the 1, said individual 
~tales should decide which flags to fly. 
, One prominent Republican agreed with the Democ-
ratic candidates. William Bennett, a native of New York, 
• 
~elieves the Republicans candidates are making "antis-
take" on the issue. Bennett told the Washington Times 
that he did not think the flag should be honored. 
• l "They should stand for the removal of that flag. 
: Although there were great individuals who fought for the 
• 
• Confederacy and their individual memory should be hon-
• 
ored, what that flag stood for was slavery and the sepa-
• r ' • 
• , 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
ration from the Union. And that, I think, is not something 
to be flown, to be hailed or to be saluted." 
The only presidential candidate who has publicly 
defended the flying of the flag is Pat Buchanan, who 
seeks the Reform Party nomination. 
"The men who fought here and died here to defend 
Columbia, [South Carolina], it seems to me, ought to be 
respected and so should the flag under which they fought 
and died," Buchanan said . 
Since the early 60s, the Confederate Battle Flag has 
embellished the roof of the capital building in Colum-
bia, S.C. The flag was initially restored to the roof of the 
city's capital building in celebration of the centennial of 
the Civil War and the Confederacy. However, the flag 
remains atop the roof below the American and South Car-
olina State Flags. 
Many citizens consider the flag as a symbol of state 
or Southern heritage. Patrick W. Cokley, a senior polit-
ical science major from Columbia, S.C., has a different 
viewpoint on the controversial issue. 
"Many of the political officials have turned a blind eye 
and a deaf ear to those in the community who feel that 
the presence of such a symbol, at the center of state gov-
ernment, is an affront to all African Americans who 
reside within South Carolina. Whites claim that the 
Confederate flag is a symbol that should have a place in 
Columbia, even though there are already two flag memo-
rials on the State House grounds, as well as a Civil War 
Museum. The Confederate flag does not belong over the 
seat of state government and must be removed," said 
Cokley. 
• 
• 
• 
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ava1 a e to intereste 
ersons . 
ocuments are 
not ater t 
' 
• 
' 
• 
No Exceptions will be made. 
HUSA Candidates are required to receive at least 550 signatures . 
Undergraduate Trustees are required to get 250 signatures and 
Graduate Trustees are required to receive 100 signatures . 
Applications are available in Room I 16 of the Armour J. 
Blackbum Center during regular business hours. 
Questions? Call 806-5426 
= .----------------------------------------J 
• 
• • 
Tack of Black NFL Coaches Ignites Controversy 
From COACHES, Al 
Fans of professional football here at Howard Univer-
sity, Including sophomore computer science major Rus-
sell !)rake, sees the absence of enough black head coach-
es as a conspiracy. 
"!i's all discrimination against blacks, and it's not 
because of their ability. Blacks already run football on the 
field' They [whites] don't want us to run it all the way," 
said Drake. 
Drake also mentioned incident with former Detroit Pis-
ton's star Isaiah Thomas and his attempt to purchase the 
Nati<'.>nal Basketball Association's (NBA) Toronto Rap-
tors. Thomas was denied the franchise and bought the 
entire Continental Basketball Association (CBA) instead. 
Drake said the Thomas incident was evidence that whites 
did not want to see blacks with too much power in pro-
fessional sports. 
Despite the NFL's minor attempt to allow black head 
coaches, most still point to the fact that it took the league 
until the late 1980s to finally have its first black head 
coach in Shell. In addition, many are upset that so-called 
underachieving white coaching candidates are given 
numerous chances to prove their worth, while black 
coaches are constantly held back supposedly because of 
racial factors. 
It remains to be seen what happens when the next round 
of coaching vacancies roll around and which, if any, of 
those positions will go to African-American men. 
General Assembly Selects Waters and Perkins 
as Election Chairs 
From CHAIRS, Al 
Members of the General Assembly felt the election was 
imperfect. 
"l'hese elections are flawed," Gary D. Watson, a junior 
in the college of engineering, architecture and computer 
sciences and a voting member of the board said. 
"I think HUSA has been slacking off all year and this 
is jus.t more evidence of their lack of ability to fulfill their 
responsibility. Had they verified the students and taken 
their jobs and the students seriously, we wouldn't be in 
this predicament now." 
Despite criticism from assembly members, Hoosen 
said the elections process will start soon. 
"It (the ineligibility of Eiland) set us back by about a 
week but I'm confident that the candidates that came out 
victorious will make up for lost time because you have 
two persons who are going to concentrate on making the 
process expedient," Hoosen said. 
Waters and Perkins said they are starting elections on 
Feb. 22, and they will end May 6, the day before elec-
r 
tions. One of the goals of this year's new chairs is to get 
more voters out to the poll. 
"I believe that completely saturating the voters with the 
candidates and allowing the candidates to do the same will 
hopefully generate the interest of the students," Waters 
said. "If the candidates themselves aren't interesting no 
matter what the election committee will do, the voters 
won't come out." 
Debate Schedule: 
February 22 Drew Hall 
February 23 Ralph Bunch Center 
February 24 School of Business 
February 29 Meridian Hill Hall 
March 2 Tubman Quadrangle 
March 6 Blackburn Ball Room 
All applications and packets for those ,vho are interest-
ed in running for a position in the student government 
are due back by Feb. I 8. 
' COME AND JOIN THE NATION'S 
LARGEST BLACK COLLEGIATE NEWS-
iPAPER, THE HILLTOP. ASSIGNMENTS 
EVERY TUESDAY AT 7PM IN THE WEST 
TOWER'S HILLTOP OFFICE. 
2nd Annual 
Valentine Charify 
Tabt $howease 
Date: 
Time: 
Place: 
February 12, 2000 
6:00 p.m. 
Blackburn Ballroom 
Tickets are $5. 00 @ Cramton Auditorium 
Sponsored by: HUSA 
Co-Sponsored by Harriet Tubman & Dre1v Hall Dormitory C..'ouncil 
l' 
' 
' 
I 
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THE CITY 
City Announces 
Vehicle Registra-
tion via Internet 
African American Civil War Memorial - A Lesson 
in Black History 
By APRIL D ANIELS 
Hilhop Staff Writer 
Mayor Anthony Williams has introduced a new addition to 1he Department of Mo1or Vehi-
cle's (OMV) Web si le, 
www.dmv.dcgov.org, that allows residems 
to comple1e vehicle registration onli ne. 
"Going on-line brings our Oepar1ment 
of Mo1or Vehicles 'in line' wi1h other 
me1ropoli1an jurisdictions. and repre-
sents the innovative steps we arc taking 
to make govemment services more con-
venient and customer friendly for our 
residents.'' Williams said. 
The new web addi1ion was designed by 
the Director of the OMV, Sherryl Hobbs 
Newman. The new invention was crea1ed 
10 help cut down on over crowded service 
cen1ers and help speed up lhe registration 
process, officials said. 
"I am very happy aboul lhe new on-line 
registration process:· said Dorothy Jones, 
a six year District resident. "Now I can take 
care of my vehicle issues right a1 home in 
front ofmy computer." 
By MONIGUE Sn:PIIENS 
Hilllop S1aJT Wri1er 
The District has many hi:.1orical roots for African ,\mericans. There are parts of hi s1ory 1ha1 
glare back a1 contemporary African Amer-
icans from basically every square foot of 
the city. The African-American Civil War 
Memoria l loca1ed on U and Vcrmon1 
S1reets Nor1hwes1 offers 209. 145 reasons 
for blacks 10 claim equal citizenship and 
rights to this na1ion, and one thought 10 
ponder: Uni1y. 
The memorial is dcdica1ed 10 the 166 
black regiments that fough1 in the U.S. 
Civi l War. Perhaps one of 1hc mos1 rec-
ognized of 1hese regiments is 1he 541h. 
after which 1he motion picture Glory was 
crea1ed. Colonel Shaw helped lead the 
African -American in fantry to victory. 
The area 1ha1 Howard Universi1y occupies 
carries his name; hence 1he Shaw-Howard 
Universi1y Metro station. The legend 
behind 1his name is only one of the 
209,145 tha1 arc engraved upon the walls 
of the memorial. a projcc1 0\'er a century 
in the making. 
The memorial consis1, of 1wo hemi-
spheres of bronze-engraved shee1s, beau-
1iful rose and ivory marble, and a com-
memorative. cylindrical, larger-than-life 
bronze statue of the soldiers in combat. 
The expressions of hope, vigor, and deter-
mi na1ion which adorn 1he faces of these 
unsung heroes were cap1Ured by 1he ariist, 
Ed Hamilton. At night, the memorial is 
even more captivating, as it greets Wash-
ingtonians emerging from the subter-
ranean U-stree1 Cardozo Metro s1ation, 
sof1ly i llumina1ed. yet striking and 
unavoidable. 
There is much more 10 1he piece 1han 
what can be seen. The spirils of 19th cen-
iury aboli1ionis1, George Wash ington 
Williams and 20th cen1ury c ivil rights 
leader. Frnnk Smi1h, were driven 10 cdu-
cale you1h and al l races about the black 
men involved in a W31' that not on ly unit• 
ed a nation. bu1 also brought emancipa1ion 
10 s laves. Both Williams and Smith lived 
during times of racial segrcga1ion, a social 
condilion 1hat today's Howard studems 
may 001 fully conceive. 
According 10 Smi1h, William's original 
intention was to have 1he memorial locat-
ed in the Banneker field, across from 
Howard University on Georgia Avenue. 
Williams referred 10 Howard as 1he "Har-
\'ard of Historically Black Colleges and 
Univcr,i1ies". However. 1he bi ll was 
unsuccessful in being passed by a Semuor 
who d icd in office. 
Smilh. Director and Founder of the 
African-American Civi l Rights Museum 
has served the Dislrict for 16 years as a 
Ci1y councilman. was 1101 conlent wi th 
le1ting 1hc dream of his senior-abolilion-
is1 dissipate. The Georgian-born civi l 
right:, leader has been involved in civi l 
rights since you1 h. He altcnded More-
house College in 1959 and was arres1ed 
during hi s freshman year for being 
involved in a s i1-in at a segrega1ed resrnu-
rant. 
From there, he dove straight into the 
Civil Rights Movement. promo1ing black 
suffrage in Mississippi. There he became 
introduced 10 the ac tualiz:11ion of an 
African American ln fan1ry. He helped to 
raise money for 1he Dis1ric1·~ memorial 
and museum, which were creeled in 1997 
and 1999. He hopes that the memorial 
will bring worldwide altcntion 10 the sol-
diers. He encourages Howard s1udents 10 
visit and research some of the names 1hat 
may be a part of personal liljeage. 
Smi1h rcpori, that the museum i:, pri-
vately funded yet has recently received ;1 
$225.000 grant from the Kellogg Founda-
tion. 
The Spirit of Frttdom sculpture, designed by 
Ed Hamillon, is the first major art piece to be 
placed on federal land in the District of 
Colun1bla by u hlnck artist. fhe ten fet't tall 
structure wru; umeiled on Jul) 18, 1991!. The 
statue features uniformed black .soldiers and 
sailors poi;ed to go home. The OMV web sile offers a variety of 
additional infonna1ion as well. Residents 
can get answers 10 frcquen1ly asked ques-
tions without having to call. They can get 
ticket and courl hearing informa1ion and 
obtain related forms as well as drivers· 
licenses informa1ion. 
Boutique Caters to the New Look in Eyewear 
By APRIi, DANIELS 
Hilllop S1aff Writer 
.... #, ·"' : 
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The 1rendy George1own boutique, opened 
December 201h of 1his year. It is 1he fifth 
SEE s1orc to open and targets an audience 
of all ages. 
"For such a wild concept from colors 10 
designs many mainstream cus10mers love 
our selec1ion:· Golden said. 
An automated information ho1 line is also 
available 24-hours a day, seven days a 
week. The automa1ed line reemphasizes 
what can be found on the web. It highligh1s 
new services, customer service informa• 
tion, neighborhood drop boxes and infor-
ma1ion on vehicle inspection. 
Melissa Cannarozzi. 23. closed her eyes 
and shook her head remembering how her 
friends would 1ell hcrthal she could nol wear 
her glasses if 1hey were going out 10 a par1y 
or any kind of social event. That w:i, just a 
few years ago when Cannarozzi was in high 
school and she now secs tho:.e same friend, 
wearing eycglas.,es everywhere. 
, ... -A''- "Many bifocal wearers from ages 50 on up 
enjoy the wam1 inviting atmosphere of the 
new younger ,1yles.'' Mayor Williams and the Oistric1 gov-
emmen1 plan for a user friendly cily. The 
OMV is looking to launch new digi1ized 
driver's licenses. This will allow residenis 
10 renew licenses faster without long lines 
and uncomfonable service centers. It will 
also help 10 e liminate 1he high amount of 
fraudulent ac1ivity with driver's licenses. 
Also new automa1ed services will allow 
parking and 1raffic tickets 10 be paid over 
the phone. 
" I remember a time when I would liter-
ally pay someone else 10 go take my car 
downiown, because I did not wanl to deal 
with the headache," said Ray White soulh-
eas1 resident. 
"I remember when glasses were not con-
sidered a pan of fashion." said Cannaroai. 
"Now those same friends who used to make 
me feel weird because I had 10 wear glass-
es. all have 1hcm now. because 1hcy say it 
makes them look more sophis1icated - and 
some don'I even have pre.scriptions. 1hey juq 
wear them for show." 
With 1he growing trend in wearing glass-
es 10 enhance personal appearance many 
retai l ;iorcs have began speciali1ing in new 
designer eyeglasses 10 1ry to Iii all eyegla" 
needs. 
The selec1ion of eye wear starts wi1h a vari-
e1y of colors from lime green. yellow. apple 
red. black lines and neutral. The color, and 
style are all a unique design especially for 
the SEE label. 
"Plastic frames arc 1he new style right 
now and many designer ha,·e begun to move 
away from 1he standard old-fashioned wire 
frames," Tasha Walker SEE's ,tore manag-
er said. 
"Now with 1he OMV online. I will defi-
ni1ely take advantage of the convenience 
from my own home." 
"This is the first time these services will 
be offered 10 ci ty residence," said Larry 
Brown DMV's Public Affairs 
spokesman. "We are looking al 1his link 
from citizens to the government as a step 
1oward having a more efficient city." 
The new George1own Boutique SEE which 
fashion critics have considered "hip" and 
"edgy". is one of 1hose retailers who want, 
to change the way eyeglasses are brought 
and sold 1hroughou1 1he country. 
File Pholo 
SEE, the recently opened boutique that caters to the nc11 trend in eyewear, L~ located at 1261 
\Vhconsin A,r. Fashion critks hlH'C labeled the store as i.hip" and i.ediy:' 
"J really like 1he stores new selections." 
said Serial Kimsly, frequenl George10wn 
shopper." I am alwa)', looking for new 
styles to enhance my wardrobe. and I no 
longer feel bad about wearing glasses. SEE 
isjus1 the place to shop for new glasses." 
Wi1h a new look and a new ;,tyle, SEE 
plans 10 con1inue 10 open boutique, all over 
thecoumry. 
1heirframc, and reach ou110 a wide audience. frames and lenses. Many of our customers 
come in10 1he s1orc. look at the low prices 
and go into a 
"With a grea1 selec1ion of glasses. great 
prices. and wondcrf ul service the SEE s1orcs 
will conlinue 10 provide the con,umer with 
a reason lo come and ,isi1 OUf\lOre,." Walk-
er ,aid. 
Localed a1 1261 Wisconsin Ave. Nonh-
wcs1, co-founder Richard S. Golden and hi;, 
buying 1cam has sclec1ed the newest young 
designers from France and llaly 10 design 
"SEE offers 1he honest eyewear around.'' 
Golden said in a press conference. "\Ve sell 
our eye wear for up 10 half the price you 
would pay anywhere ebe for designer 
reverse slicker shock because the prices are 
so low." 
Swygert Named Washingtonian 
of the Year 
By MAURICE T. BROWN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
President H. Patrick Swygen was selec1ed as one of 
I 999's 'Washingtonians of 1he year' las1 monlh by 1he 
\Vashi11g1011ia11 magazine for his leadership in the rede• 
velopment of Nonhwest Washing1on, O.C.'s historic 
LeDroil Park community in. 
Every year the magazine selects ou1standing individ-
uals who make the District a bener place 10 live, while 
helping olhers. A 101al of 17 were honored: others include 
David Rubenstein (founder of EnvironMentors), Patri-
cia Moreno ( community worker with lhe Hispanic Com-
mince of Virginia) and former high-school foo1ball s1ar 
1im S1rochan. 
The his1oric LeOroi1 Park communi1y had an ample 
amount of boarded-up buildings for many years. and was 
some1imcs referred to as a "neighborhood under siege," 
said 1hc Wt1shi11gronia11. LeOroi1 Park residcntS were 
angry when Howard Universi1y bought approxima1cly 50 
houses and lots for fu1ure devclopmen1 and did no1hing 
wi1h them, according to the magazine. 
However, lhat was before H. Patrick Swygen became 
University president. Since then, a new HU Co111muni-
1y Associa1ion was esiablished to improve communi1y 
relations. Howard received a Depanmeni of Housing and 
Urban Oevelopmen1 grant for economic development, 
and Swygen has made significant improvements in a 
short period of time. 
" I brough1 a realization of the limitations of the Uni-
versity,'' Swygen said 10 the \Vashi11g1011ia11. "We need-
ed a panner, so I got one." 
The panner Swygen refers to is mongage funder Fan-
nie Mac who contributed more than $24 million to 
Howard University's Phase I drive to enhance its own 
propenies and create new ones. This initiative will enable 
Howard employees and olhers to purchase houses al 
below-market prices. Phases 11 and Ill of the initiative 
focuses on landscaping, street upgmdes, tolal telecom-
munications wiring :ind business growth on Georgia 
Avenue. 
"We' re exci1ed about 1his and plan 10 wind things up 
1his year," said Maybelle Taylor Benneu, director of 
Howard University Communi1y Association. 
According 101he \\'ashi11gro11ia11, "Residenis were skep-
tical when ~wygen began 1alk.ing up his ideas." Never-
1heless, Swygen brough1 in a full-lime partner, sought 
File Pho10 
President H. Patrick Swygert as pictured in the Wash-
i11gto11ian after being named Washingtonian of tbe 
Year. Swygert was recognized for his endeavors in the 
revitalization of LcDroit Park area. 
assistance from members of the community. and spent 
seven million inlo campus improvements. \l'ashi11gt(ll1-
ia11 labeled Swygert's plan as "DC's mo:.1 significant 
redevelopment plan in a quarter century." 
Swygen is now pushing local government IO be per-
sisten1 with Phases II and Ill of the ini1iativc. 
This Week 
Area Events This Weck in February 
12 1ime: 10 a.m. -4 p.m.; Event Cedar Heights Com, 
munity Center is ho,ting an Ethnic Craft Fair; Place: 
Cedar Heighi,, Communi1y Center 1200 Glen Willow 
Drive. Seal Pleasam, Md.; Admission: FREE. 
Time: 7-9 p.111.; Eveni: A Play Titled "Still I Rise" 
an African-American journey from Africa to Americ:i 
includes 1hc poc1ry of Luminaries like Maya Angelou 
and L.1ngston Hughes and music from such greats as 
William Dawson :ind Charles Johnson; Place: Har-
mony Hall Regional Cen1er, I 070 I Livingston Road, 
Fon Washington, MO; Admission: FREE; Info Call 
301-203-6040. 
1ime: 7 p.m.; Evcm: Annual Step Show. Celebrat-
ing the Splendor of our Culture: Putting our Heart 
into our Step; Place: Conccn Hall, George Mason 
Uni,ersity; Admis,ion: $10: Info Call: Black Peer 
Counseling a1 703-993-2384. 
Time: 8 p.m.; Event: Washing1on Performing Ans 
Society and GALA Hispanic Thealcr will pre,ent The 
Seafaring Son: Rhythms of Africa, ;\Jexico and 
Andalucia. Mono Blanco and Chcumbe wi1h Ojimo 
Kouyate and Memory of African Cullure; Place: Lis-
ner Auditorium, 730 2 ls1 Street. NW. The George 
Washing1on Universi1y; Admission: Charge; Info Call 
202-785-WPAS. 
15 Time: 2 p.m.; Event: Mar}land's College of 
Behavioral & Social Sciences Building ,1 Civil Soci-
c1y Lecture Series will present "Reconsidering tl1e 
Racial Divide: the Black and White Paradigm" 
fea1uring guest speaker: S1cphen Caner. Professor. 
Yale Law School. Chris1opher F. Elded. Jr .. Professor, 
Harvard law School and Kimberle Williams Crenshaw, 
Prorcssor. Columbia University Law School; Place: Inn 
& Conference Cen1er, University of Maryland, Uni-
versi1y College. 
l61ime: 6-7:30 p.m.; Event: Trinil)' College and 1he 
Alumnae Associa1ion ofTrinily College will spons()r 
a Careers in Jnformation Technology career panel 
discussion and nct .. orking reception; Place; 125 
Michigan Avenue. NI:. Trini1y College; Admission: 
FREE; Info Call: 202-884-9700. 
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The ring pul l. 
It's convenient. It's efficient. 
And it's simply bri 11 iant. 
Want to learn more about a career that fosters this kind of thinking? 
Consider this an open invitation for open minds. 
Technology Information Session 
Wednesday, February 16, 2000 
6:00 pm 
Engineering School 
2300 6th Street 
Downing Hall 
• Casual Attire 
Goldman Sachs is a leading international 
investment banking and securities firm, providing 
a full range of investment and financing services 
to corporations, governments, institutions and 
individuals worldwide. 
Our philosophy, "Minds. Wide Open."SM emphasizes 
our open collaborative atmosphere wherein ideas 
are shared and innovative thinking is encouraged. 
We believe that our teamwork culture affords 
opportunities for all individuals to have an 
important impact on the building of our 
businesses and their success. 
Consider becoming a member of our team. 
(iOl(llllan 
Sac11s 
Minds. Wide Open~m 
www.gs.com 
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Georgetown Rallies for inority Tolerance 
:...,;,;.._.,....:,j 
:·ny Tracy Zupancis 
•, (Georgetown U.) 
intolerance and lead to a more accepting 
campus. 
The gospel choir sang two songs, fol-
lowed by a speech by Protestant Chaplain 
Constance Wheeler, who called for the 
community to recall those who fought 
against hate in the past and spoke out 
against injustice in order that we might live 
in a better world today. ''Today is the begin-
ning of the healing process," she said, "It 
begins with unity, love and support for the 
Eye on the Diaspora 
---•··-■ 1lillllllot-•-·-•---·--•-
News From Around The World 
Nostalgic Fans Celebrate Marley's Birthday 
' 
, 
:KINGSTON, Jamaica -The peopl() of Kingston 
cj;lebrated the 55th birthday of Bob Marley on 
Sunday, The town is turning a few dilapidated · 
buildings info a n1useutn to honor the musician. 
:Reggae musicians also planned free concerts to 
cbmmemora~ his birthday. The island's two major 
t~levision stations aired musical tributes to 
Jamaica's most famous musical export" 
Marley died of cancer in 1981 at the age of 36 
rrhe British :Broadcasting Corp. named Marley's 
"One Love" Ille anthem of the century. Time mag-
at;ine declared:t'171'rID:odlls" ttlbum of the cen° 
tury. 
Fighting in Congo Persists Despite Accord 
KINSHASA, Congo - Rebels have launched 
attacks on Congolese ar111:,, PR•Jti9ns (n,new yio-. 
lations of a shaky cease-firt\lafe~~~.IJi, th,i gov-
ernment said Saturday. · ·. , , , 
Government soldiers were holding defense posts 
in the town of Likwelo in northwestern Equateur 
when they came under attack Thursday Defense 
Ministry official Col. David Kokolo Longo said 
t') the Associated Press. Fighting continued on Sat-
urday, he said. 
A cease-fire agreement signed on July 10 by 
President Laurent Kabila and his allies-Zim-
babwe, Angola and Namibia-and by Rwanda and 
Uganda, who are backing the rebels. The main 
rebel factions signed in the following weeks, 
The peace accord calls for cease-fire, an even-
tual deployment of United Nation peacekeepers, 
withdrawal of foreign force~.~&!'~ s!lilt 9f •: 
national dialogue to create a lSloat.1?~~~,· 
ment in Africa's third-largesl!1ation. -'. 1' ~. , , l 
Despite the peace accord, J\\h!iig\;sfilll"~st/1: 
in northwestern and southeasti!ti Congo with both 
sides accusing the other of cease-f1re violations. 
1n hopes to prevent a total collapse of accord, the 
U.N. Security Council is preparing to dispatch 500 
U.N. military observers and 3,400 troops. 
The rebels, who began t)ieir can1paign in nud-
1998, accuse Kabila of mismanagement, corrup-
ti~n and warmongering. 
, Kids to be Tested for HIV in South Africa 
!JOHANNESBURG, South Africa - South 
_ Afric:,'s Departn1ent of Health said it plans to start 
tqsting school children for HJV to gauge the speed 
in which in the diseas.e is spreading. 
,The testing will be voluntary and require parent's 
P!'rmission, Saturday Star newspaper of Johan-
nesburg reported. 
Nearly 10 percent of the country's 42 million 
· ~Opie are estimated to be infected with AIDS. 
· ):UV surveys only tested pregnant woman, giv-
ing an incomplete picture of the disease's growth. 
ore than 300 students, faculty 
members and staff gathered for 
a rally organized by the George-
town University Unity Coalition in Red 
Square on Feb. 7 at noon to condemn recent 
acts of intolerance, allow members of the 
Georgetown community to speak about 
the place of minority groups on campus and 
to submit a proposal drafted by the coali-
tion containing steps the administration 
can take against intolerance. 
The Georgetown Unity Coalition is com-
posed of the Black Student Association 
(BSA), MEChA, GU Pride and the Jewish 
Student Association. 
The rally began with a rendition of the 
Negro national anthem, followed by Erica 
Cannon (MSB '02), president of BSA, 
· lea:ding the crowd in a chant of "no toler-
ance for intolerance." Cannon explained, 
"we are here to form a united front includ-
ing students and faculty ... and hopefully 
soon the administration ... in support of 
ending this epidemic of hate." 
Cannon condemned the idea that students 
commit acts of hate for attention. Instead, 
she said, "They do it because they can. The 
administration's response is to form anoth-
er task force, and assure us that it is 
deplorable." 
"What do we want?" she asked the crowd, 
and was met with cries of "code of con-
duct," "respect" and "African studies." 
"We want proactive steps to stop hate crimes 
... we want consequences," Cannon said. 
Provost Dorothy Brown then stepped to 
the podium and explained that she was 
speaking for University President Leo J. 
O'Donovan, S.J., who is currently in Flori-
da. Brown read a statement written by the 
president, saying, "We as a community 
, will· not tolerate acts of intolerance ... we 
are a diverse and welcoming community, 
we cannot allow ourselves to be disem-
powered." 
"We want to put a face on the adminis-
tration," said Brown, referring to her own 
presence and that of Dean of Students 
James A. Donahue and Rev. Adam Bun-
nell, OFM Conv. "Fr. O'Donovan has 
asked Dean Donohue and Fr. Bunnell to 
work with you for changes," she assured 
the crowd. 
Simon Stevens (SFS '01), head of GU 
Pride, said, "We must not lose sight of the 
fact that D.C. has hate crin1e laws in place. 
We want them enforced." Concerning the 
ideas drafted by the coalition, Stevens 
remarked, "These are not demands, but 
proposals. We want to work together with 
the administration." 
GUSA Sophomore Class Representative 
and Georgetown Chapter NAACP Presi-
dent Aaron Polkey (COL '02) spoke of the 
aims of the coalition's proposal. "Hate is 
Katie Boydffhe Hoya 
Georgetown students and staff converged to rally against hate on Monday. 
tearing us apart," he said, adding, ''The way 
that you first find out about acts of hate is 
normally through the paper ... it should be 
from the administration." Stevens stressed 
the necessity to speed up the process of 
adapting the university's rules to fit present 
need, and "differentiate between normal 
and hate crimes ... it is everybody's issue 
... the rules that govern this district are not 
employed here." 
Donahue was presented with a copy of the 
rules drafted by the coalition and subse-
quently took the platforn1. "We need to 
work together not only to make this uni-
versity the best in the nation:' he said, 
"but to live as a community in.peace." Don-
ahue pledged to work with student leaders 
and said, "The Code of Conduct needs to 
reflect the community ... \h.'e must be 
proactive and respect the dignity and dif-
ferences of the members of our comn1uni-
ty. We are here to learn together." 
Bunnell followed Donahue's lead, saying, 
"I pledge the help of Campus Ministry. I 
hope tomorrow we will be equally as ener-
getic as today." Bunnell emphasized that 
even one act of intolerance on campus is 
too much. 
JSA President Steve Glickman (COL 
'02), referring to the two incidents of meno-
rah vandalism in Decen1ber. said, "I know 
people who began to think that Georgetown 
was not the place for then1 ... then I see that 
these are the same people who stayed up 
nights to make this proposal." Glickman 
expressed his hope that the proactive ideas 
within the coalition's proposal and the con-
sequences for acts of hate therein would aid 
in building a better community, curriculum 
and a more diverse campus. 
"Aqui esta," said head of MEChA Hec-
tor Lopez (SFS '02), holding up the pro-
posal, "what I thought last night as I looked 
at this was, aqui esti:l: Here it is. Here is a 
plan to build community ... to combat 
hate." Lopez added that he believes the pro-
posal contains concrete history, events and 
steps that will aid in preventing acts of 
. community. In the midst of injustice there 
is always healing and hope." 
Michaela Brown (COL '03) led the crowd 
in chants of "no tolerance for intolerance" 
and "by ignoring, you're condoning." 
Associate Professor of philosophy Mark 
Lance posed the question "What do you 
have to do to be a racist, to be homopho-
bic, to be an anti-Semite?" and followed by 
indicting apathy, saying "Most people just 
don't get in the way ... so you don't have 
to do anything, not one thing. Who's to 
blame? Every one of us who do nothing." 
In addition, Lance requested that students 
speak up and "commit to finding an insti-
tution that you find oppressive and doing 
one thing each month for the rest of your 
life that really pisses that institution off." 
Djenaba Parker (MSB '02) read an orig-
inal poem entitled "Stand," which she 
explained expressed various emotions she 
has experienced concerning her own place 
in society as an African American. 
A series of students and faculty members 
followed, some, like Monty Cooper (COL 
'00), who professed that this was "the 
greatest day of student activism I've seen 
at Georgetown," sharing personal experi-
ences of discrimination on Georgetown 
campus, and others calling for action, 
instead of apathy, on the part of students. 
One student who attended the rally, Susan 
Pappy (SFS '03), said, "I was impressed 
with the effort the student leaders put into 
the presentation and their proposal to the 
administration." 
Emily Shaffer (MSB 'O l), resident direc-
tor of the Black House, said, "I ,vas encour-
aged by the turnout. Most people care 
about this, and it's good to hear different 
student voices. It's an emotional issue, and 
most people who come to things like this 
do come because they care. But the impor-
tant thing is to get concrete results, even 
from people who don't come here, and 
who don't care. I'm a junior, and rallies and 
vigils and things like that have gone on dur-
ing my time here, but what we need is 
something more concrete. The administra-
tion sees Georgetown as a bubble where 
students are not held accountable for their 
actions, as they should be." 
Department of Public Safety (DPS) 
Director William Tucker attended the 
event, and said, "It's welcome to see peo-
ple come out against things that have been 
going on," and added, "DPS is committed 
to finding people who commit these acts." 
WHUR Sponsors Trip to Brazil for Black History Month 
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i>ilot H1V testing on schoolchildren, non-preg-
n~nt woman and men is to start this year, health 
· officials told the paper. 
l'revious Surveys of pregnant teenagers indicate 
teenagers in South Africa are'con&.·a'ctj.dg HJ}' at 
"The largest population of Africans out- One of the most colorful events of carni- val festivities, organizers said. 1 
. . . ~ . . 
aa increasing rate. A 1998 sur:Vey ao.pfegnantl5-
to 19-year olds were illfected..:..up from nearly 13 
percent a year earlier. 
' 
' 
letatives of Elian File Suit Over 
Grandmother's Conduct During. Visit 
By EBON)! P. WARREN 
' Hilltop Staff Writer 
. ' 
side of Africa are in Brazil," Pitchford said. val is the Samba School Parade. With Promotion begins about three months ' 
The tour was created to show African roughly three to five thousand participants. prior to departure. Surprisingly, Hannibal 
Americans that there are people of color on Rio's samba schools compete based on says there are still last minute stragglers. 
Across the Atlantic, there is a place the other side of the rainbow, Pitchford presentaion around a central theme. Cos- Tour packages range from$ l ,579-$2,498. 
where woodlands are plentiful, waters run added. tumes reflect theme's historical time and Contrast in prices account for diffent 
wide, the color of the land is rich with cul- "The education you receive is phenome- place. The huge floats detail the theme in options. Upper level packages include five 
ture, and the people... well -the people nal," said Hector Hannibal, program direc- depth. star hotels options as opposed to three star 
party hard. tor at WHUR. Hannibal, who's been to The history of the Brazilian Carnival peri- hotels. In addition, travelers may opt to , 
Brazil is the destination of choice. Home Brazil several times said, "Culturally and od has evolved into one of thanksgiving. travel select cities on their own rather than 
. MIA.MI - Relatives of E,lian Gon.zalez ftled a to the most colossal and festive carnival in spiritually we're identical. If the circum- This is known as a time of abadoned mer- pay for the expertise of the tour guides. 
complaint with police over recen\ meeti11g ~it!; the world. According to the San Francisco stances were right, I wouldn't mind Jiving riment where a mass masked ball occurs on "I highly recommend first time partici-
si1(-year old boy and two .g(,ajlchilOthefS, police Consulate General of Brazil, Rio has the in Brazil. The people are amazing." the street amongst the people. pants take part, take advantage of the tours," 
$4urce told ASsociated Press. Saiuiilay. The rela- b' d b kn l · l · Hanni· bal added. 1ggest an est own pre- enten carn1va Destination stops include Salvador de Trendsetters began sponsoring excursions 
t:iyes were outraged after one of Gonzalez's grand- in the world. Bahia where travelers will connect with the to Brazil 15 years ago. In an effort to gath- Trendsetters is a wholesaler tour group; 
· mother's described playfully biting tongue and In this the first black history month of the culture in a historical city Day Tour and the er a larger number of people they joined selling trips to travel agents. Over the 
unzipping boy's pants, millennium Howard University Radio Bahia by Night Tour where travelers can eat forces with WHUR. Last year 75 people course of 15 years Pitchford estimates that 
~MreportwBasfiledlastF0ti
day said a s:urcefrom (WHUR) and Trendsetters Travel and Tours an authentic Bahian dinner and hear the from the metropolitan Washington area 5,000 people have traveled to Brazil 
iami each Police epartment w O requeSt- has joined forces to sponsor "Brazil is Par- sounds of the Oludum Band in the town traveled to the northeastern country of through their efforts. One of the appealing 
ed anonymity. adise 'Parade of Champions Carnival' and square. In Rio de Janeiro participants nav- Brazil through the program. While the trip advantages of the package offer is, "you see 
l"l'here was a report filed and tbere is going to Afro-Brazilian Black History Tour 2000." igate through the Corcovado Mountain, is promoted as a black history month event, the best of Carnival at at cheaper price," 
be an investigation made into the complaint made R , . t B -1 b . S L f M . d h f d h k 1 , 11 d p1·tch'ord sai·d. Normal pri·ces range from easons ,or going o raz1 are o v1ous ugar oa ounta1n an t e eature t e wee ong trip doesn t actua y epart ,, 
Oil that redpoGrt," the source said. £ th" M' , to Gerry Pitchford, Marketing Specialist for event: the world famous Carnival Grand until March 10. The trip was pushed back $170-$200 a night. Travelers can expect 
An;nan ° utierrez, spnfiolresman or A,,; .1alll!d Trendsetters Travel. Finale Parade. this year in order to incorporate the carni- additional premiums during Carnival time. 
relatives, would not ,co ::fl to,,tl;e!_is!l091ate . , 1--~---------------------------------------------------------------
J:~I~~:::~S:~!~~J:Q~: The Push to Have Americans Participate in Census 2000 
tana, said she "played joke "with the boy during 
a p.s, government-ordered meeting Jan. 26 in the 
home of a Roman Catholic nun in Florida, 
''I even opened up his zipper," she said, "[ told 
him, 'Let me see, let me see ... (f it has grown,"' 
Gutierrez said the family wa~qtttrit~·i:-11-is is 
not a Cuban custom," he said.\ r :' I ' · ; · · 
~ut Uva de Aragon of the Cuban Research Insti-
tute at Florida International university said to the 
A.~sociated Press that Quintana's behavior might 
see1n odd to people in the U.S., but it was proba-
bLy innocent 
~he said that Quintana's comments seemed inno-
cent and in Cuban culture, fathers, particularly in 
lower classes, often boast about the size, of tbeir 
sons genital, associating it with bravery and viril-
ity. . 
. 9onzalez was rescued on Thanksgivi\\,g dat, Ite 
had been clinging on to an innertube fot,h\lo tjlays 
after a shipwreck killed his mother. $:lilce. tl\e , 
incident, be has been staying with his gr,taJ-uncle 
Lazaro Gonzalez, and U.S. relatives hope·to keep 
him despite an immigration order to send him 
back. 
+-Compiled by Kelli D, Esters from Associated 
Pooss reports 
, 
~-- .. . 
By ERRJCA DOTSON 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
"It's your future. Don't leave it blank." 
This slogan has been seen on billboards, 
in magazines, in television commercials 
and even on the Internet for the past six 
months. This year will mark the 21st time 
that the United States Federal Census 
Bureau will conduct its national population 
survey. 
According to the Census Bureau, partic-
ipating in the census is in the self interest 
of every individual. People who respond to 
the census help their communities to obtain 
federal and state funding, as well as valu-
able information for planning schools, 
building hospitals, roads among many other 
-things, The data will help decision makers 
understand which neighborhoods need new 
schools and which communities need 
greater services for elderly people. But if 
people do not take the time to complete the 
survey, government officials fear that com-
munities across the country will suffer. 
In 1790, George Washington signed a bill 
that made Census testing mandatory. The 
Constitution states that there will be "an 
enumeration of inhabitants" and nothing 
more. However as the process evolved, 
much more information has been attained 
from the population study. 
"The Census is a vital, statistical snapshot 
that tells us who we are and where we are 
going as a nation," said President Bill Clin-
ton in a press conference held last year. 
"The Census Bureau estimates it will count 
275 million people across our nation, but 
America must be accurate - and more so 
then we have in the past. The previous cen-
sus in 1990, missed 8.4 million people and 
counted more than 4 million twice. Chil-
dren, minorities and low-income Ameri-
cans have often been overlooked. We must 
do better. Every person in America counts 
- so every American must be counted." 
After information concerning state popu-
lations are compiled, it is delivered to the 
President usually within nine months of 
Census Day, which is either on or before 
December 31, 2000. This data is used to 
reapportion the seats in the United States 
House. of Representatives. The Census 
Bureau is also responsible for providing 
information concerning race and ethnicity 
for small geographic areas to be used for the 
redistricting 
process by April l, 2001. After consult-
ing with stakeholders and advisors, the 
Bureau has decided to meet the needs of 
redistricting by providing the 63 categories 
,of race combined with Hispanic and Lati-
;10 categories tabulated total population 
and people eighteen years or older, accord-
ing to the Census Bureau's home page. All 
other information will be released on a 
flow basis from June 2001 through Sep-
tember 2003. 
Proposed questions will fall under four 
specific categories, and each section has its 
own objective. The topics include social 
characteristics, economic characteristics 
and financial characteristics of housing. 
This year's form was revised from greater 
comprehension among the masses. Some of 
the user friendly features are larger type, 
symbols to help guide instructions on the 
form, as well as graphics that illustrate 
census benefits. 
Although many hesitate about filling out 
the race category, the Bureau contends that 
this is a very important factor. lt is a key 
implementing factor of many federal pro-
grams and is critical when doing research 
concerning policy decisions. States use this 
data to meet legislative redistricting require-
y · 
ments. The race category also helps to 
monitor compliance with the Voting Rights 
Act, as well as ensure equal opportunity 
employment and access racial disparities 
concerning health and environmental risks. 
"President Clinton and I rentain commit-
ted to help make [the] census, the first of 
the 21st century, the fairest, most accurat 
and most complete census for America," 
said Vice President Al Gore. 
Census 2000 Partnership and Marketing 
Program has made a great effort to remind 
the general public about the census, educate 
those members of the population who do 
not understand what the census is all about 
and motivate them to complete the ques-
tionnaires. The five components of the pro-
grarr, includes a direct mailing program, a 
paid advertising campaign, a promotion of 
special events to get hard-to enumerate 
areas involved in the study. 
Any person who has difficulty filling out 
the form can call the Bureau and census 
operators will provide assistance or conduct 
interviews for the short form question-
naires. 
Also, there is a Webpage established to 
answer questions and alleviate many of the 
concerns that plague the public. 
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News rie #8 
11 February 2000 
Domestic and lnternatiornal Exchange Program 
Announces 2000-2001 
National Student Exchange (NSE) 
Program 
♦ Application deadline for Fall 2000, Spring 2001 or full 2000-2001 
academic year is February 25, 2000 
♦ Sophomores and Juniors are eligibltt to participate in Fall 2000 and 
Spring 2001 NSE Program 
♦ Opportunity to study at one of more than 150 colleges and 
universities in the United States (in~luding Hawaii, the U.S. Virgin 
Islands, and Puerto Rico)! 
· ♦ Applications available in the Office of Domestic and International 
. 
Exchanges, Room G-11 ''A'' Buildir1g 
Take Advantage of This Opportunity 
A9 
A 10 
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EDITORIALS 
Founded in 1924 
The Nation's Largest Black Collegiate Newspaper 
ecently, we have witnessed a weak- known and understood it is time that we use 
kneed response from presidential our heads. We should organize and change 
candidates concerning the dirty rag the rules of this farce by making our issues 
of white supremacy flown atop the capital · and concerns central to this election-rather 
building in South Carolina. than waiting for lukewarm con-
This controversy is the first ,-----0- 0 -r-V-1-.e-w----, cerned parties to act. Since 
signal flare of how the issue 1948, African American vot-
of race will be treated by African Americans should dis- ers decision to act or stay home 
cern from the presidential can- h b h · · I f · those interested in holding didates will or lack thereof to con- ave een t e cr1t1ca actor 1n 
the executive office. Every front the Confederate Flag issue every national election. Know-
four years the presidential as an indicator of how they will ing this, we should form a 
election brings another treat us in the future.transporta- national caucus to force our 
tion see that such policies are 
group of contenders from amended. agenda from the margins to the 
states no one can spell or center of the national discus-
pronounce that do their very best to exact all sion. We should resol".e to form committees 
that they can from Blacks without promis- to both formulate an agenda that represents 
ing much if anything. The game is a stale our interests and challenge the leadership of 
replay to get as many Black voters without both of the national parties by writing them 
offending the majority of the electorate to at: Republican National Committee at 
• 
score a win. 
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Since the score of this cyclical game is 
rnc.org and Democratic Leadership Coun-
cil at dlc.org. 
s;,, 1,,,,,1~, 1 , , ,, .Sti,,1;:1JCG-1.s Al?vOcA y 
anner can 
"Nobody can hurt you like your own" is an 
old proverbial saying among 
institution have mastered the art of regis-
tering, maintaining the 
older blacks. Howard's 
refusal to make good on its 
promise to make Banner work 
is a tragi-comic portrait of 
incompetence and plain care-
lessness. First, why have a 
trained chemist run the enroll-
ment division of a school? 
Second, why use a software 
system that failed twice at 
George Washington Universi-
Our View records of students, and successfully graduating 
students. There is no 
excuse for the incorrect 
report cards, catatonic tran-
scripts, lack of access to 
records, and the defiantly 
non-transparent behavior 
of administrators whose 
"come back tomorrow" roll 
Howard's failure to correct 
Banner is a glaring example 
of institutional harm that 
imperils the future of all stu-
dents hoping to graduate, 
apply for grants and scholar-
ships, or transfer. 
ty two years ago? Third, why lie and seek 
employment at other institutions when sim-
ple tasks cannot be performed in one's pre-
sent place of work? Last, why think that 
people will want to give money to such a 
negligent institution or suggest that friends 
or family risk the same rapine bureaucratic 
treatment? 
After 13 3 years, we would expect that this 
off their lips with a serpen-
tine hiss. 
Banner is destroying lives and deferring 
dreams. Years of hard work and toil are 
daily being compromised by people who act 
as if our lives matter not. The falling enroll-
ment and these other scandals promise to 
unmask total injustice and villainy of those 
unwilling or unable to allow us realize ·our 
dreams. 
NFL Says 'No' to Black 
Most teams in the National Football 
League have rosters with a majority of 
African American players. However, look-
like Shell has proven he can win big 
games. He was able to bring the then Los 
Angeles Raiders all the way to the AFC 
ing at the sidelines during 
professional football games 
makes most think they're 
watching a National Hockey 
League game. The NFL has 
failed miserably t.o assure 
African American represen-
tation in the coaching ranks. 
Our View 
Championship game in 
1990, eventually falling to 
the Buffalo Bills. Unfor-
tunately, Shell was dis-
missed shortly thereafter. 
Since then, coaches fol-
lowing Shell have been far 
from. even making the 
playoffs. Of the 3 I NFL franchises, 
only two have black coaches; 
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers 
and Minnesota Vikings. It is 
The National Football 
League's blatant exclu-
sion of African Ameri-
can coaches is just addi-
tional evidence that the 
league has a long way to 
go. On the other hand, a per-
son like Jim Haslett, who 
served as defensive coor-
dinator of the Pittsburgh Steelers, landed 
a head coaching job with the New Orleans 
Saints. Basically, Haslett helped the Steel-
ers have a miserable 1999 season. But he 
is good friends with new Saints general 
manager Randy Mueller, therefore allow-
ing him to get the "hook-up." Can two 
black men pull the same thing? We don't 
think so. 
no coincidence that these two teams are two 
of the best in football. But Vikings head 
coach Dennis Green was really close to 
being fired a couple of years ago because 
some ethical questions were raised. Lucki-
ly for Green, Minnesota gained new owner-
ship and he was brought back as head coach. 
What makes NFL owners overlook qual-
ified African American coaches like Art 
Shell in favor of perennial underachievers 
like Bill Bellichek? The answer to that 
question is a bit complex. Owners see 
white candidates as potential coaching 
geniuses, totally disregarding their past 
records of mediocrity. For example, a man 
•. 
Any real football fan should argue this 
issue to the National Football League office 
in New York by writing letters or sending e-
mails. The league should have as diverse a 
coaching fraternity as it does players. 
,.., j ' 
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Leners to Ille Editor 
Me and My White Flesh 
I am writing in response to Michael 
Winfield's article concerning Howard 
women and their "quest" to find a man 
of another race, etc. etc. Mr. Winfield: 
you are obviously an eloquent, con-
cerned, intellectual individual. Unfor-
tunately, you are also an idiot. Speaking 
from frrsthand experience, I can assure 
you that the majority of H.U. girls did 
not come here to secure a white man. 
Obviously, that would be pretty asinine 
considering the fact that this school is 
only about 1 percent white. Personally, 
I have to search for those unusual 
women who aren't fixated on skin color 
in order to form relationships. Even in 
the club I can't dance with timid 
women; only those who are really "bout 
it" or really drunk. In any case, the race 
problem in America, which includes 
love and all other aspects of life, will 
only be solved when we free our minds 
from what we know is wrong. If you 
know equality is right, then incorporate 
it into how you act. It's really not too 
hard. Attacking hip-hop ( as you did. to 
Brandi Forte, the only Hilltop writer 
who supports hip-hop) and attacking 
H. U. women, in the end, is not going to 
move you any closer to a better society: 
Perhaps if you talked to more girls, you 
would have a more accurate idea of 
what I'm saying. We're at a school. 
Learn the truth. 
Hamilton Nolan 
Junior philosophy major 
, 
How To Write Us , 
a 
THE HILLTOP, the nation's largest Black collegiate newspaper, encour-, , 
ages you to share your opinions on articles published in the newspaper. 
THE HILLTOP will only publish letters addressed directly to the Edi-
torial Editor in response to published articles. The HILLTOP Editori-
al Board reserves the right to edit letters for space and literary style. All , ' 
letters must be typed, signed and include a complete address and tele- , 
phone nun1ber. ,. 
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page are the views of the THE 1.: 
HILLTOP Editorial Board and do not directly reflect the opinion of ' 
Howard University, its Administration, individual Hilltop Policy Board 
members, or the student body. The opinions expressed on the Perspec- ,. 
tives page are those of the writers and do not represent the view of the 
Editorial Board. 
,, 
Please Address Letters to: ' 
, . ,( 
The Editorial Editor 
THE HILLTOP 
2251 Sherman Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
or via email at 
thehilltop@hotmail.com 
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THE HILLTOP 
The Changing 
Face of Black 
America 
By Charles Coleman, Jr. 
s blacks move further into 
the 21st century, many 
among us, including myself, 
have been left wanting for a move-
ment, a new sense of leadership, and 
a revived spirit of activism. We are 
looking for someone to continue the 
journey that Martin, Malcolm, Mar-
cus, and others started generations 
ago. We are searching for someone to 
get us to the infamous "promised land". Before we pack 
our bags and lace up our walking shoes black America has 
a fundamental problem that it must deal with in order to 
progress. Black America no longer has a uniform face. We 
differ greatly on where we believe the "promised land" is 
and what is the best chartered route to get there. We want 
different things and have a different order of priorities. We 
have a range of goals and objectives that is arguably wider 
than any other point in our history. This lack of a common 
vision may continue to prove itself as the divisive force 
which has crippled our nation. 
During the civil rights era, blacks (in many ways) exist-
ed in the same social and economic state. Because of the 
extreme nature of conditions no blacks got ahead. It was 
much easier for blacks to have a clearer, more uniform, and 
more consistent focus with similar objectives. Alas, as the 
civil rights struggle brought about various gains for the 
black community and some of us prospered and benefit-
ed, the black middle class doubled in number. The gap 
between the rich and the poor, the haves and the have-not's, 
grew wider. Assimilation became more of an accessible 
reality and race lines became slightly less defined. The pro-
visions designed to help compensate for the ills of slav-
ery, segregation, and discrimination only serviced a hand-
ful of our population while the rest suffered. The 
beneficiaries headed for newly opened doors at Harvard, 
Yale, and UPenn while those not so fortunate were left 
waiting for their piece of the pie. 
Fast forward to the present day. We, as the children of 
these two groups, are now witnessing the manifestations 
of both the gains and losses. In addition to us having left 
a significant number of our population stranded and alien-
ated, we also have created an unparalleled level of dissent 
amongst those who did not benefit like others. So as those 
who have prospered from affirmative action and other 
social action programs now look further down the road, the 
goals of others are set to the minimum basic things that 
were missed on the first go around. 
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I'm your Biggest 
Fan! What did you 
say you played ? 
I 
Party Pieces and Sports 
Groupies in the AIDS Age 
By Randy Short 
I 've seen the new face of AJDS on Howard's cam-pus, and its not the proverbial pronriscuous bisex-uals that all women always complain about. 
Instead, the new folks that I think will become the 
demographic of contagion are the freelance sports 
whores that service our athletes. The likely victims of 
this plague will be the unsuspecting guys who share 
their women with every sweaty jock at the end of a 
game more than likely lost. Some of the athletic staff 
might think its funny or some divine right for the guys 
to invaginate in the masses of faceless women who troll 
down to the locker area with oxidized tongue-rings and 
estrogen nullifying their already compronrised morals. 
Considering the fact that AIDS infection is spreading 
most rapidJy among black women, these sisters should 
use common sense. Somebody, should put a stop to this 
unhealthy practice before a scourge of death hits this 
campus in Biblical proportions. 
have only dealt with a select few capable of doing the 
tricks that they liked in the first place. 
Harlotry is so common here that the sports whores are 
only the tip of the iceberg of unrestrained hedonism. 
Any given weekend will find coeds checking in and out 
of the dormitories men whose names they don't even 
know. The West Towers is the epicenter of what will 
be an epidenriological disaster in a few years. 
Many of our immoral sisters hide behind a civil social 
gospel that "only black males do wrong." Sisters 
know full well that they are as capable of doing wrong 
as males, and at Howard where the proportion is 2: I the 
chances that 2/3 of the cheating, whoring, lying , and 
so forth is done by women. Despite the fact that most 
black men are too interested in getting sex to honestly 
point out to women their contractions, the fact remains 
these active sisters are putting down a lot of skin. Our 
backward social culture that refuses to acknowledge that 
women need and enjoy sex more than men do, and as 
a result cannot confront the sexuality of women-par-
ticularly when it is out-of-control. 
The whoring in the locker rooms and dorms is a large 
part of the crime and disorderly nature of the universi-
ty. It nright even help the teams if their groupies only 
tumed their tricks when the teams won. It nright prove 
an incentive to brothers who have not earned their 
. . pronuscuous sinecures. 
All 
The Negrocatcher 
and 
Confederate 
Chicken Shack 
By Michael Winfield 
Imagine a flag fluttering against a heaving heaven. The glory of God shimmers through the wind; the flag riples as if He is breathing patriotism into the 
dye. Far below, beneath the boughs of trees, standing on 
cracked concrete, a lone Negro cries. The flag staring 
down at him is Confederate. This problem plagues the 
Negro because it brushes against the tender nerve of slav-
ery. Although slavery is no longer legal, it is an issue 
which affects the Negro daily. 
Just the other day, I dined in a local eatery:Benny's 
Chicken Shac(www.greasyben.com). I love visiting 
Ben's world of greasy chicken; I love the jheri-curl 
smell of the patrons; I love the silent sneers of the short 
order chefs; I love the formica table tops; I love the ambi-
ent negritude--! am sure it is the positive kind of estab-
lishment that Brandi Forte would relish. I chowed down 
on greasy chicken, immune to the sounds of similarly 
engaged patrons, until a sudden hush fell over the crowd. 
I gazed towards the door: perhaps it was Jesus' second 
coming, I could certainly spare gobbling wings for the 
Almighty, couldn't I? A burly white man. A noose in one 
hand. A whip in the other. A nasty scar running along 
the jaw. Violence, hatred, capitalism. These concepts 
rushed to my mind. I scanned the faces of my brethren 
as the white invader scanned the patrons. A trembling 
Negro rose, his lips quivering and his face spasming like 
a tomato before the skin gives as you crush it. A South-
ern-accented ebonical whine issued from his throat: "D-
D-De N-N-Negro-catcher ... "The Negrocatcher indeed. 
Evidently, my fellowchicken-shackee was a runaway 
slave. The Negrocatcher had come to retrieve some 
other white's property. The whip cracked. The slave 
slipped and slipped and slipped and slipped on the greasy 
chicken shack floor. Although scrambling to escape, it 
seemed more as if he possessed both running man and 
tap-dancing genes, only he had chosen the inappropri-
ate moment to showboat. The Negrocatcher surged into 
proper action, wielding the noose as a paladin wields a 
sword for God, cracking the whip with the expediency 
of Lady Justice, his face serene with duty and a sense of 
social responsibility. It was snared easily, pinned by the 
Negrocatcher, and after its feet were tethered, the Negro-
catcher hurled the slave over his back one handed. A per-
fect catch I He grinned for us freemen and even handed 
out eight by elevens. I took an autographed picture for 
my mulatto niece. She is growing nicely, and if we keep 
perming that stubborn bush, perhaps the African in her 
hair will acquiesce and she can pass. If she passes and 
marries a nice white man, perhaps a nice Negrocatcher, 
then the whole family can live in a mansion and not be 
the help. 
I heard later that the Negro was whipped severely for 
his escape. My aunt, who lives near a plantation (she be 
free; they side of the family be ginger-colored and the 
Lord donebless thems with good hair), told me that he 
lost a foot for his misdeed. 01' Hobbly, they calls him. 
The point this serves to illustrate: we are not in the era 
of Negrocatchers plucking us off the street. Some 
African-Americans just cannot exist without feeling 
stigmatized. They need to complain in order to feel good 
about the fact that they are Black. This is a mark of pas-
sivity. If a clerk follows you in a store because you are 
Black, you do not mutter your schizoid delusions of being 
an "Earth mother-goddess-poetess of the black black jun-
gle", you follow the clerk and teach the clerk a lesson. 
Complaining is the domain of children. If racist idiots 
wish to fly a flag, so what? Which is more pressing an 
issue: idiots flying flags or idiots affecting legislation? 
If you think, I proclaim, therefore I am emancipated, 
emancipate yourself by not proclaiming you are hated. · 
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Herein lies the rift. Before we seek to piece together the 
complex puzzle of black America it is essential to realize 
that our future lies in economics. Establishing and affirm-
ing the power of a strong black economy will prove to be 
one of our most important and strategic moves in the com-
ing years. Economic development, empowerment, and 
independence lies at the cornerstone of all successful and 
powerful peoples. At the point in which we awaken to this 
not so hidden reality, we will begin to hold the leverage 
and command the respect which will enable us to achieve 
all of our goals. For as simple a concept as it may seem, 
we will mindlessly help other races build their economies 
and watch as they are then able to achieve more and receive 
answers to their demands. We have witnessed it with 
Jews, Koreans, and the Chinese. We complain about it and 
in the same breath put forth our dollars hand over fist and 
support their establishments while ours wither away. On 
our end, we settle for a state of economic mediocrity 
through not supporting our black businesses, and also pro-
viding our people with poor service. When we get the mes-
sage, we will begin to move forward. 
What possesses some many women to risk their lives 
to share a man with other women that they neither like 
nor trust is an interesting phenomena on this campus, 
and the excuse of sexual liberation is no longer a sat-
isfactory answer. Too many sisters hate the language of 
the Hip-Hop culture about what they are about and how 
they really are, but it is difficult not to be compelled by 
the evidence to accept that maybe these ridiculous par-
odies of men are largely correct. How can women take 
such offense at men who feel that they have no choice 
but to look elsewhere for love, because so many women 
have exotic and abnormal needs that faithful and hon-
est men will not be trusted to meet? 
Moreover, someone should be responsible enough to 
stop the sybaritic carnage. 
Otherwise, you are fated, lest you realize, that pro- '-' 
Imagine if we were to form a black bank, through the 
church, united nationally in efforts to widen our influence 
and increase our leverage nationally. What goals and 
objectives would be unattainable? Absolutely none. As we 
squabble amongst each other because we rest on different 
pages, all progress is stifled. The changing face of Black 
America must unite toward a common economic vision for 
progression. This is no joke. It is very serious. It is our one-
way express ticket to the promised land. 
ls there some cardinal rule in the mating manual of 
African Americans that says that reliable brothers can-
not be good lovers? Are good men analtlmicalJy lack-
ing? If there is this "man shortage" why chase those men 
with the most women at their disposal? If some sim-
pleton sisters think that reliable brothers cannot make 
love as goods as jocks and dogs, they should be able to 
provide empirical truth. The real crime of our slutty 
multitude is that these women are the first to make 
sweeping accusations against all black men when they 
Too many people have died from AIDS , and the 
young people here at Howard are the future of a race 
if their genitalia doesn't strangle them first. Our women 
need to discover that they have more to offer a man than 
their private parts. Second, our loose women need to 
understand what they throw away a guys they will not 
see again in life is likely cause them sterility, negative 
self-image, death, or a lifetime of bitterness with men. 
AIDS is no joke, and the odor of a locker room isn't a 
aphrodisiac nor a prophylactic against disease. 
claiming instead of achieving is what leads to demise. 
Unless forsaken, hatred turns sacred, cedes my kids and 
your kids a heritage of pure failure. Take action on real 
issues;I'll say it two ways: Please vote. Please, vote. 
" 
" 
Micheal Winfield is a sophomore anthropology major. 
Charles Coleman, Jr. is a junior political science major 
from Queens, New York. He can be e-mailed at: cfcole-
man@ mail. com 
Randy Short is the Rotation Editor ofThe Hilltop. 
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I n the Dred Scott decision of I 857, the Supreme Court turned down a petition for freedom from an enslaved African 
American. The author of the court's ruling, 
Chief Justice Roger B. Tawney declared that 
blacks could never be granted equal protec-
tion under the law or civil rights, because they 
were inherently inferior to whites, and forever 
would be. 
. Tawney observed that "the unhappy black 
race" had always "been excluded from civi-
lized Governments and the family of nations, 
and doomed to slavery. Negroes were beings 
of an inferior order, and altogether unfit to 
associate with the white race, either in social 
or political relations; and so far inferior that 
they had no rights which the white man was 
bound to respect." 
The infamous Dred Scott decision reaf-
firmed the fundamental legal condition of 
African Americans, not as citizens or human 
beings, but as property. Black people were to 
on t e ......... o or ine 
No Rights Whites Must Respect 
be treated by law enforcement officers and 
the courts primarily based on the color of 
their skin. Yet despite the nearly 150 years 
since the Dred Scott decision, African Amer-
icans still encounter nearly identical racist 
attitudes from the police and the courts. 
Among thousands of cases in recent years 
that make this point, one of the best is pro-
vided by certain bizarre events in Oneonta, 
NY, in 1992. A 77-year-old white woman 
phoned the Oneonta police that she had been 
attacked hy a burglar. She was unable to see 
the man's face, but she thought the assailant 
was a black man who may have cut his hand 
or arm with the knife used in the robbery. 
This was all the "evidence" the police need-
ed. Every African American male in the 
town was to be stopped and checked. Black 
men found riding in automobiles were pulled 
over and questioned. Local and state police 
then demanded that academic officials at the 
State University of New York at Oneonta 
campus tum over a list of all black male stu-
' 
By Dr. Manning Marable 
dents. Students were interrogated, and 
checked for wounds. Finding no suspects, the 
cops began questioning every African Amer-
ican they could find both in and around the 
city of Oneonta. Everyone stopped was inno-
cent, and the assailant was not apprehended. 
Civil rights and civil liberties groups were 
appalled by these police state tactics, and the 
state's Governor at that time, Mario Cuomo, 
apologized for this official misconduct. Sev-
eral black people filed a legal suit, charging 
that cops had blatantly violated their civil 
rights. 
Late last year, a three-judge panel from the 
U.S. Sec0nd Circuit Court of Appeals heard 
arguments in the case, and made a decision 
in favor of the police. In its ruling, the judges 
declared that the racial dragnet used to iden-
tify, stop and interrogate only black men did 
not violate their Fourth Amendment rights 
against unreasonable search and seizure, nor 
their Fourteenth Amendment Rights to equal 
protection regardless of race. The court rec-
ognized that the hundreds of innocent people 
who had been humiliated and violated by the 
police might feel a "sense of frustration." 
Nevertheless, the court declared that the 
police sweep was not racially discriminato-
ry because the cops were acting on a physi-
cal description of the suspect that included 
more than racial identity. 
The Oneonta decision of 1999 was so out-
rageous that even The New York Times edi-
torialized that the federal appeals court's 
decision could mean that "police are free to 
treat every black person they see on the 
streets as a potential suspect, so long as there 
is a pending complaint that a black person 
committed a crime." In effect, this ruling 
gives police the right to stop, question and 
harass any black person, anywhere and any-
time, if they have an allegation that a black 
person somewhere committed a crime. 
A recent report of the New York Attorney 
General's office on racial disparities in street 
searches by the New York City Police Depart-
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men! provides more evidence. The study was ~ 
• based on a thorough review of 175,000 doc- , , 
umented cases in which individuals were " 
.. 
stopped by the New York police over a 15-
" month period in 1998-1999. The study found 
that African Americans were stopped six n 
times more often than whites, and Latinos , 
were stopped four times more frequently ~ 
than whites. Blacks comprise 25 percent of 
New York City's total population, but are one '· 
half of all the people police stopped . 
Dred Scott is unfortunately still alive and ,. 
well in America's racist criminal justice sys-
tem. Despite all the legal and legislative 
reforms, apparently African Americans still • 
have "no rights whites must respect." , 
Dr. Manning Marable is Professor of His-
tory and Political Science, and the Director 
. ' 
, of the Institute for Research in African Amer-
ican Studies at Columbia University. He can n 
be reached at his Web site at www.manning- ~ 
marable.net. 
1 ,. 
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Spread Love! 
By MAJuf:u.E Bono & SAFIYA Aoo1soN 
Hilltop S1a1TWriters 
With February 14th quickly dawning upon us, it's about that : 
time to make the necessary preparations for lhe day of love. : 
Valentine's Day is all about tliat infamous : 
emotion-showing it, shruing it and, of : 
~~~~w~ ii~® ~ra@®~m~o(d] ...... 
~®~®r ii~® ~ro©l® • 
Why are so many Howard women still waiting to exhal,e? 
course, making it On "V-Day2000," = --------~--
http://hilJtop.howard.edu 
be sure to fully express and embrace : By ERruC \ DoTsoN ed to be in order to hold him : 
lhcconceptoflo,•o-bei1byyourself, : HilJ1opStaffWri1er clol;cooalonelynigh1.Wha1- : PholO fDrc Ande 
wilh friends orwilh that significant olher. : ever the rensoo is. many : oourtc,y O " rson 
Aloneonlhcdayof love?Don't fret,tum : Why am I stiU single? times women lowertreir : Love Is Coo I 
itintolheperfcct''me''day andengageinlhe : Whyam l notmanied? standanlssothatlheycan : Y , 
indulgences you'vepu1otfallyearforwha1ev• : Whycan'tl findaman becomeapanofabond : B t V A• 't 
er reason: : that iswillingtooom- ,.,,_,,..·~· between a man and a : U .I. OU Ill 
L 1l:nd tothc footsies:Whatmanorwomandoesn't : mitlOme? woman. :Nd w·th t 
want someone at their feet? After all, tew lhings are more : Thesearejustafew Apcrfectexampleof: a a I OU 
deeply pleasurable lhan a foot massage and pedicure. This v. : of the questions that ,._,.-~.'i"':t. this point is Nia Long's : 
Day, ic'sallaboutyou.sogoall outandpamperyourselflike : plaguelhehe:ulsand rolein'TheBestMan." : Your Homeboys 
the queen or king that you are, Forget lhe local nail spotS and : mindsofmanyofmy ·'.'..'~.'t:,J't,c;;,;~:{;i She played an indepe& : 
head out to a day spa. where you'll get lhe full nine-yards. : sisters as they say *ili'~'t.: dent working woman : -------------
You'll feel refreshed and renewed afterwards. : goodbye 10 another who had rc:iched ;1 rligh : By DRE\\ ANDERSON 
L Aromatherapy: Oneeyoorhandsand feet are taken : failed relationship. When point in her career and was : Hilltop Staff Writer 
care of, you' II need to soolhe !hose inner emotions as well. Get : th.11 man finally teUs her ifs doing fairly well eoonomieal- : 
rid of all lhat negative energy and stress !hat's been plaguing : over, whether lhrough unre- Jy. But she was single and longed : The focus of Black Love/Valentine's 
you all year by engaging in the perfect arornalherapy session. : rumed phone calls, a casual wave fora male companion. So inslead of : Day is supposed 10 be "love." But 100 
Thean of arornathernpy lies in lheability oftlwscent to soothe : a~ he pas.5e5 her on the Yard. or his living life to the fullest by herself. she : often we concentrate primarily on that 
the central nervous system. Here's a little about lhe different : macking to another female at DC Llve, clecided to proposition the romantically• : li mited aspect of "love" which always 
moodslhatscencscanoo,tjurc: : theprocessthat womengo tl1r0ughisusu- involved Toye Oiggs--uie man she really : receives the most acknowledgment. the 
-Bergamot: relieve.~ tension : ally die same. wantedtobewith,for aonenigh1Stand. Though : displaying of. romantic auention 10 the 
-Citrus: relieves depression : After die initial shock and confusion set in. lhe it was clear that she wnnted much more lhan sex. : opposite sex. In other words. trying 10 
-Peppem1int: promotes positivity : criticale.xaminruionofselfbcgins.Amltoofai?Too she was willing tobe die other woman. Haph;lznrd- : "woo" somebody, which in and of itself is 
-Lavender: eneouragcsrelaxationandenhancessleep : skinny?Toonice?Toome.'lll?Did l putou11oomuch ly,thiswould puther inasituationlhatwasmueh wori,e : fine. Certainly if it were not for the epic 
Spending lheday wilh lhe girls? Unfortunate()', this V-Day : ornotenough?Waslsmolheringhim?Ofmaybeil'smy lhan the previous; oontinuously wanting someone she : struggle of the chase. the courtship, and 
ritual has been an all-too oommon one for sonie of us (I'm a : new h..'lirstyle? oouldn'th..weandoroouldnocloveherw.cooditionnlly. This : lhe cooquest, none of us would be here. 
little bi11er if you can tell). Neverlheless, you can rum the day : From lhere, eilher one of throe things happen 10 a woman. is why women should not settle. : So on that note, much respect 10 romance. 
into a Valentine's day bonding session that you' ll never for• : She will develop lhe '1 hate men" mentality and go into seclu- On the flip side. ladies are )'OU honestly ready for that oommit• : But let's be real. Although we are in col-
get. , -.-ri!... : sion tofindsok~beconieafemaledogandstartslceping,vithevery mem that some of you are so desperately seeking? Let's lhinkabout: lege, many of our ideals of love are still 
L Pamper yourselves, of , - --"'-' : Tom. Dick and Rashid for fulfillment and revenge, or tum into a psy- this. Do you ()06SesS the qualities that would make a man want to lake : left over from high school. Tell the truth. 
course ... doing it as a group just adds : chosmlker who terrorizes every female who tries 10 push upon her ex- )'OU honie to his mama? Women want a good m,'lll, but arc we togelher : fellas. You met shorty at 2:K:9, ~mranced 
to lhe fun! --..~~ : man. 'Jh,n she will play lhe pager ---------- --- -------- mentally, spirirually, socially or polit• : by lhe strobe hgbt effect and e11her Mos 
L 01ickflicks:lnviteyourgirl- : gamcuntilshecanfindsomething "A I toofiat? T.00 skz'nn ? ieally? . . [ Def·s::Ms.FatBooty"orSi~o·~·-r:~ong 
friendsoverforaminimovienighl\vilhall : el'iCbeucrtodo.But whydoeslhis m , J. ( Y, Just think about ,t. Do we~ . Song. You thought she wa~ thick, and 
the works-videos, popcom.c~yandsonie : happen? 'T' , ? 'T' ? D 'd J respcctfuUy? Do we practice good : you were right. Bue your intentions 
good gossip. Go to a local video store~ rent : According 10 lhe novel Daddy J. 0 0 n l Ce . J. 0 0 me an . l hygiene? Are we busy cursing like : equaled lust, and after y· all left lhe steamy, 
one of these chick flick.~romanticyoujust wishtheseOOII- : Lm,es His Unle Girls by Bishop sailors, drinking like fish and getting : seductive scene of the club, she expected 
plesweretogetherinreal life_: : T.D. Jakes, as children we were put out too much or not highlikeDreallday,everyday? Are : you tobe_intrig_ued by her mind and soul. 
-An A_lfrur t~ Remember: Deborah Carr : taughttobe lovingaeanu-es. Jakes , we bo6sy, loud and boisterous? Are : The relauonsh,p was doomed from the 
and Carey Grant star ,n this classic about a young couple lhat : says Ihm we were given Cabbage enough ? Was I smothering our rooms clean? Are lhe dishes : Start. 
meet attd fall in love while sailing overlhe high seas. : Pa!chDollstolcamtobemothers. • washed? Can we cook? (..-.dies. we : And don't even get me scnrted on you 
-Mahogany: How oould you resist sexy : Hediscus.5e5treL%lieSofnaturevs. h • ? Q b • , have to be at our best in order 10 : females. Fouroutoffiveofy'all are still 
Billy°';<: as he warns Diana R~ss ~at success is "<?thing if j nunure and describes lhesocial- lm • r may e lt s my new irnpre.ssandlhenarrestaman'sauen- : tripping 0~ your Pri~ce Ch~nniog fan,; 
y011don t havesomeonetoshare 11 w1th?Ahhhh,class1cwords : izatiooofgirlstolllOlh<.'Jhood.He h . f ? ,, E . D tion.Mostgoodmenwamawoman : tas,~s of a knight'". sh1nmg armor 
to live by. : uses lhe analogy th.11 worncn an' QlrSty e . -- rrica O tson ,vith class. style and grace. Ls that : (which would be cool 1f you were any-
-Sleepless in Seattle: How could )'OU not : gi,en mini-kitchens a~ lit~e girls, --------------------- you'? : 1hing like Sleeping Beauty). Or, 10 quote 
fall in love ,vilh lhis modern-day Iovesro,y about taking risks : and are oontinuou.sly taught that Prm~'tbs31: JOsays, "IVhoca11Jurd : the skit from 171e Mised11ca1ia11 ofu111ry11 
:ioo 1?&ing true_ to your heart? Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan scar j being able 10 oook is a rite of (Xl.55agc toward womanhood. Meanwhile, a 1·i111101is wo,,wi? For /rer price isfar(UJ(Jl't! nibies. S1re11g1/J a,rd /ro11- [ Hill. y~~ like dude because "he_ ~ks ~Y 
m lh,s romanuc tale. : our brolh<.--rs were taken outside and given a football and were taught that our are /rerc/othi11g: wid she shall rejoice in 1ime come. Slreopeneth her : Adidas (a metaphor for matenal,sm, 111 
-Love Jone.s: A banging soundtrnck. Nia : being a man h.'ld more to do ,vilh physical cndurnnce than emotional 1110111/rn·ith wisdom; and i11 lierto,1g11e is the lmvofkiirdness ... Favo11 ris : case you missed the meaning). Oh sure, 
Long's fabu h..'lir attd make-up, and lhe ups and downs of rela- : strenglh. As a result of this analogy, men and women seep into the woo- deceitful, wrd beai11y is min: b11ia woma11 thatfeareth tlie Loni. she shall : you' ve graduated to having detailed spec-
tionships. TI1is nick also stars Larenz Tote. : clerful world of dating. expectations clagi, and realitiesbeoome faded pie- be r>mised. " : ifications for height. style of dress, and tax 
-Boomerang: Eddie Murphy plays a play- : tures. The men who we are taught to nurture deny us intimacy, and our Mysistersdon01beaf111id tobebyyoorself. Holdyourheadupandkeep : bracket. Bue the blatant superficiality is 
ertom between his final battle between lust and love. : fairy-tale life goes out lhedoor. your standards high. This way, when Mr. Rightdocscomealong,yoowill : the same, and "sincere like" multiplied by 
L Singles Nigh t: Head out to a local club that's hav- : Realizingthatmostmcncannotandwill nocconuni~1nany"'Omen fmd know,becau;,cit,villbecasyand )'OU won'thavctooompromiseyoor.;elf : materialism rnised to the power of super-
inga~-pecial singles night party-you never know who you'll : themselvcsll)'ing1ochangcinordcr101llt!etaman'sncccb. One example tokeephinLAndit ,vill bccveneasierforbothofyoutosay"l do" know- : liciality equals lust. Any que,tion,? 
meet, Worse oome to worse, )'OU and : isbn::ak.ingdownandbecomingthathomielovermendthat)'OUlle\'Crw:llU• ingthatyoorrelmionshipisble&\Cdundwill lastalifctime. : 
your friends can laugh at all !hose Mr.: : See. UOMEllOYS, B2 
Wrongs rutd their wcnk pick-up lines. ; • • • • •, • • • • .. , .. • • • .. • • .. • • • • • • • • .. , • • • • • • • • • •, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • .. • • .. •, .. • • • • • • • • • .. • • • .. • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • :. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •, • •, •, • • • • • .. • • • • • • • .. • • • • • 
Fellas, r know lhat for you, V-Day : 
isn't panicularly a night for bonding, : A 
but ralher a night for hunting. This is one : 
of the only nightS of the year when females : 
are their most vulne111ble. Take all tl1ose wack : NEW LooK FOR VA 
pick-up lines out of the closet because tonight you : 
just might get luel.-y! My advice 10 you is to hit up all of the : By MAlllELLE Bono & SAFIYA ADDISON 
local nightclubs ruld bring just enough money 10 buy lhat spe- : Hilltop Staff Writers 
cial l,tdy those all-important two drinks-the first, to loosen : 
her up and the second I& dull her senses. That's all it should : Guys, you're probably wondering who lhc lovely lady is that 
take. : is gracing the pag,:s of this week's Hilltop. Maybe you'"e seen 
With your boo? I must admit that loving couples make me : h<.-r in lhcPunchoutorwalkingacros.,canlpUS.Shewasprobably 
hurl only because I have yet to actually spend lhe day of love : dressed in the latest Nikes from her elabomte ~neakcr collection 
wilh a real Valentine. But I won't hate, instead, here are some : and a pair of sweats. Her nrune is MyeishaSlwpcr andslie was 
lovely lhings 10 share ,vith your "boo." : our model for lhc day as we a1ten1p(ed to be her ¼ilentine's Day 
L Wine and dine: Head out to your favorite little : stylists. 
spot-get dressed in that one outfit lhat i1istru11ly rums him to : r"JJi;oi~~;;-p;;;;r;:--i===::::=='j1 putty and wear his favorite frng~pray it on !hose spe- : 
cial pulse points. For those who choose to stay in, you cru1 cook : 
!hat favorite meal and lovingly feed it to each other. Awww.: Eyes: UrbanDec:iysh:xlowinStalk-
howsweet! : 
L ll-lood music: You can create lhe perfect runbianec : 
wilh the perfect 10,•e nmsic. Put on a little D'Angelo or Sade : 
to create a sensual. mellow atm0sphere or slap on a littleSisqo : 
if you want to gee a little kinl.-y. If you want to make it known : 
lhat romance is in the air, try cla,;sic runes by Al Green, The : 
Isley Brotliers and Barry White. : 
I Sensual garb: "Vicky's"hasalwayspeenagirl'sbest: 
fijend. but fortl1ose who want to go all out for Valentine's Day : 
2000, check out spotS like Georgetown's "Dream Dresser." : 
Costumes, toys ru1d romantic gan1es make lhis spot a perfect : 
refuge for experimental couples. Who knows? It may be fun : 
playing a nurse for lhe evening. Or, simply try the bare essen- : 
tials-,i little bit of make-up, a sensual : 
fmgrcnce and nolhing in between. 
l: Drinks by the fire: Those 
ofus in homes wilhout fireplaces and 
those who are subjected 10 dormito,y 
life can create a ro1n.'llltic evening by 
candlelight. For those of us who are of age, 
a romantic cocktail is guarnnteed to leave you 
wrum inside. Isn't that the point? Here's one to try: 
Hot Buttered Rum: 
-I !Sp. sugar 
• 1/2 tsp. butter 
-11/2 ounces Bacardi Rum, light or dark 
-3 cloves 
Put sugar, butter, rum nod cloves in a large mug. Fill : 
wilh boiling water. Stir. : 
I Weekend Getaway: For those witl1 Valentine's : 
Day savings swshed away, you can rent a room for lhe day-
it'll force you to be intimate and you' ll have all die privacy in 
lheworld. 
er 
SepllOOl crayon Pencil IKIJ1 
Lanoome Artliner in Noir 
Co\'ergirl GreatLash Mascara in 
Black 
Sephora Ma=ra #I 08 (Silver) 
Lips: Lovcrlips Llpgloss in Swoon 
Sephora Crnyoo Pencil tA'iOO 
O otlling: Perfect V,Day top in rod 
and pink by Lux (Urban Outfitters, 
$24) 
Black lealher pantS (GAP. $175) 
Blxkleatrerboo(s (Rxiwino,$130) 
exym 
Ey<c5: Sanieoombinacion \\; th additioo 
ofUman Decay UV4 (Silver) 
Lips: VUlO lipstick and Oear Llpglass 
byM.A.C. 
Oothing: Trnnsp.vent rod runlencck 
by u (Uman Outfitters, S30) 
Black skirt ,vith split (Betsey Johnson. $50) 
Black lcatlierboo!s(Rlmarino, $130) 
Make-up: Lover 
Lips and Bedroom 
Eyes 
Herc nre sonie sexy make-up looks 10 ti)' for 
¼llcntine's Day. They are guan:u1tcccl 10 give you 
that sexy pout and seductive gaze: 
Llwcr Lips: 
Bedroom Ey<c5: 
Pink Blaze lipstick by M.A.C. 
Sephorn Crayon 1\.--ncil ~ 
Clear Lipglass by M.A.C. 
Urban Decay Shadow in Stalker 
Gre,n Lash Very Black Mascarn 
Urtxlll Dec:iy Silver Eyeshadow 
1'11010< by MARIELLE Boeo & 
SAFI VA A DDISON 
o o you .................. s 
should choose? 
Bachelor #2: Aaron 
Pope, junior public rela-
tions majorfti;,m Virginia. 
Though it may seem hard 
10 believe, lhis PYT' h,.~ 
yet to find a date for Valen-
tine's day. We took die lib-
erty of finding some eligi• 
ble b.1Chelors !hat just may 
1nal<e the cut: 
Bachclor #l: Rhcu Butler. 
sophon10re broooro<o1 jour-
nali,m major from New 
Yock. 
Bachelor #3: Demetric Leeper, 
junior engineering major from 
Virginia. 
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The Block is Hot and Juvenile is Back EDITOR'S YE 
8y: S HA 11"'W\ BROWN 
A..,,;i<tl!ll Lifestyles Ediior 
shaking" be;.11.s. and head-bopping tune.,. Juvenile i ================ 
andCa.\hMoncyR~w,:ircnnigni,~b~-thei_'. : ]T'S TABOO BUT J 
cnuq,renc.unal sptm and b:k of "b1.':lt-biung. i , 
Arti,,1: Juvenile 
Album: 11111 G-C{X/e 
Record label: C'\Sh Money 
Grade: 8+ 
Juwnileistoh.:com'?"rkl'dforhiscffortst0b,ing t HAVE 'T'o 'T' ALK 
New Orlean, to m:w1s1ro.un USA. Ht1d he ll(JI. i .I. 1 .I. ./'1. 
think of wh:u,;;·e,~I would h:1vcmi~'oCd. (i.e. "8.-.:k ! ABOUT /T 
that tlung up. ). , 
T1lll G-Oxfe.Juvcnile 's junior release promises to 
rake in another cash crop f ortheCash Money Mil-
lionaire,,. With saks from his previoos album. 4(X) 
Degn!ez quickly entering the realm of qu:wt1plc-
plminum, the rnppcr remains as humble as possi-
ble while IJo;,;ing his now platinum "gold-;." 
GIO\,ing up in New Orleans· MagJ1olia proj<.-ct,. 
JU\Cn~e a.k.a. Teritt5 Grny, wori<cd hanl to help 
suppor1hisfamilywhilcholdinghcsdreamsc~. 
His ~ion for rnp music was surpa.~ only by 
his desire to gi,'C his hometown mttsic that sound-
ed like home. Hjs ability 10 reafiz,: this feat crcat• 
ed the Cash Money empire. 
111(1 C-Code i, ,u1 excellent additi011 to :tll South· ! 
em music libr:m. ----------------
8y llRANt>t FOR'l'E 
Lifc,,iylcs Editor 
Jll\l tall:.ingabout love gel!, nic allemotional. It makes 
me think. It makes nicangry.and in:,omcca..._.._ i, puts 
. a ,mile on my face. 11>: smiles that lov" crcatts in the 
) dimple of my left cheek represent a experience that I 
1 have felt before. You know that dilly deep down in 
, the COWltry IO\'C. Mary sings about iL "You are the 
beautiful one," and then Lawyn sums it up. "When it 
hurt., so boo. \\hy docs it feel so good'!' 
\Vh>•docs it feel M> good? Like a early morning hang-
over, love makes one's he.id spin int0 reality. I mean 
lha,-e\aidthin~like. "I h:ltehimsomuch. lshould\'C 
known t>a: wasn ·1 any good." But on the contrary words 
1 from my n10Uth h:l,-e scre:uned. "He is going 10 rnake 
71,a C-Code is Juvenile ·s third solo release under 
Ol.lj, Money/ Universal Records. T11i1 C-Code i, 
the set of rules 10 Ii ve by. It's a wny of dres.ing. talk· 
ing and general living. It's a code of oonduct for 
swvivingon the stn:et.,. According toJu,enile, he 
is no W-Jnger to survh .~. 
=:.•-~ : me. or somebody. a grea1 husband." ! I realize that some p..'Ople lo\-e tO lo,e. some ba.-,li love, 
; and Olhc,,, are afraid to love. There was a time i., my 
· I if c th.11 I wa, afrnid to lo, e. It was perpetuated as some 
111(1 C-Ctxle fearure,. the alre.ldy released hit sin-
gle "U Under.,tand." le(ting all '1i.11e1S" know 10 
bew-.uyofhim "Get It Right"1ells thestoiyof C:Nl 
Money's long rise to success. It shares their jour-
ney of trial and tribulations which ultima1ely leads 
10 their destin,'llion. victory. 
"Never Had s••t'· reiterales his story. Accompa• 
nied by Lil' 'Mlync and Big Tymers. it explains 
their drive and focus toward= These are just 
a few of the cuts guaranleed to move audiences. 
This album continues "Ju,e'i," legacy of"booly-
Photo Courtesy Cash Money 
Juvenlle comes hotter than ever on THA 
G-CODE. Spllling countrined lyrics is 
Ju,·c's for te. 
FILM FLASH- ..... S.oiiiiie.rii ·caIIto·rnia Births a New Artist? The Oracle Jayne Doe 
The Hurricane 
8y FRfDOtE ALU.."/ 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Starring Denzel Washington. Vucelloos 
Reon Shannon. John Hannah. David 
Paymer. Liev Shreibcr. Dan Hooaya 
Wriuen by Am1yan Ber..tein, Dan Gordon 
Directed by Noonan k"•ison 
Grade: A 
Norman Jcwison directs Dcn,.cl Wa.511-
ington as '60s world middleweight 
champion Ruben "Hurricane" Caner. 
who was wrongfully imprii,oncd 1wicc 
for the June 17. 1966 murder of three 
whites in a New Jersey bar. 
lmipisoned foracrimehedidn'1com-
mi1, Caner transfonns the rnw fury and 
determination that he hon..'<! in the ring 
dewoying hi, opponenlS into a ,ingular 
light thal guide.s him on a pilgrimage 
1ow:ml enligh1cned perception and inner 
peace. Af1er two failed appeals for free-
dom. Caner i,cripl!, a compelling outer 
biography and prep.,res his mind and 
body lO pcri,h behind bars. More than 
I 5 ycan, lnier. Lesm, an illiterate high 
school Mudcnt from the city. (Viccllous 
Reon Shannon of "'NYPD Blue:· 
"Chicago Hope") Mumbles acros. the 
autobiography at an adopt- a-book mm-
mage sale. Lc,m purchases the book for 
25 cent~. Caner\ story ignites a brush-
fire of redemption in Lesm's hean that 
blazes on the distant hori,.on of Hurri-
cane's introspect. 
~ journeys from Toron10 to New 
Jersey to visit Caner in pcn;oo. After one 
meeting. Lesra embarks on a passionate 
mission to fl\.-e Carter. a cause 1ha1 had 
previously lx.-en taken up by people fmm 
all walk.'> of life from Bob Dylan to 
Muhammad Ali. 
Lesm's intensity and co,npa.ssion for 
the campaig,1 is quickly joined by the col-
lective energy of the very people that 
changed his life by empowering him 10 
lcam how to read. Terry Swinton {John 
Hannah from "Foor Weddings and :1 
Photo Courtesy Hurricane 
Denzel Wahington once again 
does a great job. 
Funeral"). L,,a Pi!ter (D,:b<ll';~l Unger 
from "Ran,0111"). and Sam Ch:"ton 
(Live Schrieber from "Scream" and 
··Scream 2''), arc ,ingle-mindoo social 
activi\ts from Canada that uproot and 
move their ba,c of opcmtion, from 
Toronto 10 New Jersey 10 continue dic 
fight Thcirpn.-scncc awaken, :1 dormant 
mcbt bc-.i;t in the fom1 of Detective Vin-
cent Della P..'SC'.i{Dan Heda ya of"'Cluc• 
les.,,'' "A Ch ii Action:· "Rat1som"). 
The dctecti, c quickly n:minch t/le trio 
wh:tt country d1ey arc in. and th<.' Cana-
dian, almo,1 pay for thh knowledge 
with their lives. 
''Ilic Hurricane," courags'OU\ly direct• 
ed by Norman Jewi,on stru-. Deniel 
Washington m hi, very best Washing-
1011 fought for this role for >C\'Cn years. 
lost 6() pound"U1d erui,1ed the teachings 
of a boxing trainer a year before pro-
duction staned c)n the film. TI1i, lihn is 
by no ,tretch of the imagine a "black 
Rocky ... Thi, film chmnicles lll<.' a.o;cen-
sion of one man above racial prejudice 
and social injustice and hi, unwavering 
belief in a greater human will. 
If you haven·1 seen this lilm. you 
;hould run 10 the thca1cr. 
B) !lRA:>01 FORTE 
LifeStylc, Editor 
Out of the depths of California 
waters come, "The Orac le 
Jayne Doc." A nntivc of Sou1h-
cm California. Kiwanna Lewis 
a.k.a la) nc Doc is indeed what 
hip-hop ha, hcen waiting for. 
Her new album.set to be 
released before June 2000. i, a 
myriad of womanhood. The 
album reaches the height, of 
lyrical genius and anistic per• 
fcct,on. And as a rcsuh. the 
album i\ awesome. 
The. divers ity of the album 
become, eviden t through a 
blend of hip-hop. spoken-word 
and R&B. The multi-talented 
Ja) ne Doe demonstra1e, that she 
ha, mastered her work , ·ocally. 
lyric:,lly and production wise. 
The sun goddess mirrors Lau-
ryn, with more navor and sass. 
l'unky like Me'shel l Ndegochc• 
lo. she drops words like oysters 
produce pearls. 
On first ,ingle, ·•Sell Love Not 
Hate," Jayne now, authentical-
ly to Akinyele's hand-me-down 
insirumental. "Put It in Your 
Mouth." The difference is, 
J:tyne n,ps the concept and rips 
the microphone apart with ener-
gies that ,pit: " I am demanding 
that every coa,t get a taste of the 
pie:· "Sell Love Not Hate,'' ii, 
just a introduction to the phi-
losophy of Kiwanna Lewis. 
Flowing directly into a medita• 
tivc piece. "Dawn of A New 
Day (Mcdita1ion), the ,ong is 
crcntively on the lines of 
Baduism with a brisk of South· 
crn C:11 i bohemianism. The 
actual dawn that Jayne ,peaks of 
i, the new age of time that we 
arc all part of. the year 2000. 
Tho ,1>0kcn-,\Ord 1rack is writ• 
Photo Courtesy of T1mbalis Marion 
Jayne Doe's artistry is awesome. "The sun goddess mirrors Lnur)'ll 
with more navor and sass," says LifeStyles Editor Brandi Forte. 
ten and produced by Jayne. She 
puts the rap game in per,pcc-
tive: "In this game ,omc rnakc 
it. and some die trying. I am 
trying to con, cy wh:u I feel. but 
damn I need a record deal." 
The wood,. strings, and the 
conga, play gently on "Mc For 
You," an intoxicating duel fea-
turing Jane Doc anti Lou 
Mosky. Jane sneak, in her 
,ongstres, ability, capti\'ating 
word, with her tenor vocal,. 
exclaiming genuine love: "Just 
a touch of lo,e tonight, makes 
me feel so right. Just to hold you 
near me. (,he ,ighs)." ' 
Like ,ca ,hell, lay on ,and. Th,• 
Oracle Jaym• Doc sch a new 
lr"nd needed in lhi, world: real-
ism. On the southern-fried 
bounce track "Rcali1c," pro• 
ducetl by Lo, Angele, infa-
mous Fat Jack. Jane uuers 
··Going from thug to thug/ need-
ed a ruff neck to put me 111 
check. but I reali1cd." Amen, 
Jane i, no I .aur} n. n<l Bah.unn• 
dia. and far from Lil' Kim. 
Label her anonymou,. because 
,he i, unique. maje,1ic . .:ind even 
the fortun" le lier couldn ·1 re\'C31 
this chick·, ,tylc and grnce. 
She·, jusi fa) ne Doe. 
Your Crew Knows How to Keep You True 
From HOMEBOYS, Bl 
So now. let's chitchat a bit about love. 
Much of what I' m about to say is specifically 
aimed at the brothers. but ladies can ceriainly 
feel free to pay anent ion as well. 
Black men, we spend entirely too much 
negative energy hating on each other. Every• 
time :mother black man shines. we take it as 
an insult instead of an inspiration. I've been 
in airpons and received na,ty glares from 
cai, I' ve never even seen before. It's like. 
"How dare he be rocking nyer Adidas than 
me!" It's as if we are in constant competi• 
tion with one another. And over whal? Usu-
ally it's the aucntion of some female. Well 
let me tell you something that you· ve always 
heard but never lis1ened to: females come 
and go. especially in college. And this is 
Howard. Most of these shonies ci1her have 
stars in rhcir e)'C' or :ire all aboul business. 
Or both. I don't care if you sec her in the 
club every Saturday night. She wa, proba• 
bly in the librnry all Saturday day. And that's 
if she wasn't working. (A11c/ some of them 
.mu/y at their jal,.r. wo.) 
Oh yeah. she's fine. ninaiious, and sweet 
as sugar. and that ;witch in her hips is just 
for you (inseh sarcastic chuckle here). But 
10 quote Guru of Gang Starr. ·'She knows 
what she wan!!, anel just how 10 get it." And 
you, my brother. are so secondary 10 her. For 
her. you arc to college what popcorn is to a 
mov ie theater; it's nice to have ii if you feel 
like it, but it doesn't panicularly elcfinc the 
experience. People leli ·'J'he Best Man" ,ay• 
ing. "The movie was tcrrilic !" No one said. 
"And lhc popcorn wa, banging·. too!" 
So instead of po,iuring and beefing over 
such pcuy and passing things. why don·1 we 
use this so-called "holiday of love" to show 
IO\'C to each Olhcr and try 10 leam from each 
other? We proilabl)' have more in common 
than we ever imagined. Some of you cal\ arc 
probably reading this anicle right next 10 
your best friend. somebody who has already 
shown that they would ride, cry. and die for 
you. 
When was the last time you told him you 
loved him? So let me get this straight. You 
have a problem with expressing Jove 10 1hc 
renec1ion of yourself 1hat is in your broth-
er's eyes. yet you wonder why you have 1/'0u• 
blc expn:ssing love to 1hc oppo,itc ,c,? To 
quote my man from ·•Jove joncs." "Physics 
the sh•t ain't." 
So go ahead and get that teddy bear and 
them rose, for that girl you're trying to 
smash. Save that female: she may even 
deserve saving. But never forget to show 
love to your true homies, because the 1rue,1 
love you will ever know i, from your crew. 
Your ··potnah," look 0111 for you without 
having anything to gain by doing ,o. How 
many females can claim that? Your round, 
were there before that female and they'll be 
there after her. 
And fellas. if you don·1 know me. don't 
hate on me. ice-grill me in the ;tree ts, or call 
me "'that nigga who writes poetry and thinks 
he's hot ,h•t,'' That makes me feel like Jay• 
Zin "Come And Get Mc," h..-cau.,c every-
thing I do represent\ you. Holler al me. 
'cause I' m very approachable. Show me 
love. and show each 01hcr Jove if only for 
that one da). I have no problem with saying 
that l lO\'e Jason Bush and Keith Ferrouillet. 
and I' ll ride for them fools unt il the wheels 
fall off. Because to quote the late. grea1 
Tupac Shakur, "I ain't sh•t without my 
homeboys." 
Ulboo being that wreaks ha,oc in a per,on's life. and 
it makcsMrong indcp..--ndentblack women like myself 
become co-dependent and altcnxl. And so I rebelled. 
I fought. and I hmcd love. It wa, through thi, hatred 
tl,11 I begin to say rehea,'ocd phm,,cs." Black men ain't 
sh'<L And if there are some good brothas out here. then 
where are the)''?'" 
Af1erwn .. "\lling \\ith myow11 insecurities. I found that 
lo"e i, 11()( a hard thing 10 acquire. There are IO corn-
mandmenl!, to get to !hi, freedom .uuc; 
, fl. God i, Jo,-e. Build and esuiblish your rek1tionship 
·· with Goel Learn to ask for wisdom in decisions that 
, you mal.e. Ask for discernment so th:u you can di!>-
cem which man or woman is good for you. 
, lt2.Rrgi,etheJXL"-Rrgi,-e)ourfJihcr. \\'Olffll. Men. 
fogh e )'OllrnlOlhcl. Pt:rttipsour fiN cxix:,icnce, with 
the opposite sex,, with our parent,. So if your fllOlh. 
erorfatherwa..anab6cn1cc.Stat1hcaling -.hat is,oid 
in >our life by forgiving. 
#3. J.,o\e your.elf. L.cam 10:ippnxiatc you.Spend ti.me 
. byyour.clf to undcn,tand who you are. likes and dis-
, like.. Treat your body like a temple. Look m your self 
, in the mirror and -,ay. ··1 10,-e you." 
i #-t. Be )OUNllf. It\ okay lO be who )'OU :ue. JUSl 
' bccatt-.e ,ocietysa)" )OU nre 11()( equipped f ortheman 
or worna11 ol )OUI clre.-uns. li, e anyhow. 
#5. Oioosc m.lle,, th.u relh't )OO. lffie or,he i, bod 
for your health, why boll-d? Don't w-nist time oo 
' broth.'l, or ,i,t.15 who dori't represent your goo!., and 
anibition. Ju,,i becau..-ehecalled you ·'Ms. Ru Booty." 
or <Jiecalled )'OU "Angel of Mine." does 11()( mean th:lt 
peN)lliS\'alid. 
#6. Don't change him orher. lfhe didn"t have ajob. 
ernoorr,1.,sed you. and was quuc ghcno. then that's the 
packagctliat you bought Men. if <Jie c<stupid but fine 
as hell. \\IIO',C fault is that? 
#7. Be ollSl.-r. ant. Sit back, rel3.\ and analyze the one 
that )OU are inten"olt.'d in. 
ltd Gi,c. It\ oby to share cxpcri,.'11<'-"'- ,pend time 
laugh. And """-'· it\ oJ..a) to pay for the d.i1c C\'el)' 
now anti then. Men stot> bcmg '° dicap: a woman 
cl<.-...ene,, a meaningful elate. 
119. Let himorherk'TlOWtmt )OOC31'C. Men. tt'sokny 
10 be real "ith your emotiorts. E,en Jay-Zand Too 
Short ha\'e feelings. Women. don't wc.'lt }OOr emo-
lionson )'Ollrslee\c. But it\ol-aytoe.,pn.,, )'O.lt'OOlll-
pa.,Mon through your soul and 11()( your pantie<,. 
#10. It i, bct1t.'f 10 Jo,eantl l0<,L tht.'ll nottoh:l,clo,'Cd 
at all. It nuy not be yoor ..:a.son. but when i1 is your 
=,0r1. ll)' iL II i< not so bod; I c\'en moo it. 
Some1Jmes I \\'Olld..'f about love. hut lb.'ll I figure we 
only ha,e one life to live. and I ha\'C many book., to 
write and stories IOtdl. Check ()Ul the ne" t\SUC: Black 
HistOI). Big Pun. S="al of the FitlCSI. and many 
more stories about UfcStyles. 
'! 'HE LOW 
DOWN 
"It's Just Comedy" 
A. Wh) do bad girls love bad boys? 
B. Why can't black college students live 
within their means? 
C. Did you know that bcggin · Grandpa 
punched bcggin' Grandma in the mouth? 
D. What's up with the new non-English 
speaking security guard in the West Towers? 
Du U Vive Aki? 
E. Is it me or are all pohttc,ans lull of cmp? 
(Sec Power Hall). 
F. Why did Howard hire two ex-felons to 
work at the Bookstore? 
G. Gheno alen: Freshmen girls seen pour-
ing Alize at a campus auction. 
U. Quiet is kept, even fat guys wear 1hongs. 
Picture that. 
I. Who were those loud. drunk girls sledding 
down the mini-hill across from the Towers 
last Saturday night? 
J. Why can' t sophomores wipe or pee 
, 1raight? Is it because they're only 15 creel-
its shy of being freshmen'? 
K. Who was that girl grooving in 2: K:9 last 
week with the neck brace on? 
L. Whodat is?Dat'sjust my baby daddy '! ' 
\ 
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Howard University Division of Student Affairs 
Off ice of Residence Life 
RESIDENT 
2000-2001 ASSIST ANT 
POSITIONS 
Qualifications: Undergraduate - Sophomore, Junior, Senior - 2.5 cumulative (GPA) average. 
Residence Hall occupant for a minimum of one academic year, a record of active participation and 
positive leadership in hall programs and activities. 
Responsibilities: R.A.s work under the supervision of Community Directors, work a minimum of ten 
(10) hours per week, assist with hall openings and closings, work with 40 to 60 students occupying a 
corridor, assist with hall programs and activities, attend all meetings called by the Community Directors, 
and assist with administrative responsibilities. 
Employment: Is for one year and indudes a taxable stipend of S1000.00, paid in monthly installment 
plus free room rent for the academic year. Reappointment for a second year is possible, but requires a 
new application. 
~ ;~-
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Secure application from 
your Residence Hall Office, or 
Office of Residence Life 
complete and submit to the: 
We Need Good People 
Interested in Self Development 
and Helping Others 
Office of the Assistant Dean Residence Life 
2455 4th Street, NW · 
(Tubman Quadrangle) Room 19 
Washington, DC 20059 
On or before February 15, 2000 
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Global Community Week 2000 
Leadership for the 21st Century: A Global Vision for Brotherhood and Sisterhood 
Sunday, February 27 
11 :00am to t :00pm 
· Call to Ch@}?el 
Rankin MemoriaK:hapel Speaker: 
Dr. Calvin 6. Butts, ill 
Pastor, Abyssinian ~aptist 
Church, NY, NY 
Monday, February 28 
6:00pm to 8:00pm 
Folk Festival 
Featuring: Music; Natural Hair Ex-
hibition; Display of Essay & Photo 
Contest Submissions 
Refreshments Will Be Served 
Tuesday, February 29 
10:00am to 2:00pm 
International 
Opportunities Forum 
Employment, Internship, & Over-
seas Study Opportunities With 
NGOs 
12:3~2:30pm 
Windows 011 the World 
Mentoring Progr~ ~a.r Elementary 
& Middler~ tldren 
Co-sponsored With The H.U. Chap-
ter of America's Promise 
I :00pm to 4:30pm . 
World Game 
World Issues Workshop 
Wednesday, March 1 
Model Organization of 
African Unity Conference 
(Invitation Only) 
6:00pm-8:00pm 
Model Organization of African 
Unity Conference Reception 
(Open Invitation) 
6:00pm - 8:00pm 
Community/Town Hall Meeting 
Topic: U.S. Immigration 
Regulations & Procedures 
Featuring: Immigration Attorney's, 
Immigrant Advocates, & Commu-
nity Legal Clinics 
Thursday, March 2 
6:30pm to 9:00pm 
Cultural Diversity Awards Dinner 
Featuring: Perfonnances By Bri-
sas de Chile & Gamelan Mitra Ku-
suma; Presentation of Cultural Di-
versity Awareness Awards; Inter-
national Cuisine 
Tickets Required 
6:00pm to 8:00pm 
Evening of Cultural Expression 
Featuring: Performance By The 
Malcolm X Drummers & Dancers; 
H.U. Student Poets 
Refreshments Will Be Served 
SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
ESSAY CONTEST - CASH PRIZES 
The essay must speak to the theme, "Exposure is Education: How Interacting 
With People From Diverse Backgrounds Ope11ed Up My Mind To A Whole New 
World!" Focusing on some insight or perspective that you may personally share 
regarding this subject. Your essay must be " typed, double-spaced, stapled and 
appropriately titled. The length of your essay should be no less than 500 words 
and no more than 1000 words. Any undergraduate, graduate, or professional stu-
dent currently enrolled at Howard University is eligible to enter the essay contest. 
Get your contest entry forms today!!! 
PHOTO CONTEST-CASH PRIZES 
This contest is open to H.U. students, staff, and faculty. Entries are limited to 
no more than two per person. Photographs must be 8" x 10" single or double 
matted. All submissions will be retained by the Office of international Student 
Services and will not be used for commercial purposes at any time. 
Photos must depict scenes with an international or cultural theme. Preference 
will be given to submissions which explore the Global Community Week Theme 
of "Leadership for the 21st Century: A Global Vision for Brotherhood & Sister-
hood" (Caring for, and Supporting, One Another). Examples of appropriate sub-
ject matter include, but are not limited to the following; Cultural Festivals, Dance 
Rituals, Monuments & Architecture, Individuals or Groups in Native Dress, 
Scenes From Overseas Travel, International Landscapes, Cultural Body Art, Face 
Paint, Tattoos, Scarification, Artifacts (Non Copyrighted Material Only). Get 
your contest entry fonns today!!! 
WORLD GAME 
Take over the entire planet on Tuesday, February 29 from l :OOpm to 4:30pm 
when the Global Community Week planning committee brings the world game to 
Washington, DC. 150 participants will be interacting on the world's largest and 
most accurate map of the whole earth., charged with the responsibility of solving 
the world's problems. To find out how you can attend this dynamic event call 
For more information contact the Office of International Student 
Services at 202-806-7517 or visit the Global Community Week 
home page at http://globalcommunityweek.netfirms.com 
The Howard University Bookstore along with dMathis Collections 
present Personal Image Consultant and Author, D~rlene Mathis_ 
Mrs_ Mathis will be signing her book, "Woman Of Color" 
~ ,1iic1 i <?f ·<--~>I~ >r -----:--------: ~--
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Mrs. Mathis will also be giving FREE makeovers for Valentines 
Day (Feb_ 14th, 2000) 
l 
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UPCOMING EVENTS AT THE HUB 
Wednesday, February 16, 6 p_m_- Blair Walker, author of "Why 
Should White Guys Have All The Fun?" and "Up Jumped the 
Devil" signs copies of his books including his new release 
"Hidden In Plain View_" 
Thursday, February 17, 6 p.m_- Howard University alumnus 
Clarence Nero reads from and signs copies of his debut novel 
"Cheekie: A Child Out of Desire_" 
Thursday, February 24, 6 p_m_- Howard University alumna 
Aita Ewing signs copies of her best selling novel "Homecourt 
Advantage" co-authored by Crystal Mc Crary_ 
-
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• BLACK ROMEO & JULIET 
By SHERYL ROII ERTSON 
HilllOp Stuff Wri1er 
"1\vo households, both alike in dignity, in fair .. . " 
. Washinglon7 Yes. in Wa;hing1on. In an cffori 10 
reach lhe black communi1y, 
William Shakespeare's 1ra• 
di1ional "Romeo and Juli-
e!" has been transformed. 
Shake$peare's Sis1ah The- ~ 
a1er dompany will 'preselll 
"The Romeo and Juliel 
Ou1reach Projec1" begin-
ning February 14. 
"The Romeo and Juliel 
Outreach Projec1" has 
taken lhe Shake,peare 1ha1 
scholars lo ve and added a 
cultural 1wis1 1hn1 audi-
ences of color can appreci-
a1e. 
All loo often, Shake-
speare ·s work is considered 
a ''white c lassical art 
form," said J'oselle Murray. 
Bello, 1he company's 
founder and ar1is1ic direc-, 
tor. She feels 1ha1 Shake-
speare's slories arc "wilhin 
the African-American 
experience." 
This conlempornry version of "Romeo and Juli-
c1·• is sel in contemporary Washington, D.C. 
Romeo Is from Sou1heas1, while Juliet is from 
Nor1hwes1. Despi1e being from different pans of 
1own ao,d warring famil ies, 1he 1wo embark on a 
forbidden love similar 10 1he one mos1 of us 
remember from lhe Eng lish classic. 
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The ou1rcach projecl successfully incorporn1es 
contemporary soc ie1y into 1his classic work. 
The plol and much of the language remain 1he 
same, but 1he scenes are become a reflection of 
black life. One scene takes place on a Metro lrain. 
Another scene takes place in a party during which 
Dru Hill"s "Beauly" slows 
down the pace. making 
"Romeo and Juli e1" more 
real for African-American 
youlh. 
The advaniage is 1ha1 the 
play is sci in the Dis1ric1, 
"the message in the play 
becomes even more pro-
found 10 audience mem• 
bers," said Murray-Bello. 
" I hope people wi ll walk 
away from this thinking 
'Romeo and Julie1 · is a 
story that comes ou t of our 
experience:· 
The project wi ll try 10 
make a connection between 
1he slain cast members and 
those , lain in the Dis1ric1. 
Before each performance, 
the performers wi ll read a 
li st of 1he youth slain here 
in 1999. 
The Shakespeare's Sis1ah 
Theater Company has three 
Howard gradua1e, involved in lhis show. Jarvis W. 
George. Monte J. Wolfe. and Soyine Malene Cren• 
,haw par1icipa1c in the project. 
All performance• of "The Romeo and Juliet Oul-
reach Project" wi ll be held a1 the Martin Luther 
King Library. Show dates arc Feb. 14. 15. and 17 
al 12:30 p.m .. 6 p.m .. and Feb. 18 al 12:30 p.m. 
Admission is free. 
\ 
Why I've Waited 'Till Now 
Al limes I find myself suspended 
On the subtle softness 
Of your sighs, 
And ••ivhing that I 
Could tum into rarbo11 dioxide 
Aud be blown past your supple lips-
But I AM, ratlter mtS 
Al a loss for words. 
Tltey seemed all too ready lo leap off of my to11g11e 
But for some reaso11 gre•· acr11plwbic, 
And in my case,just plain scared. 
I •,·e looked 11po11 yo11 I/trough /toles i11 linked fmces. 
-E11vio11s of tlteir metallic embrace 
And waiti11g impatiently for our organic 1111/011. 
l'1•e watclted otlter me11 approach you witlt confide11ce• 
Only to ret11m witlt bullet-riddled wings 
A11d shallered /11s1-dreams. 
And it becomes apparent tltat you were /augltt 
That all dogs don't necurarily walk 
011 all fours. 
Cupid being the matador Ito/ding forth 
,1 crimson cape 
Sewn 1ogetl1er willt tlte I/tread 
Of your elongated blushes. 
I, being tire bull, 
Charge in 1·ai11 
-S111mbli11g 
.Hissing al encl, try 
A11d !(tiling pricked by his arro,.·s. 
8111 l take them i11 .stride-
Sacrificing my body for the 
Deep promises /riddt11 between 
The cre••ices of that 
Single•syllahled, ,I-letter word . .. 
So the reaso11 wlty I've waited 1111/i/ 110w 7,, tell you Ito•• I feel 
Is because back then 1 was a boy 
Trying to prove myself a man, 
Aud now I'm a man 
R,sorting to 1/,e boyish ways of 
Shy11ns 
Openly, yet secretly 
0 
By RANDY SHORT 
Ro1a1.ion Editor 
An 
I wanl 10 send a special word of lo"e and !hanks 10 my 
Mother Bcuy Lou Lancaster-belier known a~ the Rev. 
Dr. Belly Lancaster-Short. As I 1um thirty-live this 
week, I have, yet, 10 meet a woman that J can compare 
to you. I came from you, and. sin<.-c that day in Febrnary 
of 1965, mom has been a fricnd,proteclor. providcr,,care-
giver, nurse, teacher, preacher, shrink. fashion consul1an1. 
herbalist, savings and loans. credil wiion, and the harsh-
CSl crilic of any sub-par women thm I might have seulcd 
for otherwise 
First, mother you arc a beauliful and feminine woman. 
and you are well preserved. Your radiant face ,1ubbom• 
ly refuses 10 Jell your real age. Through the year.. you 
have kept yourself fit and beautiful. More importantly. you 
are a deeply spiritual woman whose prayer, have been a 
veil of protection for me and my brother 
Molheryouarearemarkablewoman. You married a vir-
gin. and ha"e been faitliful lo father for nearly 40 years. 
You sacrificed your chance 10 ;.ing with the world-famous 
Wings Over Jordan Oloir, then louring lhc world, to marry 
an obscure and very poor minister. You stayed home 10 
see Sieve and I through High School. I always fell spe· 
cial 10 have someone 10 ,how my papers to .~ier school. 
You taught me how 10 pray and why there i, a need 10 
believe in God. Your example of treating pc"Ople a, you 
like 10 be treated, in ,pile rndc and na>ly condiliun, that 
we find ourselves (i.e. sluiTy office, witli phony preten-
tious people). 
I love you for your ,ocial con..ciou,nes.<. I remember 
you picking up grown male addict~ and drunh and 
cleanin them u . and sometimes !lie 01 ill ether. You 
Photo cvunc<y of Randy Shorl 
Randy's MoU,cr 
have a social magic and a fearless honesl)' that has the 
ability to bring out the bc,1 in people. 
Mother I w:1111 you 10 know lhat I really apprccia1c your 
inlervenlion in friendship, that m1ght ha,e placed nie in 
unhappy marital ;i1ua1ion,. First, l rec:~I one woman 1ha1 
I liked. and you a_skcd her one question and she never came 
back. Yes, you were right about her. The last time we 
spok ... thrcechildrcn by three different fathers. Yourdis• 
approval of the Capetown Colored woman w.i._, on 1he 
money, and I cannol imagine what I was thinking. On 
the 01her had, she did pay for everything. 
You are lhe best friend 1ha1 I have. As I think about the 
special 1hing 1ha1 you have instilled in me, I especially 
" an1 10 thank you for yclu input into being a man. I say 
thi, bccau-c your lc,sons thal a stud and a man arc no1 
thc,amcthing. AdviceconccmingtheditTcrencc between 
lu,t and lo,c have gn:a1ly hclpc'CI me. While I eagerly look 
forward "hen I meet the"perfect woman" liberated from 
the maladie, of feminism and Social-Hem1aphrodhm. I 
will ah,ays see you as the greatest compeLilion of the love• 
10-come in 111y lo, e. 
wE' ~lt£' 
fHE' 
PLAYA H/rrtf. 
T~r,rRAl. 
CFitlS US' 
POL'I-' E 
c--...,,-'<'<"-.JAND you 
A 'R. e IA rlfJ £'1l-
Hot Boy 
M 
AAAt:Sr' 
;Ji' F'bJll,.. 
f /V;Fc£!VT 
Yo' are )Ou a ROT BOY'! Offering the epllome of chivalry 
Carry the \\Orld on your shoulders like Alias, but lay it all down for me 
Show me the dreams that only you can see, pu~h me to\\ards my destiny 
Would )OU offer lhe sun. moon and ,tars to me? 
Can I depend on you? If you gin me your \\0rld can I trusl you to rome through? 
Become on emply Vess('[ to \\hich I con pour m) soul into? 
Or would )OU be insecure and think I'm always pinyin' you'? 
Are you suave nnd smoolh, cool, yel GQ? 
Dapper in your suits, :1t1ire for every event'! 
Walk in the roll or a kini::, kno" ) our pince among presidcnl.!.? 
Would you continue lo subtract or offer additions to what you see? 
When I'm empt) can you refill me'? With sensiti,il)? Can you enhance me? 
Would you go the extra mile, be lhujlged out, and then romanc{' me? 
Con you trust me \\ith )OUr secrets, can I know you with gn•at depths? 
Or would you run a.-ay from me and hide within ) OUJ'l>elr? 
Can you love me, as if you·,e ne,er been hurt before? 
Or pince reslrictions on your hearl :ind place locks on your door? 
Keep me a scent? Or "ear me as your crown? 
Would you kt other \\omen know or the joy you ha,e found? 
AP1>reclate my sensitivity. allo" your true emotions to show? 
Would you spend qualily time with me e,cn if your boys know'! 
Believe the gos,i1> thut haters spread? Or take my word instead'! 
Pick me up if I fall? Or fall along with me? 
Ern.e the past hurls und "ith your arms "ould you prolecl me? 
Or 11-ould )'OU be threatenl'<l by my integrity? 
Would )OU oiren doors and pull out chairs for me? 
Or would you be afraid to let your boys know you feelin' me? 
D01.'s intimidation keep you from gh ing your all? 1• 
Would you be alone and bear me in your soul if I should call? 
Would you teach m) sons mpccl, Yet still I've walked past yo11, inltali11g y1111r scent All tlte while hoping tltat my name i, imprimed 
111 your mind somewhere -just waiti11gfor its 111rn 
To be spoke11-
Relying 011 the hope that I've 1101 waited too long, 
\Virile at the same time hoping that 
show them how to lo,·c and be loved b) a black queen ? 
Allow them to be men and show lhem what love means? 
Teach my daughters to ~land alone "ith or without a man? B11t l never hear it, yet I watch every motion of your lta11d 
And step up to tlte plate to observe the balling of your ,yes 
-Praying for a /tome r1111• 
This 11111st be somebody's game, because I've fell like a 
foot 
.. . . 
You aml I ltave both waited long enough 
For the time that we ca11 be together 
To arri,,e ... 
Composed by 0111 Burrell a.k.a. OneLove 
Sho\\ them things thal women should know lhat only men understand? 
Otter intimacy without sexin' me ... mental climaxes "hen )OU spttk lo me? 
Plun out our future together so we can uf?ecl society? 
Once you reach success would you addre~ or forget all about me? 
Until then I'll wait for thee ... 
I'm looking for you, heard you were looking for me ... 
So come forth hot bov 1111d auo-.. us to be ... 
If )'OU sN' him, release him: and don't hold him back ,,, 
I got on~ <1ucstlon hot bo), I nc{.'([ you, where you at? 
-J. oicolc 
' ' 
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ABRIEFLOOKATTHETOPSPORTSNEWS&EVENTSATHOWARDANDTHEWORLD 
MEAC MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Last Week's Results as of Feb. 7 
Morgan State 79,Howard 72 
Coppin State 68, Delaware State 62 
Florida A&M 67, MD-Eastern Shore 70 
Norfolk State 63, South Carolina State 60 
Hampton 60, North Carolina A&T 76 • 
MEAC WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Last Week's Results Feb. 7 
Coppin State 73, Delaware State 67 
Hampton 72, North Carolina A&T 60 
Norfolk State 70, South Carolina State 62 
Florida·A&M 66. MD-Eastern Shore 51 
Morgan State 91, Howard 84 
QUICK TURNAROUND: Lady Bison guards Reagan 
Carter and Chanell Washington scored 16 points each to lead 
Howard to a 66-44 victory over Delaware State in MEAC com-
petition on Wednesday. Howard improved to I 2-9 overall and 10-
2 in the MEAC . Howard scored the first I 2 points of the game 
and led 32-11 at the half. DSU went on a 19-6 run early in the sec-
ond half to cut Howard's lead to 41-32. Howard responded by scor-
ing 15 of the next 21 points to open up a 56-38 lead before cruis-
ing to the win. 
TIGER STRIKES: With his 
astonishing comeback to win the 
Pebble Beach National Pro-Am, 
Tiger Woods moved a step closer to 
Byron Nelson's "untouchable" 
record of 11 straight victories on 
Monday. Seven strokes behind with 
seven holes to play, Woods electri-
fied an otherwise gray afternoon on 
the Monterey Peninsula by holing a 
97-yard wedge for eagle on the 15th 
hole and making birdies on two of 
the last three holes for his sixth 
straight PGA Tour victory. Woods 
became the first player since Ben 
· Hogan in I 948 to win six straight '-'~~ 
tour events. Nelson's record was set AP 
in I 945. Tiger Woods 
BISON AWARDS: Senior wide receiver Elijah Thurmon, 
senior offensive lineman Mpumi Masim1ni, and senior defensive 
back Omar Evans have been named selected to the 1999 Sheri-
dan Broadcasting Network Black College All-American Team. 
They will be honored at the 26th anniversary banquet on Satur-
; day. February 19 in Atlanta, Ga. 
' SUPER CHIEF: Kansas City Chiefs' linebacker Derrick 
' 
Denick Thomas 
Thomas died from a heart attack caused 
by a massive clog in his artery on Tues-
day. He died at a Miami hospital where 
he was recovering from a car crash that 
had left him paralyzed from the chest 
r1 down. The nine~time Pro Bowler was 
AP 
injured last month when he and two 
companions were driving to the Kansas 
City airport. Doctors had hoped that 
Thomas might walk again. His sudden 
death left the Chiefs and their fans in 
shock. 
DENNIS DOES DALLAS: He's wrestled. He's acted. 
' He's even been arrested. Now Den-
nis Rodman is back in the NBA. 
After a IO-month hiatus, basket-
ball's reigning eccentric suits up for 
the Dallas Mavericks tonight 
against the Seattle SuperSonics. 
Under his deal with the Mavs, Den-
nis Rodman will be allowed to 
show up later for practice than his 
teammates. 
AP 
Dennis Rodman 
BISONROUNDUP WAS COMPILED BY KEVIN D. STEWART SPORTS EDITOR 
FREE THROW 
DID YOU KNOW THAT HOWARD IS THE 
ONLY HBCU TO HAVE A DMSION I-A 
111 LE IN ANY SPORT. THELONE TITLE 
COMES FROM A SOCCER CHAMPI-
ONSHIP IN 1974. 
BEAT THAT FAMU, HAMPTON, JACK-
SON STATE, AND SOUTHERN!!! 
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ZONE ON POINT: 
Bison senior guard Antonio Michell 
who has a career scoring average of 
five ppg is averaging 15 ppg this sea-
son. He has scored in double digits in 
seven of his last eight games 
Check out w.meacs orts.c m for 
the lastest news from the Mid-East-
ern Athletic Conference. 
Mark Coleman 
Antonio Michell 
Bears Maul Bison, 79-72 
By TERRA McKINNEY 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The Howard men's basketball team 
entered Monday"s game against Mor-
gan State University badly needing a 
win in the conference to boost morale. 
ButtheBison(l-19, 1-IO)losttothe 
Bears (4-17, 4-7) 79-72. 
"We were kind of down, but we 
seemed to rebuild," said Bison coach 
William Coward. "I see them hustle 
even during the losses. They keep on 
keeping on." 
The Bison have lost 29 of their past 
30 games and remain in last place in 
scoring defense (82 ppg), scoring mar-
gin (minus 22.6), free-throw percent-
age (54.7), rebound margin (minus 
I 2.9) and blocked shots ( 1.5). 
During the first half, Morgan and 
Howard exchanged the lead several 
times, and by halftime the Bison were 
only down by four, 38-34. 
Howard started the second half flat, 
allowing the Bears to take a com-
manding 56-39 lead with 12:54 left in 
the game. Even though the Bison were 
able to cut the lead down to five 
points, fro1n there the Bears were able 
to cruise to victory. 
"We have to execute on both offense 
and defense," said Coward. "We real-
ly need to be stronger on defense." 
Senior Bison guard Antonio Michell 
led all scorers with 23 points, while 
senior guard Reggie Morris and seinor 
forward Aquil Bayyan added I 5 and 
14 points respectively. 
"We are really trying to hang in 
there, and we are trying to get a win 
to give us son1e confidence," said 
Michell. "We've lost so many close 
games. We are going to get better for 
the tournament." 
The Bison will try to improve their 
conference standings when they play 
North Carolina A&T on Saturday in 
a game that will be shown on HTS. 
LEAD STORY 
Pholo by Mark Coleman 
Howard forward Jermaine "Big Dogg" Holliway fakes out a defender during 
the Bison's loss to the Morgan State Bears on Monday. 
Senior Sharks ·m Final 
Photo by Mark Coleman 
Giselle DeFreitas, a physical therapy major from New York, has been a dedicated Lady Shark since her 
1996 arrival. 
By CAMILLE M. HARVEY 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
It was the beginning of the 
end for the seniors on the swim 
team, Wednesday Feb,2 was 
special for two reasons, It was 
the official end of the regular 
season, but more importantly it 
was the beginning of life after 
the pool for six seniors. There 
was a ceremony held at the 
pool to recognize them. '--
Men's swim team co-captains 
Nicholas Askew and Willie 
Stewart, women's co-captains 
Giselle Defreitas and Toni 
Dwarka, sprinter Dale Mason 
and distance swimmer/diver 
Stephanie Griffiths all said 
goodbye that night. Askew 
and Stewart have been co-cap-
tains for the men's team for 
the past two years. 
Askew, a psychology major 
from North Carolina, had an 
impressive ending, which com-
plemented his impressive 
career here at Howard. Dur• 
ing his tenure at Howard, 
Askew has accomplished many 
goals. He has been a dedicated 
member of the swim team as 
well as a member of the tennis 
team. He is the current record 
holder for the 100- and the 
200-yard breaststroke. During 
his junior year, he won the gold 
medal for the 100-yard breast-
stroke at the Southern States 
Conference Swimming and 
Diving Championships and 
hopes to better his performance 
again at this year's champi-
onships. This season , he also 
broke the pool record for the 
100-yard breaststroke at 
Georgetown. 
"Actions speak louder than 
words and 1ny accomplish• 
ments speak for themselves, " 
Askew said. 
See SENIORS, B7 
2 Minute Drill 
NFL Refuses to Bet 
on Black 
KIMOTHY K. BROWN 
Managing Editor 
Another batch of coaching vacancies emerged 
at the close of this National Football ~ague sea• 
son in Green Bay, New England, New Orleans 
and New York. The usual names of white head 
coaching candidates were being circulated as 
possible replacements. Again, a number of qual-
ified African-American coaches failed to receive 
a second look from NFL franchises. This was 
provided additional evidence that the league 
remains colorstruck. 
Former Oakland Raiders head coach Art Shell 
was interviewed twice by Saints' assistant gen-
eral manager Charles Bailey, another African 
American. I knew for sure Shell had no chance 
of getting the New Orleans job despite the fact 
that the city has a majority black population. 
Why? The question has a simple answer. Shell 
is black. Jim Haslett, the former defensive coor• 
dinator of the Pittsburgh Steelers, eventually 
won the Saints job. Jim Haslett? Needless to say, 
I disagreed with the decision. Haslett has no pre· 
vious head coaching experience, but he was seen 
as this great leader who has the potential to win 
games. Randy Mueller, New Orleans' newly 
named general manager, was the main person 
pushing for the hiring of Haslett. It was no 
secret that Mueller and Haslett are longtime 
friends. So, Haslett received the hook-up. The 
last tin1e I checked, the Steelers had a miserable 
season. 
On the other hand, Shell has proven he is a 
good coach. He was the last Raiders coach to 
lead the franchise deep into the playoffs when 
they reached the AFC Championship game in 
1990, eventually losing to the Buffalo Bills. 
Since then, the Raiders remain perennial under-
achievers. Basically, the only way Oakland will 
see the Super Bowl is if it purchases tickets. 
Bill Bellichek filled the vacancy in New Eng-
land. Here is another ,nan who should never 
have another head coaching job. Bellichek is the 
former head coach of the old Cleveland Browns, 
who only reached the postseason once during his 
tenure. Much to Bellichek's credit, he is a great 
defensive coordinator. However, it has been 
proven that he is not capable of leading an 
entire team. 
Ray Rhodes, who was fired after just one year 
in Green Bay, was placed in a difficult situation. 
The Packers went to the playoffs nearly every 
year under former coach Mike Holmgren, and 
won the Super Bowl in 1996. Obviously. fans 
in Green Bay were expecting the team to win 
under Rhodes. But the Packers had an 8-8 sea-
son, missing the playoffs for the first time in 
years. The excuse for Rhodes' dismissal was that 
he was "too tough a disciplinarian." Isn't that 
what a team needs? We know who really runs 
the Green Bay franchise ... Brett Favre. Rumors 
say Favre pushed for Rhodes' firing. Another 
case of the white man getting what he wants! 
It bothers me when people like Bruce Coslet, 
head coach of the Cincinnati Bengals, gets 
numerous chances to try his hand at winning. 
The Bengals have been one of the worst teams 
during the '90s. Some owners have the attitude 
that somehow these men will gain superior 
coaching ability overnight. 
"You black men are good enough to run around 
and sacrifice your bodies on the gridiron for us, 
but you're not allowed to run our franchises." 
This seems to be the mentality of most NFL 
owners. 
Of the 31 NFL teams, only two have African• 
American head coaches: Dennis Green of the 
Minnesota Vikings and Tony Dungy of the 
Tampa Bay Buccaneers. The head coaching 
jobs are not even spread out; after all, the 
Vikings and Buccaneers are in the same division. 
NFL owners are more scared of hiring blacks 
than Asha May is of attending General Assem-
bly meetings. I guess they also have better 
things to do, right? 
Every year NH., Commissioner Paul Tagliabue 
gives his State of the League Address during 
Super Bowl week. He often focuses on things 
like revenue sharing, television contracts and 
expansion. Tagliabue needs to forget about that 
next year and focus on the blatant omission of 
blacks on the sidelines of NFL stadiums. Sadly, 
the league needs some sort of affinnative action 
policy. Who would have thought sports would 
need affirmative action? 
But NFL owners should look on the bright 
side. If they hire a black man, they can place all 
the blame on his shoulders if the team begins to 
lose games. Wouldn't owners just love that0 
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Seniors' Contributions are Immeasurable Lady Sharks' Final Battle 
at Burr From SEf IORS, B6 Another psycholog) 
major, C)ticago nativ~ 
Willie Stellian. led the 1ea1h 
with Astw. The curr¥v' 1 
-record h Ider for the 2 • 
yard in iv idu:11 med) y. 
Stewart holds himself tnd 
his tea~1mntes 10 a high 
standard . He wants/ the 
nothiM bu t succes1 for 
himself and his teamreatcs. 
"When swimming is over. 
there will be a big gap in 
my life at 4 o'clock."Stew-
an said. Tm glad /hat it's 
finally over but it's an 
experience that I v.on't for• 
get." 
Giselle DeFrei1:J's. a phys-
ica l therapy major from 
New York, has been a ded-
icated Lady Shark since her 
1996 arrival. Herteam spir-
it and dedication have 
inspired all Qf her team-
matep. Defreitas. whose 
specially events include the 
I 00, and the 200-yard 
breaststrokf, has also been 
a member f some record-
breaking relay teams. 
Defreitas is the type of 
motivational person who 
sees obs!acles and over-
comes them. 
"After four years oft.rain-
ing. running, cycling, 
sweating. lift ing, swim-
ming and whining. I can't 
really say that I'll miss it .. 
However, 1 don' t regret one 
minute of it. "said Defre-
itas. " I was glad to have 
that opportunity and there 
will be many memories in 
my hean.'' 
11ioco by Marl. Coleman 
By CAMILLE M. HARVEY 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
There was no bener way for the Lady Sharks lo 
have ended their season but with a victory .,t 
home. Wednesday February 2 was a binerswc,t 
ending 10 the season. Before the meet, the 
Sharks sn id goodbye to six seniors on the 1ean1: 
women';, co-captains Giselle DeFreirns and To(li 
Dwark a. distance swimmer/diver Stephanie 
Griffiths, men's co-captains Nicholas A;,kew 
and Wi llie Stewart, and sprinter Dale Mason1 
The Lady Sharks had a tri-meet versus 1bcii 
MEAC G0tmterpart, North Carolina A&T and 
Sacred Heart from Connecticut. All of the Lad)! 
Sharks gave an impressive show a1 the Burr; 
Freshman Miriam Lynch was outs tanding. 
Lynch. an in ternational business major from 
Virgin ia. won fi rst-places titles III the 50-yard 
freestyle and the IO(J-yard bunerfly. Sopho-
more sensation Casilda Troner, a journalism 
transfer student originally from Canada, i mprc,-
sivel y won the 100-yard backstroke. Junior~ 
Janique Rickens and Ngozi Monu also took 
first place in their events. 
The seniors gave a great show as well. Giselle 
J;>eFreitns did well in the 200-yard individual 
medley and the I 00-yard breaststroke. Toni 
Dwarka took ,econd in the I 00-yard butterfly. 
Stephanie Griffiths took second in the 1000-prd 
freestyle wit h a time of 12.20.54. 
Not only did the team do well during their indi-
vidual events. the 200-yard med ley relay and 
400-yard free,tyle relay teams also 100k fin.I 
place. 
' Most members of the team are excited about the; 
Toni Dwarka. a mathe-
mati cs major from 
Trinidad, is another great 
swimmer. She holds the 
record for the I 00-yard 
freestyle and has also been 
Senior Stephanie Griffiths years as a Lady Shark has allowed her to own the 1650-yard freestyle record . 
end of the season. Sophomore Jennifer Carroll 
said that ,he is ready for the ,eason to end." I'm 
just tired nnd ready to return to normal, " Car-. 
rol l said. Most of her teammates agree with her. 
However. Ngozi Monu. doesn · 1. Monu. who 
missed the beginning of the season. said ,he 
isn' t too th rilled about the season ending since 
she didn't gel the same start as her teammate,. 
"I'm happy with my progress but displca,cJ' 
with the lack of time because I wanted 10 accom-
plish more." she said. on record relay teams. This 
natural born leader is one 
whose ability has not gone 
unnoticed at Howard. Nol 
only is she a record holder 
in the 100-yard freestyle. 
she is a force to be reck-
oned with in the 200-yard 
individual medley as well 
as the 50.yard frceStyle and 
the 100-yard bunerfly. 
Dale Mason •l another 
force to be rcdoned with. 
This sprinter, \\hose events 
include the 50-, 100- :md 
the 200-yard freestyle, has 
been another dedicated 
member of the Sharks. 
Mason's contributions 10 
the team include being a 
key leg in the 200-yard 
medley relay team as well 
as in the 400-yard freestyle 
relay. This COBIS nrnjor 
from Trinidad has been one 
of the greate,t compelito"' 
to grace the pool at the 
Burr. 
Stephanie Griffith;, com-
peted forthe Sharks on two 
level;,. She was a distance 
swimmer whose events 
included the 500-. 1000-
YaddaYadda 
or Blah-blah-blah 
Chances arc, you're 
probably growing weary of 
all the advice about starting a 
career. Nix just a job, mind you, 
but an honest-to-goodness 
lifetime decision. If that sounds 
familiar -and a little daunting-
CIGNA is ready to help. 
We' re a worldwide leader in 
employtc benefits and financial 
services. From health care to 
investment services, we strive 
to live up to our reputation as 
"A Bmines5 of Caring." Our 
workforce - approximately 43,000 
strong - is diverse, yet everyone is 
committed to improving the lives 
of the people we serve every day. 
We offer numerous roles for 
col:cgc graduates with a variety 
of backgrounds, but we don't hire 
people for just one job. Individuals 
get the chance to define themselves 
through their strcnbrths and career 
goals. And we help through one-of-
a-kind job rotational programs and 
professional development tracks. 
The people who work here 
genuinely seem to enjoy the 
experience. Sure, we hand them 
plenty of responsibility - most 
prefer the challenges to bring out 
their best. Beyond that, we take 
pride as a company in the way 
we nurture their dreams outside 
th~ workplace - ,n their families 
and communities. 
Ready for the Challenge? 
Interview 
Date: Friday, February 25, 2000 
Submit 
resumes to: Center for Professional 
Develop111e11t 
One CIGNA: Many Opport1111ities. 
- ~ 
CIGNA 
A Business o{Ca,ing. 
Visit us on tht Web: www.<igna.<om/working/<ollege 
We al9 -"O':'lualq,p<M1_,,. "Y •~ M.'f'l)r'II CtaNA• I'S l ,~_.ed WVIOl l'l"trll 0, CIG'lA Co"PQ'l\<n 11Qe,,M010f U'4I t1f -U Wb$<Nl,.,,_ P..OQ.CfS 
and NtWf'l a11 ~!Oed tick.tsNely 0tf 11,1Md:ar!ff a,o not LyCtGNA co,ioortt!Or'I. J,,'Os.t employees are tt:'lpl(lytd bf ~llM O' CIGNA Corpo(•O'\. 
. 
and the 1650-yard (one 
mile) freestyle, in which 
she currentl y holds the 
record. Along with being a 
distance swimmer. th is 
interior dc,ign major from 
Connecticut. was the sole 
diver for who competed in 
the one-meter event. 
After the senior ceremo-
ny. members of the ,wim 
team sang "h's So Hard to 
Say Goodbye to Ye,terday" 
in memory of all the hard 
work 1ha1 the senior, put in 
this year and years pa,t. 
After the Lady Sharks victory. Coach Rory 
Lewis was thrown into the pool. Coach Lew:; 
said that he was pleased with the enthusiasm 
and effort put forth and hopes that the momen-1 
1um will carry into the Northeastern Confcrcnc~ 
Swimming and Diving Championships Feb. Ii-
13 at Uni,crsily of Maryland-Eastern Shore. 
The Down South Boys Pledge 
Dance til my feet hurt 
Holla at girls til my lips chap 
Throw my hands in the air til r reach the sky 
Drink til I fall down 
Scream til my voice is gone 
Party til my hair falls and my shirt 
sticks to me from sweat. 
I' ll be hella mad when the party ends 
So I' ll dance in the street with my friends 
And when the cops come I' ll just say 
lt Ain't My Fault. 
I'm just a Down South Boy 
And all I want to do is have a good ass time. 
Are you still down? 
.~P~'-iR~ 
f:/., 
~P~'-iP~ 
March 2000 
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EaglesSoar,BisonStumble,86-61 Lady Bison Can't 'Bear' Mor~an 
By B RANDON M. BICKEJIST,\t'F 
Hill lop Siaff Wriler 
1ne Howard University Bison. 
coming ofT oi a disappoinling 83-
76ovenime loss ai DelawareSm1e 
· on Feb. 2. were hoping 10 end lhe 
rerun ·s lo.sing sire.'lk n1 eigh1 games 
with a home viclory over 1he 
MEAC's fif1h-ranked Coppin 
S1a1c Univcrsily Eagles. Howev-
er. Coppin Suuesenior Jorge Caji-
gas had different plans for lhe 
Bison, connecting on six our of 11 
lhrec-poin1ers 10 lead die Eagles 
(8-13, 8-4 MEAC) 10 a decisive 
86-61 win ove~ Howard's men's 
baske1ba ll ream ( 1- 18, 1-9 
MEAC) in front of a crowd of 
abo<u 1,750onFeb.5. C'ljigasled 
all scorers with 25 poinrs, includ-
ing four three-poin1crs in 1hc first 
half which helped 10 pul lhe Bison 
away early. 
Neither ream seemed 10 be able 
10 esmblish an offensive rhylhm 
early in lhc game. Coppin Smte 
tried working the ball into lhe key 
for some inside scoring, but wa.s 
met by a rough Bison defense. 
"We were uying to get the ball 
inside. but Jorge just kept popping 
from outside," said Coppin S1a1c 
head coach Ron "Fang" Mitchell. 
"I'mjusl glad !hey wen: going in." 
Meanwhile, for the Bison it wa.s 
lhe exact opposi1e. Howard got 
good looks m the baske1 early on. 
bul shots just weren'I falling. A 
s1eal by Howard's Reggie Morris 
finally led 10 lhe fim score of the 
game, a jump shot by freshman 
Jonalhan S1okes. The shot prom pi-
ed Mitchell 1ocall for timeout just 
54 seconds into the game. It 
would also be the last lime 
Howard would pos.,;ess lhe lead. 
Coppin Stalequickly responded 
following lhe timeout, sparked by 
Cajigas' first lhree-poin1er of lhe 
night, pennanently snatching lhe, 
lead away from Howard. The 
Eagles went on 10 outscore the 
Bison 7--0 before senior forward 
Jermaine Holliway answered with 
a seven-foot jumper wilh 14:26 
lefl in lhe first half. Despite lhe 
strong effon put forth by Howard. 
the Bison were unable to keep up 
wid1 the Eagles' offensive spuns. 
Phoco by \lad Cokman 
Antonio Michell and 1he Bison couldn't stop Coppin State as tile)' dere:11-
ed Howard on Saturday. 
By halftime Coppin State led 1hc 
Bison 40-26. 
TI,e opening minu1es of the sec-
ond half brought more woes for 
the Bison. Coppin Stale lore ofT 
another 7-0 run capped off by 
Cajigas' lifll1 lhrec-poin1 oo.,ket of 
the game. increa.sing lhe Eagle.,· 
lead lo 47-26. Another Stokes 
jumper and a three-pointer by 
senior Antonio Michell brough1 
lhe Bison lxlcktowithin 16points, 
bur the rest of lhe night belonged 
to the Eagles. Coppin lead by as 
many a., 32 point:, before 1he end 
oflhegame. 
"We just didn'1 exccu1e," s.1id 
Howard interim head coach 
William Coward. "We play good 
defense, bul in order lo win any 
games "c·,e go1 10 execute." 
·'J'hcy'n: working hard and pla)-
ing tough," said Mitchell. "\Ve felt 
thm we were going 10 have 10 roll 
early in onlcr 10 win." 
In addition 10 Cajigas. seni()r 
Koti Poilllerandjunior Joe Brom1 
turned in s1rong performance,. 
pulling up I 8 points and SC\'Cn 
rebounds. and 15 poinls and li\'c 
rebounds respectively. Reserves 
Larry Tucker :ind Tyran WmJ..in., 
also pro, ided Coppin State wilh 
an offcnsi,c lilt. 1umin~ ,n 10 
poinL, each for 1hc Eagle~. 
The Bison scon:rs were led hy 
S1okes and sixth man Ron 
Williamson. who scored 12 points 
eich. ii loni, and Holliway score-cl 
II points each. 
By KF.\'IN D. STF.WART 
Sports Editor 
Howard suffered only its 
second loss in the Mid• 
Eas tern Ath lclic Confer-
ence (M EAC) on Monday 
in Burr Gym as 1hc Lady 
Bears of Morgan Slate ( 12-
8. 9-3) roughed up the 
Lady Bison ( 11-9, 9-2) for 
a surprising 91-84 victory. 
Th i, was the mosr points 
Howard allowed :111 oppo-
ncm this season. 
The loss drops the Lady 
Bison 10 second pl:1ce in 
1he MEAC behind Norfolk 
S1a1e, who bea r Howard 
earl ier this season. 
Morgan used a soft full-
court press. which caused 
1he Lady Bison 10 commit 
17 first-half turnovers. 
During the game Morgan 
was able 10 convert 
Howard mislakes into 22 
points. 
''I'm surprbed 1ha1 we 
didn'1 do wha1 we needed 
10 do against 1hc pressure," 
said Howard women ·s bas-
ke1ball coach Sanya Ty ler. 
"We need to take care of 
our posse'Sion,. We did 
some thinp in a nega11vc 
light that I have not ,ccn 
before." 
Al half-time the Lad) 
Bison were down 48-41. 
Early in the ,ccond half. 
Morgan was able to extend 
1hcir lead 10 15 point,. 
Howard was able to ba11lc 
back and narrow 1hc lead 
1<> 1hrcc poinis on a free 
1hrow by forward CourlllC) 
Kir~. Her points made the 
,core 63-60. But the Lady 
Bears exploded and 
1ncrea,ed their lead to 16, 
ma king the ,core 82-66 
with 2:50 left in 1he game. 
The Lad} Bison ba11led 
bacJ.. but to no avail. Some 
late free throw, ,ealed 1hc 
vic1ory for 1he Lad) Bears. 
Howard sophomore sen-
sation center Andrea Gard-
Ph<>to b) Mm-Colcm.in 
Howard gu•~ R'ltan Carter and the Lad) Bl,;on ,u!Tert'd onlJ their s<-rond conference ofll,e season on 
Monday aga111-\t Morgan Slate. 
ncr was held be low her 
sc,1Son a,crage, of 11.3 
ppg and 11 .~ rpg. She 
~cored onl} nine point~ and 
grabbed eighl rebound,. 
The lack of her dominance 
inside allowed 1hc Lad) 
Bear, 10 gel second 
chance, that Gardner 
would normal!) prc,c111. 
A 2 1-pdint elfon ti) 
Howard ~•ard Chanell 
\\'a,hington ,till wa,n't 
enough 10 tun the tide on 
the Lady Bean. 
·'We undc-e,timatcd 
them." ,aid Washinglon. 
"\\'e were c,pccting a hard 
press. I personally had too 
much adrenaline !lowing. 
and I rushed too muc h. We 
ha, c 10 straighten up 
before Wednesday·, game 
against Delaware State." 
MEN'S TOP 25 
BASKETBALL 
TURNER ENTERTAINMENT NETWORKS 
We'l lget you: 1n 
the elevator 
Associated Press Poll 
# Team 
1. Cincinnati (27) 
2. Stanford (2) 
3. Duke 
4. Syracuse (2) 
5. Michigan St 
6. Ohio St 
7. Arizona 
8. Auburn 
9. (tie) Tennessee 
9. (tie) Indiana 
11. Florida 
12. Connecticut 
13. Oklahoma St 
14. Kentucky 
15. Tulsa 
16. Texas 
17. Oklahoma 
18. Kansas 
19. Temple 
20. Utah 
21. Iowa St 
22. Maryland 
23. Vanderbilt 
24. No Carolina St 
25.LSU 
Rec. Pts. Prev. 
22-1 770 1 
19-1 742 2 
18-2 708 3 
19-0 694 4 
17-5 612 6 
16-3 579 8 
19-4 568 5 
19-3 532 10 
19-3 501 9 
17-3 501 11 
17-4 426 12 
16-5 421 7 
18-2 394 14 
17-5 363 17 
22-2 316 16 
15-6 312 13 
18-3 308 17 
17-5 254 15 
16-4 251 20 
17-4 148 19 
19-3 115 24 
16-6 104 21 
14-4 87 23 
15-5 74 22 
17-4 69 25 
Which button you choose is U 
we·ve got no promises for 
you. But we do have a plan. 
T-2fl00: the coolest job you 
never expected to find. 
Spend 10 months training in 
the fastest, smartest part of the biggest 
media corporation on the planet. In the 
process, get your hands dirty in every 
aspect of entertainment production, 
from the opening shot to the back-end 
merchandising. Interested in Marketing? 
Public Relations? Production? We'll spin 
you through the divisions of the Turner 
Entertainment Networks, and we'll pay 
you to boot. 
After that, the ride is yours. 
Chat wit h a guidance counselor or check 
out our website for more information: 
www.turner .co m/t2000 
Send us what you've got by March 10th! 
... .,_s-,w-_ , __ ~ ... ,...-... 
going up? 
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THE HILLTOP 
By William Bryant 
Special to The Hilltop 
never could have. imag-
ined going to two consec-
utive Super Bowls when I 
first joined the St. Louis 
Rams' public relations 
staff in Junel999. As an intern 
with the Denver Broncos during 
in 1998, I was fortunate to work 
in their )lledia relations. depart-
ment en route to their second 
consecutive championship over 
the Atlanta Falcons. But as the 
Rams entourage departed for 
Atlanta on January 24, I consid-
ered myself fortunate to work 
with and travel to my second 
Super Bowl visit in as many 
years. 
Working in public/media rela-
tions required me to establish 
relationships with various mem-
bers of the media throughout the 
1999 NFL season. Working in 
public /media relations enabled 
me to travel with the Rams and 
stay in some of the nicest hotels 
throughout the season during 
road games. 
When we arrived at the Georgia 
Dome on Tuesday, I realized all 
of the media that I had spoken 
with over the telephone during 
the season would be in atten-
dance. One of the areas I am 
responsible for is coordinating 
telephone interviews with all of 
the Rams' players with our local 
and national media (radio and 
print), except for quarterback 
Kurt Warner and running back 
Marshall Faulk. Because there 
were so many people looking for 
players to interview, I was kept 
extremely busy. 
Though on Tuesday there 
weren't any problems to report, 
by Wednesday, our public rela-
tions department had their hands 
full back at the team hotel. 
One of our players, Leonard 
Little, was scrutinized by thou-
sands of people from cross the 
country for an accident in which 
he killed a woman during the 
1998 NFL season. Little was dri-
ving under the influence of alco-
hol and served an eight-game 
suspension that was mandated by 
the NFL. After a St. Louis court 
decided his fate, Little returned 
to action for the Rams before the 
regular season ended. 
Although I can't go into any 
more details about his case, I 
knew that some members from 
the media would attack Leonard 
once they got their opportunity. 
When media day began at our 
team hotel on Wednesday, I knew 
there was going to be "action" 
regarding the Leonard Little 
case. 
As Leonard and I walked 
toward his assigned table, there 
were five to seven people wait-
ing for his arrival. Question after 
question came from one reporter 
who was bothered by the fact 
that Leonard still was playing in 
the NFL. As Little answered each 
question, I stood right behind 
Leonard. The Rams' Vice Presi-
dent of Player Programs, Kevin 
Warren, sat three seats away 
from Little. 
Despite his answers, reporters 
continued to grill Leonard about 
the misfortunate accident. The 
feelings during the interviews 
intensified when the reporter 
asked him a question that I felt 
was too personal. Leonard was 
offended and tried to leave the 
table before I pushed him back in 
his seat and patted him on his 
shoulder. Within seconds, more 
people came to the table looking 
for a sound bite. 
Two more extremely personal 
questions followed. I interrupted 
Leonard and answered both 
questions for him. As a member 
of the Rams organization, I knew 
that I could not allow Leonard to 
stand alone in the heat of battle. 
When these situations arise, it is 
in the best interest of the athlete, 
the organization, and of course 
the public relations staff, to have 
a representative around to pre-
I 
Howard Has a Rich 
Taekwondo Legacy 
By MONE'SHA JEMIA CARTER 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In its 30 years at Howard Uni-
versity, taekwondo has developed 
into one of the most effective 
styles of unarmed self-defenses in 
the world. Dong Ja Yang, grand 
master and Howard alumna, is one 
of the leading martial artists who 
united and founded taekwondo in 
the United States. 
Master Sumorry G. Alpha is the 
Bison Club instructor and has led 
the Howard taekwondo team to 
12 national championships since 
the club began in 1967. The Bison 
taekwondo club has made its mark 
across the nation. 
"Two male Howard club mem-
bers are competing in the Olympic 
trials this year," said Alpha. 
Year-round competitions for the 
Howard taekwondo club have paid 
off for many of the club mem-
bers. 
"Twenty-five percent of the 
taekwondo national champions 
were Howard alumni and taek-
wondo club members," said 
Alpha. 
For the past two years, the 
Howard taekwondo club has 
placed third in the national cham-
pionships. In the late I 980s when 
taekwondo first became a demon-
stration sport, the Howard taek-
wondo club took home a gold, a 
silver, and a bronze medal from 
the World Olympics. This year, 
the sport will be recognized as a 
full medal sport for the first time 
in World Olympic history. 
Taekwondo literally means "a 
way of kicking and punching." 
Taekwondo is a free-fighting com-
bat sport in which an individual 
uses bare hands and feet to repel 
an opponent. The sport consists 
of sharp, strong blows that are 
executed with beauty and power. 
As a martial art, taekwondo does 
have trademark kicking styles that 
do not model other martial arts. 
This sport also requires learning 
self-defense and self-improve-
ment. 
Taekwondo is also a superior art 
of mental discipline. It gives its 
practitioners a self-confidence 
that often determines who will 
win a competition. Taekwondo is 
a martial art/sport that attempts to 
master physical and mental 
strengths. 
The success of the Howard taek-
wondo club has definitely been 
influenced by its forefathers. 
Alpha is a six-degree black belt, 
which is the highest ranking non-
Korean black belt in the world. He 
is also treasurer of the Pan-Amer-
ican Taekwondo Union, Vice 
President of the PATU Interna-
tional Referee Committee, WTF 
first Class International Referee, 
and president of the District of 
Columbia Taekwondo Associa-
tion. 
"The Howard taekwondo club, 
which consists of both men and 
women, gives 110 percent each 
day," said Alpha. 
With the Ivy Invitational coming 
up on March 4, the club members 
are preparing themselves for the 
competition both physically and 
mentally. 
" The mental aspect is funda-
mental," said Alpha. 
With its regimen of physical 
conditioning, concentration, and 
mental performance, taekwondo 
offers a total fitness experience 
which integrates mind, body, and 
soul. 
Catch SPORTSWeek ... We 
have less text and more 
Bisonettes! 
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Photo courtesy of St. Louis Rams 
William Bryant is a Howard alunus that has found success in the world of media 
relations with the St. Louis Rams. 
vent further problems. 
One reporter even asked if I 
was Leonard's personal advisor. 
Little had to stay in his seat for 
45 minutes. If not, he would have 
been fined by the NFL. Togeth-
er, we withstood the reporters' 
questions, and I walked Leonard 
out of the room. I told Leonard 
that he did a great job and insist-
ed that he keep his personal feel-
ings and comments inside until 
he was out of reach from 
reporters who could quote him. 
The following day, I had the 
same responsibility, standing 
besides Leonard as reporters 
came to his table and asked him 
question after question. I knew 
as we walked away that I had 
increased Leonard's respect for 
me by being there for him during 
questioning. 
As Super Bowl Sunday arrived, 
I was nervous because of what 
was at stake. During the game, I 
sat next to Rick, and prayed that 
we would win the game when 
the Rams led at halftime, 9-0. 
We got out to a I 6-0 lead before 
the Titans came from behind to 
tie the score with less than two 
minutes in the game. 
When Kurt Warner passed to 
Isaac Bruce for the go-ahead 
touchdown, I had to go down to 
the field. I was so nervous when 
tl)e Titans got the ball and drove 
downfield. But SO seconds later, 
the game was over when Mike 
Jones stopped Kevin Dyson at 
the one-yard line. 
It was one of the most enduring 
and memorable scenes that could 
ever have happened in my first 
season with the St. Louis Rams 
of the National Football League 
(NFL). After going 4-12 during 
the 1998 NFL regular season, I 
had an opportunity to work with 
the 1999 Super Bowl Champi-
ons. 
Moments after the game, hun-
dreds of members from local and 
national media stormed onto the 
field to conduct post game inter-
views after the Rams 23-16 vic-
tory over the Tennessee Titans in 
Super Bowl XXXIV. 
Rams' middle linebacker Lon-
don Fletcher had to be taken to 
ABC for a Ii ve shot in the mid-
dle of all of the post-game cele-
bration. I had to help Fletcher 
take off his equipment and get 
fans from around him while talk-
ing to members from the press. 
After 20 minutes of hugs and 
tears, we walked into our locker 
room where Suzy Kolber from 
ESPN approached me looking to 
B9 
talk with Torry Holt, who set a 
Super Bowl record for a rookie 
with seven receptions and I 09 
receiving yards. Simultaneous-
ly, Reggie Roberts, communica-
tions director for the Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers, informed me 
that Fletcher was needed on the 
podium to talk to reporters. 
Joe Schreiber, senior producer 
from "The George Michaels' 
Sports Machine," asked me to 
get rookie wide receiver Torry 
Holt on the field after the game. 
Bryan Burwell, a reporter from 
HBO's "Inside the NFL," 
requested Isaac Bruce, Az Zahir 
Hakim and wide receiver coach 
Al Saunders for interviews. Prior 
to completing his interview with 
Burwell, Hakim had to be escort-
ed onto the field and interviewed 
by two of our local St. Louis 
television stations. While Hakim 
was getting interviewed, I had 
to turn down interview requests 
from CNN/SI and other TV sta-
tions that wanted to speak to him. 
We didn't leave the Georgia 
Dome until I a.m., drenched with 
confetti but happy to have lived 
through the moment. When we 
got back to the hotel, I had to 
help get Jones, Holt and Bruce 
for an interview with ESPN's 
"UpC!ose," a television show 
that was taping its program in the 
lobby. 
"When would the madness 
stop?" I asked myself when I 
went to bed three hours later. 
Who knows? I hope I can 
encounter another season and 
opportunity to go through the 
madness again next season when 
the NFL starts in September. 
NOTE: Willia,n would like to 
thank Ed,vard Hill, Jr. Ho,vard 
Un;versitr 's Sports lnformation 
Director for his support and help 
during his -two years ~vorking in 
the office of sports information 
,vhile pursuing his MBA. Without 
Ed, I never would have set foot in 
the National Football League.) 
The C::l1evy Ch::1se Stt1clent Banking Package 
Even 
Our Student Banking Package has everything 
you need to manage and access your money. 
Low cost cl1ecki11g • Overdraft protection' • Free Cl1evy Chase Cheek Card 
Hundreds ,,f ATMs • Chevy Chase Home Banking 
Visit our branch near campus at 210 Michigan Ave., NE 
CHEVY CHASE BANK 
Banking On Your Terms:· 
Call 1.800. 987. BANK or visit www.chevychasebank.com 
"Overdratt protection is subject to credit approval. Must be 1 8 years of age or older to apply. 
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BISON RESTLINGT MDEF JED BY DUQUESNE 42-9 
By RAYMOND G. WARD III 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
This pas• weekend the HU 
Wrestling team took on the 
Duquesne Dukes in preparation for 
the 2000 Eastern Regional Cham-
pionships. Beginning at the 174-lb. 
weight class, Bison James Blanton 
competed against Mack Rohaly for 
the Dukes. Blanton held his own, 
but was unprepared for Rohaly's 
agility. Rohaly moved in quickly 
and pinned Blanton squarely on the 
mat. Isaac July, marking his season 
comeback at the 184-lb. weight 
class, faced Mike Dmoch. July, the 
sixth-place Eastern Regional fin-
isher in 1999, showed no signs of 
mat rust as he wrestled. He was 
taken down but escaped quickly 
and threw a marvelous lateral in 
the style of former regional cham-
pion Fredric Ashley. 
At the beginning of the second 
period, July started out on top only 
to let his opponent up once again. 
July's supernatural balance saved 
him from a possible takedown and 
a two-point deficit. A controversial 
takedown at the edge of the mat put 
Duquesne up by one at 7-6, but July 
reversed with a standing bear hug to 
take the lead again. Isaac reversed 
to win the match 11-8. 
Ken Stewart received a forfeit at 
the 197-lb. weight class, allowing 
heavyweight Lee Bruner on the mat 
against Matt Fisher. Neither man 
scored in the majority of the first 
period as each was content with 
sizing the other up. With 1:03 left 
in the period, both men fell out of 
bounds, with Bruner landing shoul-
der first on the concrete that lay just 
beyond the edge of the mat. Fisher 
and Bruner exchanged pummels for 
the remaining 20 seconds until the 
horn blew. Fisher scored in the final 
minutes of the match to lead 4-0. 
The injured shoulder appeared to be 
bothering Bruner. With 11 seconds 
in the third period, Fisher put 
Bruner on his back and won by fall. 
Sophomore transfer Antonio 
Turner was eager to win his first 
regional qualifying match against 
Duquesne. The first period passed 
slowly as takedown attempts were 
few and far between on the parts of 
both men. Stalling on the part of 
Turner gave Matt Puskar a point in 
the first period. The second period 
began with Turner on top. Puskar 
escaped to make the match 3-0, then 
' 
Bisonette of the Week 
Name: Shannon Baker 
Nickname: Cheeks 
Age: 21 
Sign: Cancer 
• Ma1or: TV Production 
Hometown: Augusta, Ga. 
Hobbies: 
-
• Dancing, and watching 
• movies 
• • Favorite Movie: • • ''Dirty Dancing'' 
Aspirations: To be an editor and 
for tele-special effects specialist 
and film. • • vision 
Maybe SPORTSWeek 
will put this us in the paper instead of those 
darn Bisonettes! 
' ' 
-
scored with the takedown. With 
only 48 seconds left in the second 
period, Puskar won by fall. 
Forfeits by Howard at the 133-
and 141-lb. weight classes put 
freshman Stevens Carter on the mat 
at 149 lbs. As usual Carter came out 
fired up, looking for openings but 
not managing to score. The level of 
activity was cranked higher as the 
second period began with both men 
eager to put points on the board. 
Carter started off on top but gave up 
the escape to put him down by a 
point. Then he gave up a takedown 
for another two points. With the 
steam seemingly taken out of him, 
Carter floundered on bottom for 
much of the rest of the period. He 
escaped with l O seconds left, mak-
ing the match 3-1. 
The third period showed Carter on 
top once again. He came out aggres-
sive but less focused, as if he had 
been put out of his game plan. 
Carter gave up another takedown 
and struggled on bottom until the 
match was paused over an illegal 
arm pull. Carter escaped with 50 
seconds left but went down again to 
make the match 8-2, the final score. 
Ephraim Walker stepped onto the 
mat to finish the meet at the 165-lb. 
weight class against Randy Hobbs. 
Walker and Hobbs battled back and 
forth until Hobbs scored on a tough 
double leg takedown with I: 11 
remaining. Managing an escape, 
Walker completed a double leg of 
his own to end the period 3-2. Walk-
er began thesecond period on top, 
but instead of holding Hobbs for 
riding time, Walker allowed Hobbs 
the reversal and put himself dowa 
by another two points. 
' In the final period Walker latched 
onto Hobbs's leg for a takedown bl\t 
was kept at a standstill. From ~ 
front headlock Walker went to th~ 
double leg and earned two points 19 
tie the score at six points apiec~. 
With 31 seconds left, Walker decict;. 
ed to go for the optional start an~ 
just let him go. Going for the wir(, 
Walker may have perhaps beeµ 
overzealous in his attempts as hf 
injured Hobbs and stopped th 
clock. In the final three second., 
Walker shot but to no avail, and las, 
the match 7-6. The Bison lost to th~ 
Dukes 42-9. ! 
The Bison's next wrestling meet 
will be on the Feb. I I against James 
Madison University. I 
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Darn those 
Bisonettes .. darn them to 
Hell! 
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In the fight against , 
respect 
WHITMAN WALKER 
CLINIC 
Paid for by the Whitman-Walker Cl 
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Toll F 
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AIDS Information Line 
www.wwc.org 
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VANGUARD CADRE 
Henry L. Gates, Master of Intellectual Dodge 
By MAKTIN Kn.sor; 
. Speciul To The Hllltop 
One last theme relating to llen11 Gates' intellcctuul personu requires mention-
ing. Gates makes u major effort to 
rebut Ali Mazrui'~ charge that 
"Wonders of the African World" 
series docs not make rigorous use 
or authoritati\"e scholars that one 
expects from a seriou.~ documen-
tar) film. Gates get~ around this 
criticism from Mazrui partly by 
claiming that his film was not quite 
a documentary but rather 
"was rrumt'<I as a trawlogue which 
allowed me to sho" both the diwr-
sity or the vast African continent 
and the African peoples them-
selves." This is bunkum. !submit. 
The best trm·elogues are anchored 
by a keen and careful documen-
tary-type infrastructure. which 
means they seek to have a serious 
didactic thrust, and such a thrust 
Implies leaning on serious autbor-
itath e advice. or course, Henry 
Gates lined up a show-list of offi-
cial authoritative advisers for his 
series as he eagerly points out In 
last section of his l'\'PIJ to Profes-
sor Mazru.i. Gates is too shre1'd an 
academic entrepreneur intellectu-
al not to protect him~lf on this 
nank, need I add. But lining up 
authoritative advisers is one 
thing: honestly and effectively 
employing their advice and knowl-
edge is quite another matter alto-
gether. A ma tter l think tllat was 
or very little interest to Hen11 
Gates when making "Wonders 
of the African World." 
As I started off these com-
ments, I've known Henry Gates 
for a decade and I can sa,· that ! 
watched and probed his ")10 a, 
much as any of his Hanard col-
leagues have. At the center of 
Gates' "MO" is a convoluted auto-
cratic component, and at the 
level of his academic/administra-
tive functioning that autocratic 
component of Gates' persona is 
ne,er far from thesurfoce, I speak 
from institutional experience in 
this matter of Henry Gates' auto-
cratic trait, for throughout ffr. 
decade prese cc at Hanard I 
(along 1'ith r lessor Preston 
Williams-Di\'l ,ity School-Pro-
fessor Charles Willie-School of 
Education-Professor Peter 
Gomes-Divinity School-Profes-
sor Werner Sollors- Compar,:,. 
the Literature-and se,cral oth• 
ers) have been on the \d,·isory 
Board of the W.E.B. Institute. Like 
the advisory boards of other 
research institutes or centers at 
Harvard, the presumption is that 
the chair or din-ctor of such ccn, 
ters will confer with such board!; 
through maybe two meetings a 
semester-depending upon relc- , 
vant situations--and sometimes 
more frequently. If I recall cor-
rectly, the Du Bois Institute Advi-
sory board was com·encd twice a 
ye,1r during Gates' first )Car, once 
a year during the following two 
years (at which meetings Gates 
presented a self-serving balance 
sheet of his achie,·ements), and 
since then the Advisory Board of 
the Du Bois Institute has not been 
convened-a period of about six 
years!! All decisions-from the 
character of the Jnstitutc's fund-
ini;, choice of lecturers for lecture 
series like the DuBois Lecture and 
the Nathan Huggins Lecture, 
etc.-<,manate from the ,ery wise 
head of Henr) Louis Gates. A cou-
ple of Advisory Board members 
have discussed Gates' tacky auto-
cratic "MO" l>ilhin the affairs of 
the Du Bois Institute among our-
selves. but none of us has ever 
moved in ,my substantive way to 
redress this Gatesian 
autocracy, and I don't e\"en think 
any of us knows what the fom1al 
Harvard rules are (if there are any) 
for redressing this Gatesian autoc-
racy. I have personally (Jueried 
Henry Gates regarding the state or 
the Dubois lnstitute's Advisor) 
Board (I queried Gates quite can-
didly on many other issues too)-
a ,tnte of affairs that is an insult to 
the members of the Ad,·isory 
Board. I can report that Hen11 
GaM; could care less. 
There is also another dimension 
to my skepticism that Henry Gates 
made any serious use of his show-
lis1 of authoritative advisors for 
hh film series. My Du Bois Insti-
tute experience "Ith Gatesian 
:iutocracy le<I me, a )·ear or so ago. 
o decline ,everal persistent 
reque t. from Henr) Gates to join 
the Advisory Board of the propri-
etury structure tliat be formed to 
produce the Microsoft ENCARTA 
CD-ROM on Black Histo11 and 
the hard-copy ENCYCLOPEDIA 
AFRICANA \"Crsion. Henr} 
Gates and K wame Anthony Appi-
ah transfonncd the original ideas 
that the late Professor Nathan 
Huggins had in mind for produc-
ing a W.E.B. Du Bois Institute pro-
ject on an ENCYCLOPEDIA 
AFRICANA from the academic 
realm of the W.E.B. Du Bois Insti-
tute to a privatistlc 
structure--a private firm if you 
will-headed by Gates and A Pili• 
ah as sole proprietors. I queried 
around about whether this wa, 
officia.lly kosher. I did so in an 
informal way I might add, drop-
ping notes on the matter to my 
longstanding friend Archie Epps 
(who was Dean or Students-the 
first African-American adminis-
trator in H:,n an! Collcg<-) and to 
one of my proi:rcssive Harvard 
academic colleagues "ho hap-
pened to be- :1 part of the 
Afro-.\merican Studfo,; facull), 
Professor Corne! West. Epps said 
that he didn't know l>hat the for• 
ma! Harvard ruks were, so I told 
Epps that I wasn't that concernc-d 
about the matter, so he need not 
inquire an) further. My progres-
sive academic colleague Corne) 
West ne,•er p;ot back to me about 
the matter at all, as I recall. As l 
told both Ep11s and West in my 
notes to them, it was my simple-
minded understanding that a pro-
ject conceived as Professor Hug-
gins though! 
of an ENCYCLOPEDIA 
AFRICA NA to be a research pro• 
duction of the Du Bois lnsti• 
tute, ought to remain an Institule 
affair in substance "hate, er pri-
vatistic choreographinr. mip;ht be 
done to it. 
So whatever financial benefits 
that rcsulled Crom tile end 1>roduct 
of Professor Huggins' ideas 
regarding an ENCYCLOPE-
DIA AFRICA.Iii A project (such as 
the Microsoft ENCARTA CD• 
ROM on Black Histo11 and the 
hard-cop~ ,ersion) ought to 
become purl ufth · research funds 
or endo"mcnt of th,· W.J•:.B. l>u 
Bois institute, whlch God knows 
Sto Saline Lynchings! 
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deserves serious financial endow-
ment after nearly 30 years exis-
tence. For me anyway, this would 
be an academically 
honorable thing to do in this kind 
of situation. One should hesitate 
to pursue one·s o" n self-scn•-
ing agenda as a scholar, which is 
what t11e prh•aUstic arrangement 
set up in regard to Professor 
Huggins' original ideas for 
an ENCYCLOPEDIA 
AFRICANA project by Henry 
Gates and Kwame Anthony Appi-
ah looks like to me. But maybe 
I'm just a naYvc old-fashioned aca-
demic in these matters, I suspect. 
Thus, I want to conclude 
these critical re0ections on Henry 
Gates' film series - "Wonders of 
the African World"-and on the 
intellectually convolukd charac-
ter of Henry Gates 
himself with some thoughts on the 
future interaction between pro-
gressive African-Amcricun intel-
lectuals, on the one band, and the 
establishmentarian and politically 
cagey Henry Gates on the other 
hand. First of all, there should be 
no doubt among progressive 
African-American intellectuals 
that Henry Gates-as the leading 
Afric11n-American academic entre-
pf\'neur intellectual in the country 
these dan-bns an intellectual 
persona ~nd modus operandi vis-
a-vis Black-world realities that is 
riddled through with establish-
menlarian purposes. Henry 
Gates, therefore, warrants much 
more scrutiny by progressive 
African-American intellectuals 
than he has rt>eeived lo date. Hap-
pily for us in this regard, Henry 
Gates b:1s umvittingly helped 
us with the arrogant Black put-
down aura that penades his 
BBC/PBS film series. 
However, to be effective in the 
important task of scrutinizing an 
incredibly cagey academic entre-
preneur intellectual like Henry 
Gates requirL'S, I think, any pro-
gressive Black intellectual to keep 
a kind of respectful distance from 
the chap. Why? Because Henry 
Gates is not onl) a master of the 
intellectual dodi:e--as J have tried 
lo delineate in these comments. 
Henry Gatc.s is also a masterful 
manipulator of strategic goodies at 
• 
his disposal as· a Black academic 
entre11reneur. I suppose that's 
how Gates got my old friend Pro-
fessor Ali l\lazrui to pen a friend-
ly blurb for the coffee-table book 
wrsion of"Wonder<i of the Afrimn 
World." I say this becau.sc when 
the secretary 
0
at the DuBois Insti-
tute malled notices to Advisory 
Board members regarding the lec-
turers for the Nathan Huggins Lec-
ture Series-- ah, ays selected sok-
ly from the wise head or Henry 
Gates by the way, since the Advi-
sory Board is operationall)' super-
nuous -1 disco, ered that on the 
list of future lecturers "as Profes-
~or Ali Mazrui (November 2000 I 
think). 
To perform the much needed task 
or intellectually scrutinizing a 
cagey and 
politically skillful academic 
entrepreneur American intellec-
tual like Henry Gates, it is best for 
anyone who is a progressive intel-
lectual and scholar to keep a 
respectful distance vis-a-vis 
resources (goodies) at Gates' dis-
posal. Even rather simple ones 
like imitations to ~trategic dinners 
at his house. For Henry Gates any-
wny they're bis fish-hooks, so to 
speak. And he has snared a lot of 
strategically useful fish I might 
add, some who could otherwise 
contribute to the important task of 
intellectually scrutinizing the lat-
ter-day Booker T. Washington 
accommodationism dimension of 
Henry Gates' intellectual persona. 
Remember tllat it is not e.1sy to 
"drink the King's wint and chal-
lenge the King too ... :• For me 
anyway, this i.~ not an caS) issue 
c, en though I know that there are 
times when "the King" must be 
challenged, whether one ,ups-at-
his-table or not. So for myself here 
at Harvard University durin ~ the 
past decade of Hen11· Gates' tenure 
here, I've kept ,1 respectful dis-
tance from Henry Gates' goodies, 
in order to reserve my indepen-
dence of action. Luckily for me of 
course, my academic appointment 
needs and resources needs here at 
Hanard ha,e not o,·criap))<-d with 
"King Gates," unlike the situation 
for other Africnn-American fac-
ulty here whose appointment 
Hen11 Gates bad a band in- such 
as Professor William Wilson 
and thus who might be inclined t 
be rather discreet in their inter 
actions with ·'King Gates." I hav 
no such dependence ties to "Kio 
Gates.'' So "hen there "as on 
instance in the past decade wbe 
my resourtt needs relating to 
Fiftieth Anniversary Conferenc 
on Gunnar Myrdal's "An Amer 
ican Dilemma" that I conceive 
and mainly organized (with mar 
vclous assistance from Dr. Randal 
Burkett then associate adminis 
trator at the Du Bois Institute bu 
who was later replaced by Henr 
Gates) became somethlog of a 
issue between me and Henr. 
Gates, Jlet Gates know that I wa, 
willing to do batlle if necessary 
One should never act weak in th 
midst or Gatesian autocracy, o 
any autocracy for that matte 
Wole Soyinka has taught us tha 
nobly. Not, of course, in the pop 
journulistic way that Henry Gal 
eharactcrizcs Soyinkll 's intenec 
tual courage so as to advanc 
Gates' oHn puhlic self-portral 
turc. 
So I try to ad, ise my prog~i~ 
Black intellectual peers especial . 
to be wary of "King Gates'' 
strategic offerings-his fish 
hooks, if at all possible. And I' 
like to address this especially I 
the up-coming) ounger geoeratlci 
of African-American intellectual 
and scholars, particulnrl) tho 
who seek to fashion a progressi• 
outlook for tbemselve.,. Finally 
"e progressive Black intellectua 
especially do indeed have to pet 
form the scrutinizing task i 
regard to establi~hmentaria 
and/or conscrmtin Blad, intel 
leetuals like llcnr,· Gates. beca 
noonecbewill. Ab<nenll.wcpro 
gressive Black intellectuals stil 
ha,·e a serious Black people agen 
da to attend to. Namel): Protect 
ing. ad,ancing, and n'Cieemin 
Black fol ks• honor, both bere 
the l,nitc>d States and clsewhe 
in the globe. 
Martin liilso11 is Frank G. Thom 
son Research Professor al Har 
vard University 
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By RANDY SHORT 
Rotation Editor 
hile our com-
munities crum-
ble into ruins 
and become 
dens of violence, 
our church leaders seem to be 
either unconcerned or unable to 
provide solutions or guidance. 
Some might rebut this, claiming 
the preachers are doing all that 
they can. But are they? I think 
not! These tithe-collecting, haber-
dashery-crazed, and sermonizing-
souls do precious little with the 
total resources they have at their 
command. In particular, one 
resource they don't use that 
requires no fiscal expenditures, is 
good will. However, there is little or 
no goodwill among the pastors of 
this or any other black communi-
ty in America. In fact, these despi-
cable patronage-begging men are 
forever jousting among themselves 
for well-heeled parishioners, 
gaudy sanctuaries, and vaudeville-
styled music programs. The obses-
sion with being the biggest and the 
baddest pastor keeps our clergy-
men fighting like petty feudal 
lords-regardless how much their 
pursuits stray from the teachings 
of Christ to serve the poor, needy, 
aged, and young. These people 
represent a poor example for the 
young men that play a similar 
game that fills our municipal 
morgue. But recent gang summits 
show that violent gangs can come 
together to stop senseless killing. 
Should we not expect our clergy-
men to stop acting like ecclesiasti-
cal mafiosi and start a renais-
sance? Pastors, regardless of 
denomination and doctrine, need 
to settle their differences and pro-
vide the God-inspired leadership 
our people-something so many 
of our young men so desperately 
need. 
The biggest problem in black 
Washington, in fact greater than 
drugs, welfare, and homicide, is 
the vicious covert war that our 
clergymen are engaged in against 
each other. Personality jihads 
among preachers block the cre-
ation of broad based economic, 
social, and spiritual renewal which 
could emancipate our community. 
Instead of furnishing bold and 
visionary leadership, mi11isters 
insanely complete with each other 
like Broadway stars seeking top 
billing, and sow seeds of dissention 
among their congregations to keep 
ideas of change and enligh«;nment 
isolated and stillborn~ Thus, the 
people they claim to care for and 
were called to serve inwardly die 
for want of just shepherding. 
Moreover, there is no excuse that 
Washington's black community 
· lacks a city-wide mortgage/credit 
union, scholarship fund, drug-
rehabilitation program, and job-
skills training service. There is no 
excuse why our ministers will not 
unite to create such institutions. 
They prefer to subcontract their 
needy to the AFDC, Lorton, Oak 
Hill, Junior Village, or ignore them 
all together in neo-tenements 
called projects, while saving the 
profits of their sanctified rackets 
VideoHo 
It seems that there's a Sambo born 
every second 
Despite essence of melanin 
blessings 
Casting call for polla loca clueless 
koolaid divas 
Plastic backstage pink panty 
skeezers cheese for 
Latex-laden equine-follicled death 
rehearsals 
Daddy's little photogenic harlot gone 
commercial 
Rap starlet steppin fetchit wreckin 
shop show stopper 
Pretty paper chasin worn uterus 
gluteus popper 
Thought it was hip to hop around in 
ignorance exhibitions 
Silly jungle rabbit 
Tricks are for misogynist intentions 
Post-slavery dysfunction fleshbound 
hussies hustle to 
To th roll ie ener t y ug g p deg ae 
jigaboo jingles 
Pride of the Klan demi-monde of 
' pop eulture 
Sold your soul for nickel$:"" 
AR"d they still don't love you.· 
f 
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for themselves. Maybe our reli-
gious celebrities fear doing too 
much, Besides, uplifting their con-
gregations might deprive them of 
their parasitic careers, and they 
probably prefer the company of 
misery that keeps their sheep 
dependent and schizophrenically 
confused about where God's word 
ends and the pastor's begins. 
The carnage of our alleyways and 
side streets don't compel our pas-
tors to act. After all, most of these 
vulnerable young men are not tithe 
payers-like Rodney King. Yet 
with that line of thinking, I wonder 
where our race would be if Rosa 
Parks didn't pay tithes. While the 
scriptures teach us to instruct 
youth, preachers risk hell and do 
nothing. Yet, they fail to realize 
their decline will be directly pro-
portional to the attrition of the 
lonely, hard-up, rotund, and blind-
ly loyal old women who bankroll 
the sham some dare call Chris-
tianity. Sadly not only are our 
preachers heartless toward the 
unchurched, they also fail their 
own flocks! 
It is a sad day when our crimi-
nals, hoodlums, pushers, killers, 
and wantonly-promiscuous men 
can unite out of a sense of care for 
their communities and these "self-
proclaimed" men of God won't 
try. For example, at the Million 
Man March, leaders of the Bloods 
and Crips pledged to work to stop 
violence in cities across the coun-
try. There has been no such pro-
nouncement from any of the five 
largest black denominations. In 
addition, Baptists, Methodists, and 
eace 
Pentecostal-Apostolic leaders, as 
a whole, opposed not only the Mil-
lion Man March of 1995-but 
thoseof1963 and 1941. One would 
think the death, destruction, fam-
ily break-up, racial conflict, and 
poor economy might stir-up some 
shared desire for change, but they 
will not come together for fear 
someone else will get the credit. Is 
this why they snubbed Farrakhan? 
Nobody believes their claims of 
fealty to the banner of Jesus 
Christ after seeing them march for 
years under the banners of Wash-
ington, Lincoln, Hamilton, Jeffer-
son, and Franklin! Alas, they 
remain petty, impotent, irreligious, 
narcissistic, effeminate, selfish, and 
specious spiritual hustlers who are 
accessories to all that plagues our 
people, and we as a race withstand 
the blows of anarchy from within 
and racial war from without. 
Perhaps the failure of our church 
leaders is due to the main victims 
of these times-black men. Possi-
bly, our preachers see black men as 
unimportant because few go to 
church, and if they go they're even-
tually uninvited. Most pastors pre-
fer their churches be private 
harems of spiritual cheerleaders-
hold the eunuchs. Thus, our pas-
tors act like males of the animal 
kingdom in a National Geograph-
ic Special-provided they are het-
erosexual. In spite of their desire 
to be the only male about, they are 
their brothers' keepers. Was Cain 
a Baptist preacher? 
Unwittingly the black ministers 
are forcing black men of my gen-
erations into the arms of wardens, 
gang-leaders, munitions dealers, 
psychiatrists, gays, pushers, and 
Muslim Imams. There is no inter-
est in young black men-xcept 
among those who would enslave 
us. But, we cannot turn to our pas-
tors for leadership, because they 
loathe us. Aside from that, they 
have done little to create institu-
tions to train, empower, and 
employ us. They have left us to 
fend for ourselves in a brutal Dar-
winian, Malthusian, and 
Manichean world where we are 
mere surplus labor. Thus, we are 
never able to take our rightful 
place as men in society. All the 
while, preachers and wannabe 
bishops squander millions of dol-
lars on tabernacles, which are real-
ly monuments to their greed and 
contempt for the lay people who 
made them. Too often these multi-
million dollar churches are sepul-
chers filled with the bones of 
dreams deferred from the masses 
of our people. 
The time is drawing near for our 
religious leaders to harvest the ret-
ributive fruits of sloth and indif-
ference. While our clerics navel-
gaze, skirt-chase, use good cocaine 
( powder of course--they want 
their dope to look like their god), 
and negotiate with white contrac-
tors about oft-promised-rarely 
seen family-life centers, the rage of 
the unchurched generations is 
coming like a gale-force wind. 
Hardened by the years of being 
ignored, walked over, rejected, and 
deprived of their parking spaces 
by out-of-town parishioners these 
folks have no stake in the very old 
and very out-of-touch landmark. 
As a result, the nation has experi-
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enced a sharp rise in crimes com-
mitted against churches: arson, 
looting, vandalism, muggings, and 
worship-hour shake-downs. Even-
tually, those gaudy autos will be 
car-jacked on the Lord's day given 
the times in which we live. Evi-
dence that our churches, though 
numb, are feeling the bite of crime 
is the appearance of both career-
al features on sanctuaries and yes-
men deacons deputized into secu-
rity details. It's a trifling 
commentary that our churches 
respond to criminal behavior not 
as followers of Christ but like the 
white racists they claim to have 
delivered us from in the 1950s & 
1960s. 
It is my prayer that our prodigal 
preachers come to themselves and 
realize they have been wallowing 
in the mire with the swine of black 
self-hatred, greed, idolatry, pimp-
ing, conspicuous consumption, and 
inordinate po,ver based upon the 
semi-literacy and superstition of 
our people. Our ministers need to 
be men and women of prophetic 
purpose and conscience. Their 
opposition to crime cannot be sim-
ply because they don't get a cut of 
the money dope dealers, and liquor 
store-owners get. It must flow from 
their hearts to see our folks stand-
ing tall. We need our ministers to 
stand up and take charge in our 
neighborhoods. Furthermore, they 
must stop the ignorant game of 
fighting each other over lay-chat-
tle and begin finding ways to 
rebuild and rescue our people-
while the Christian church still has 
relevance to the lives of black peo-
ple. 
Heterosexism-lt's Only Natural 
By RANDY SHORT 
Rotation Editor 
For the life of the writer, I cannot 
understand the twisted logic that 
coined the term heterosexist/het-
erosexism-and with a pejorative 
definition. 
Some quarters of society are 
attempting to make it evil to be 
heterosexual, and at the same time 
working diligently to expunge from 
all sectors of public life all reli-
gion, faith, holiness, and concepts 
of sin. Amoral doublespeak strikes 
again. Who are these people? 
Where do they get the idea that 
there is another way to see things? 
Will these "great minds" prove 
that sperm and sperm or egg and 
egg will create life? How stupid! 
The Christian Patriarch Paul in his 
Epistle to the people of Rome 
wrote "that people proclaiming 
themselves to be wise became 
fools." • Political correctness has 
vitiated common sense and opened 
a Pandora's box of rampant secu-
larism and atheism masquerading 
as post-modernist thought, and 
these furies rail against all decen-
cy and civilization. 
Today, anything called science is 
unchallenged and accepted as 
truth-ven if threadbare theories 
themselves are the only proof of 
research, but those metaphysical 
ideas are denounced and rejected 
out-of-hand without any examina-
tion of the possible benefits oftime-
tested beliefs. While change and 
progress should always press 
humankind to learn and discover, 
the amoral cabal of "so-called" cul-
tural elites merchandising their 
untreated intellectual sewage as 
thought goes too far. Male-female 
relations are the fundamental 
union of human society. Libertines 
that wish to replace the natural 
order with alternatives will never 
succeed. Male and female are 
basic natural continuities that can-
not be wished or propagandized 
away by people who have ulterior 
motives for wanting to destroy the 
father-mother-child family para-
digm. 
As a heterosexual man, I see no 
purpose in changing my view of the 
· world or family to suit a bunch of 
scullion Sapphists who hate my 
manhood and that of every other 
male. I personally defy the dumb 
broads (also called feminists) who 
think that men and women should 
stop caring for each other because 
they want all the females to them-
selves. It is my profound dream to 
have a wife and father as many 
children as my resources will 
afford, and I care not from which 
ethnic group my wife comes pro-
vLded she is a good helpmate that 
haridles_her sphere adroitly. As for 
professional. women, too many are 
unhappy because they have 
absorbed toxins of the "women's 
lib" ad nausea01. No man in his 
right mind should ever compro-, 
mise his goal of patriarchal hus-
bandhood and fatherhood because 
some misandrogynist doesn't think 
that heterosexual families are cool. 
If heterosexuality is wrong, what 
do the opponents of it think is 
right? Should all the proven laws 
of reproduction and biological sci-
ence be scuttled to suit a pathetic 
miserable few that are simply the 
idiotic flavor of the month? 
In the olden days, women were 
unfairly seen as temperamental 
and overly emotional. For thepast 
three centuries, great and notable 
women reformers, activists, and 
professionals successfully removed 
the veil of caste and prejudice from 
the status of womanhood. Howev-
er, this rabble that seems to suffer 
from intellectual menopause is sin-
gle-handedly reifying the mysogy-
nistic prejudices held against 
women by their abuse of the new 
freedoms and public trust. Amer-
ican women are not accountable 
and it shows in the sick intellectu-
al flotsam being passed off as 
knowledge. Promoting hatred o 
men, housewives, and the hetero-
sexual family by feminists under-
mines the legitimate aspirations o 
women striving to fulfill thei 
ambitions, and foul the waler$ 
male-female relations with les-
bianistic mythologies of universa 
rapine male culture and the to 
purgatory of female domesticity 
Heterosexism is only natural. 
opponents have laid bare thei 
desire to destroy men and the fam 
ily. These shameful anti-socia 
engineers need to recant thei . 
hatred of their ,vomenhood an 
men .as well, 
Hip-Hop Aberrations And The Fallacy of Mainstream Hip•Hop Hedonism 
By AMENHOTEP WILSON 
Special To The Hilltop 
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APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE 
, 
IN THE OFFICE OF STUDENT 
ACTIVITIES, SUITE 117, 
BLACKB CENTER FOR 
' . 
...... __ LTOP EDITOR-IN-CHIEF AND 
BUS SS MANAGER . 
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE 
TODAYTHRU 
FEBRUARY 14, 2000 
DEADL FOR APPLICATIONS 
IS FEBRUARY 14Th AT 2:00 PM . 
IHS 
816 
All HILT ~oPICS SB Productions needs volunteers lo Ll are p With the Southern Player•s Picnlc. 
d .d . full . th \'eareespedallysolldlinghelptromlbt Ue, pal ill , e tale Clubs, but individuals are "i,loome 
Monday becore pt1bli- to ,·olunteer. lfyou nre Interested please 11 £.mail us at QureaU,-e@nol.oon1 
-------------cation. Announce- For Rent 
-------------men ts by ca1npus 3bcdroomhou,,c,furnishcd.5mindrivcto 
. . f 1pu,. Femole non•<inol(e" prefem.'CI. OrgantzatiOnS Or $1000/month for whole house- Available 
Feb. 15 
meetings, seminars or---------
fi h ed 2 Rooms for rent ne..v Howard Univcnily, non-pro tare c arg a.:--al1....:.30..:..'•....:.is4_-9664....:.:.__ __ _ 
as individuals adver- English ba.scmcnt I bedroom ap4. partly fur-
nished. Located I block from Mcridirui Hill tising fOf the purpose Hall. Ha.< c.irpcting. eat in kitchen. expooed 
f . brick, and sp,cious living room. Rent 0 annOUnClllg a Ser- 25/montl1. Securitydepos1tneeded. 
I 202·986-7101 
vice, buying or selling--------
h ed $5 c th Fumi-.ood room · non <moking. Walk 10 are C arg 1 Or e Howard. Very large -S385/lnonth - security 
fu""'t 20 words and $1 posit $385. All utilities included. Refer-" nees. Call Mn.. Shoncr-703-385.0538. 
~Is leave msg. if nOI available. for every additional--------
fi ve words. Local ___ H_e~l _W_a_n_te_d __ 
Students CO ill pan J es are Local compruiy expanding creates immcdi• 
h ed $ 0 c th ate need for orea represematives 10 work in C arg 1 1 or e fun environment while making 3 difference. 
first 20 words and $2 .P_cop_l_es_ki_lL,_a_plu_s._70_3-_25_6-_794_9 _ 
c fi d Student "'th exceptional skills in ,-riting or 10r every Ve WOr S literaturebneededtoproofreoddocuments. 
thereafter. Personal ~~:,\Ji~11 (30l)!l49•1161 between 9am 
-------------
ads are $2 for the first $ 1500 weekly potential mailing our circu-
10 Words and $1 cOr Jars. No experience required. Free irtfo 11 packet. Call 202-452•5940 
every additional five .. s-,u-tlen_t>_. ,-"(),-un-teer_WJ_.th_u_s_! Thc-A-,-Kl-ubo_n_ 
Words. Natur.ilist Society needs volunteers for it> School Ecology Project in DC public ele-
mentruy schools. Opportunities include ANNOUNCEMENTS tearn te.iching crology Ol1CC a week during. 
America•s Promise needs the brothers at 
Howard Univeisity to .icp up. We arc in 
need or male mentors for the boys who 
participate in our Sanu-day program. 
Evciy Sat.. we bring 40 students from 
MacFarland Middle School and Bruce 
Monroe Element(U)· School to campus 10 
participate in• special program which 
helps to point them in the right direction. 
We meet evety Saturday from 11 am to 
Ute school day. read•aloud program for one 
hour a week or a weekend garden project. 
Experience is not necessary. Call Baroara 01 
301-652-9188 xl8 for details. 
Spring Break 2000 
Free trips. hows & hows free drinks. 
amaica. Cancun° MTV's Headquaners. 
B31baclos. Bahamas, Padre, Florid.1. Book a 
p now for 2 fn>:: trip>!! 1·800-426-7710 
www.suo,pla.1h1ours.com. 
2prn in the Blackbum Center. Those inter- a------------
ested shoo Id comaa the Office or Student 
Activities at 806-7000oremail Cleve 
Mesidor at cmesidor@howard.edu 
B)1e BiJCk. is a DC based non.profit o~-
. on which provide$ free computer tmin--
ing 10 inner-city DC residents. They are 
looking for ,"Olunteers 10 teach (6) 90 
minute cla~ses over 6 weeks. Classes 
include Windows 95. Word. Excel, Po"er 
Point. Acee» and tl,e Internet. If you arc 
interested in volwneering for this important 
ause please email voJunteer@bytebock.org 
c.111 the Byte Back office at 202-529-
3395. You c.m also ,a: their Websire at 
www.byteback.org. 
Foreign student to live in in exchange for 
m & some boarding in my Fl Washing-
on home• pm child care/babysitting. Must 
have own transpomtion. Call 202-371-1176 
Office as.st. needed Pfr. as needed. 10 woll< 
in>mall lowoffice. Must type. S7-SICl'hr. 
----------- Call202-371-1176 
CLASS OF 2000 
FREE ADMISSION. FREE FOOD AND 
FREE GIVEAWAYS AT 2K9 FRI., FEB. 
25 l·ROM 6PM-IOPM CALL 238-2345 
TheChiC380People·,union"illholdit, FORMORE INFO 
fin.t meeting of the Spri1,g 2000 semC>ler a---='---=---e---=------
next Wed. 2116,00 at 7pm. Contact Kris at For Sale/Services 
865-981 I for more info. All lllinoi, Re<i• a------------
dents are welcome. Sylhia 's New St) lislS 
Pcrm, ............................................ $30 
WblltilaSoudwmP!a.,awl'lmc... -up .............................................. .$25 
It't !IQ Anll-boulle pcq,1e-. Sh:unpoo & Blow-dry ................. .$20 & up 
____ ...::.....:......:.... ____ Shampoo & set ............................. $20 & up 
Olmebe&rtbowordofOotltbroQahtbo Pin-up ........................................... .$25 & up 
lll0allodRcvmodMlllhew'Mdoy,HU ut> ............................................... $7.SO&up 
Abmi.tMrJSuntlay ltRdd1.anple olor,, ........................................... .$7.50& up 
A.MB. Chlrcb. Anyone DOCdini-. s., llturs .. Fri. & Sat. 3013 Georgia 
pc:clldw,houlthmdlnftoolofllowsd •\ve., NW Washington. DC 
Pma Towm It 4:30pm. Dim!twill bo cl: 202-726-1537 
eervcd, followed by 6.-00 aarvi0e 11111 
Mlllnln&about8~1umarcln!o 
call 301-220-0661. Rcvmod Dr. Leo P. 
Wubing10DPll8tt 
PhOIO Comest. CASH PRIZES. 
hnp://globalcommunityweek.nctfums. 
com 
Essay Contes!· CASH PRIZES. 
hup://globaloommwlityweek.netlinm. 
com 
h's coming ... 
Bison Ball 
March 11. 2000 
McNAIRCORNl!R'6 
Please look here exh Friday for updotes. 806-
4708. cle"•ns@ho,\""1.edu 
-UMCPMcNairConferenccMatd116-19 
-Campus Visit -Colwnbia (call the office) 
• l'rogre.<.< Repon /fl • Feb. 7 
• CHECK your e-mail! 
• Workshop: nme Mgnu/Srudy Skill< . 
2/1 (II'.)(). Tubmm Qu"<I 7-9 pm 
• REMINDER: Make an appointment wil your 
mentor. 
• McNnir meeting: Fri •• Feb.25.2000. GS 
.. Nine (S) slots open for new McNai.r schobrs -
only first-gcnr:mtian, low-incomes.lots rrmain -
tell )'Our friends .. 
• Rct=I Rescheduled: April S-9. 2000 
Lose up to 20 lbs 
in one mond1. 
All natural . guaranteed results 
call 202-588-7021 
!!!GAIN ENERGY· FEEL GREAT!!! 
Fa.st Natur:il Safe Weigltt Los,, 
$$$Back Guarantee 
C,11 Sh:iu1l3 202-728-3808 
Cap City 
Negro League Collection 
Worlds Freshest Basebnll Caps 
(202)722-0701 
Outside OC 1-800-22:3-TAJO 
Students, Faculty, StnlT 
Top Prices Paid 
For u.scd and unwnnled Textbooks 
T,tj Book Senice 
202-722-CY70I 
Outside DC 1-800-223-TAJO 
Textbook saving since 1982 
Personals 
. 
'vc missed you and 1·m so glad you 're here 
y. I hope you know how much you me 
oved and •PP=i•ted. Happy Valentines 
y. Love Lauren 
Bren~ 
Happy Valentine's Day Baby 
I love you! 
Kellie 
To my dearest Yon 
I have truly found whtu l'vc searched to 
discover in you! 
Love eternally, 
Your Princess 
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Hill TOPICS 
Nie. good luck with champiortship,;! You 
got what it 1'lke to bring home another 
gold mcd31. Love ya. Christie 
Happy Vlllcntines Day to my cuttie 
Patootie Nicholas. I can't wait to spend 
our 3rd v.Day together. Love ya. Christie 
aka Swt>hine 
Come party with the Senior Class 
or 2-000 at Republic Gardens each 
nnd e,•ery Wednesday, sponsored 
by the Coll~e of Arts & Sciences. 
Free before 7pm with Hypnotic Ad 
to the righL Free drinks before 
7pm. Free food & live comedy. 
Hosted by Torie 
Step Show after party at Th6 Loft, 
tlm Sat., Feb. 12th. Ladies free 
before 11pm. Free shuttle pro~ided. 
\\'ant to win M)lne cash? 
Participate in the Qui, Bowl. 
Contact Toi Outcrbridgc in the UGSA 
omce (IOO)ai 806-1143 
CHOPSHOP2000 
··B:lrbcring the bc,1 4 Uie Millcnium .. 
\Vest Towtl".) 
Haitc,n S6, Shapcup $3 
Phone# (202) 332-7<.127 
Pager# (215) 308-02 I 6 
Happy 22nd Binbday Kanisha Jenkins! 
Love. the kids. 
Did you lose some Honda car keys 
uboul 2 weeks ago? If so, call Tite IDII• 
top al 806-6866, a.,k for Kylu. 
WHll.E THE EDn'OR·ll\·CHlEF IS 
A\\\\Y, THE B-SECTIO'< WILL 
PLAY! 
llfUCH THANKS TO KEVIN, 
KEENAN, CHRIS, IRA, TASHA & 
KYt,A FOR HOLDING IT DOWN 
WHILE APRILL Al\1> JASON 
WKREAWAY! YOUMADEMYONE 
DAY AS EOITOR-IN-CRIEF 
ENJOYABLE (SOMEWHAT)! 
- Kll\10TH\' BROWN 
' To the staff of The Hilltop: 
Let"s go to Naslnillc and represenl for 
the mighty H.U. and show those other 
colleges (Uke FA~ tU) who is tntly the 
nntlon·s ll<'S1 collegiate newspaper! 
, To Rm. lOJE: 
Keep tht ".W's" Oo\\ing! Long Ult 
0.E.! 
-KS. 
1 fJ1ui11eJs ..,{/lite 011(f 
lillc(: rJlacA6nrn rl,11/IMffll 
'/Joi(: ir6ru,1"/I !J, J~OO 
flint(: 0inn(r, 6:JO Jm · O:JO pm 
JAow (!;mt : o:./6Jm . 8:oo;m 
TlfE HILLTOP 
Aprill O. Tomer: 
Now I truly know how tough your job 
ls? I'll nenr underestimate the pc)\\Cr 
of the EiC e,erugain! Hail Aprill, Rail Tickets on Sale at Cramton Box Office 
Aprill! 
··The i{illtop Stall' 
Phi Beta Sigma & Selmo present 
THE OFFICIAL· 
STEPSHOW AFTERPARTY 
Saturday February 12th 
18 to party 
21 to drink 
upstairs @ 2:k:9 
2009 8th St. NW WOC 
I block from HU Towers 
(202) 66i-7750 
No Hat~ AthleticWw or Sneakcn 
10:30pm•4am 
ALL LADIES FREE b/411PM 
Greeks $5 b/411:30pm 
FEIL AS ~5 B/ 4 11 PM Free Leavtng uie Quail' every 20 m1n starting@ 10pm Shuttles Returning to Quad, Meridian, Slowe~ 2:30am 
semo 
3am 
UJbth live ~cly - 6 :30 ro 9pm 
Open &R - 5pm ro 7pm 
Coinp{rrncncc\Rg 5)mneR - 5 ro 9 
~ With Ol18 ttlVJt'C B7JJ 7pm 
NOT O lt"a ,~·1A.1 tr\1'Nft 
~----~--' 
1355 U 5tllttt" NW - 202 2n 2710 
